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Chapter Z: General introduction 
Frosa 1928 to 1931 several papers on the a^es of iron 
meteorites were publishedp based on analyses of their heliua 
(1) * 
and uranium content N * A net/ attempt to increase the 
accuracy of the age determinations was begun i n 1937 ahd the 
main alterations and the results obtained were descried i n 
1942 The apparatus and techniques used were described 
in detail Thorium as well as uranium results uere ob-
tained by determining the amounts @f the rare gas Gse&bora 
tboron and radon* pulses were obtained from a gas ionisation-
choaaber containing thoron or radon and af ter 3uitable asipli-
• 
f icat ion the pulses wre recorded photographically. When 
investigations were begun again i n t945 modem counting 
equipment ms introduced* The radon-thoron n^thod fo r the 
estimation of the two main radioactive series was adopted and 
developed further by the present author* 
ImproveraefltS ; were made both i n the sariipulatioj) of thoron 
and radon p and in the carrier procedures used to extract the 
parent activities* Useful results were obtained* i n particular 
of the low age meteorites Javik* Ahn%hito* and ausnionalus t& 0 
Hoover* nwt developments in the sc int i l la t ion counting 
of o( particles and in the f luor isetr io determination of uranium 
showed the radon-thoron issthod to be relatively less eff icient* 
An isrportant corollary to this i s that much more sasjple Is 
needed fo r the radon-tfioron method than for the sew oethods. 
Blau and Dreyfus used a ssino sulphide soreen and a 
photoraultiplier tube and measured the intensity of the current 
produced lay an c(. source. Coltaan and Marshall ^ showed 
that individual l igh t flashes could be detected ul th good 
efficiency, sin© sulphide phosphors can be obtained 
ootsaereially whioh have a very low natural ac t iv i ty . This 
eoeono that the soeaauri%' instrument using such a phosphor has 
a low background count (of the order of 1 count per hour) and 
consequently low activi t ies can be, eatiisated more accurately, 
even though the effiolency of the counter i s less than that of 
the gas-counting lonlsation oharaber. In this \say the lowest 
detectable asoount of thorium was reduced frost 4 $ 10"^g, .to 
1 x 10~^g. (The rtlowest detectable asount" has been calculated 
fo r oosjparaDle counting ti&es, and represents the amount of 
* 
ac t iv i ty whose standard deviation would be equal to * 100^. 
iUay less aaount of act ivi ty would have even less accuracy, and 
such a result would have to be expressed as equal to , or less 
than, a certain l i m i t . ) 
The fluorescence produced by uranium vjhen present in a 
a odium fluoride matrix w referred to by Wioholls and 
Slattery W and ms used for the detection of uraalua by 
Paplsh and Hoag The method uas developed fo r the 
quantitative determination of uranium by Heme^er ^ 8V« B< a 
and used for the measurement of uranium in sea-siater by 
Heroegger and Karlik This method i s more sensitive than 
the radon ntethod, reducing the lowest tie tea table amount of 
uranium from 4,8 x tO~®g. to 6 x 10""%. 
Mew radiochemical set hods were needed fo r both these 
recently developed instruments. I t was aeceseary to des%n 
procedures for the extraction and separation of the 32Bll a 
asmrnts of uranium and thorium present in iron meteorites* 
These methods were developed by the author to permit a de-
termination of both series to be taade from the sasoe saiaple. 
Ideas fo r an analysis of the radium content by scint i l la t ion 
counter as a cheek on the iluorime t r i o analysis of the uranium 
eontent did not lead to a suitable procedure0 After estraotios 
and separation of thorium the use of a repetitive source of 
fhS (and hence The) « $ proved possible* fh i s inoreaaes the 
accuracy further , slnee a series of thorium estimations can be 
obtained from the same sample and a thorium figure calculated 
by taldLngthe mean aad computing the standard deviation in the 
usual my* 
Using the relevant parts of the developed procedures, 
uranium results were obtained from souse residue solutions of 
the radon-thoron method , thus affording a useful oheo&» 
L!any interesting oarrier procedures were investigated 
both fo r the stain methods and for the reraoval of the amounts 
of uranium and thorium present in the reagents used. In 
m 4 
part icular 9 series of tests showed that the choice of iron 
or sirconium as a carrier fo r thorium In the cau3tlo soda-
peroxide procedure bad a great effect on the subsequent 
efficiency of separation of uranium and thorium* After esc* 
hauative testing of procedure and reagent purity the zaeteorite 
3an Martin ms analysed for uranium and thorium* The results 
agreed f a i r l y well <57ith those obtained "by earlier wortears 
Uost of the result® obtained by this author relate to 
Iron sjete© ri tes t only one s8t©orite B Beddgelert being outside 
this class* Beddgelert i s a ehondrlte* The apectrographio 
and radiochemical analyses of this meteorite and their results 
are described in a separate chapter* 
A general review of age determination by radioactivity has 
not been included here* since a comprehensive survey of the 
stiffly methods In use Is available ^ • However„ an interesting 
recent method of age determination of certain reo&s Is due to 
L*H* Ahrens using Hb8^ as the "geeehroneaeter** The 
eoneentratlons of rubidima and strontium* the deeay product, 
ean be determined with some success using a speotrographie 
method* The uranium contents of seteorltes have been estimated 
by Davie ^ tfho used a vacuus fusion technique to liberate 
radon. His results agree tflth those of Paneth et a l 
Figure 1 shows the sample of S&vifc (enlaiged 1.5 tioee) 
which ma analysed* A typical iron meteorite 5 Savili shows 
f/idsarajstateii figures that are clear and unciefonned and 
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Chapter l i s Ufae Baden-^&^fon method 
(1) Introduction 
In this method of radiochemical analysis the tt?o main 
helium producing radioactive series are estimated toy means of 
their rare-gas members; the Th<02 series (see Fig* 2) by 
thoron, and the 8238 series (see Fig* 3) by radon* The 0233 
i s not direetly estimated but the determination of the 0233 
series affords an indirect estimation, sinee 0*233 i s present 
in a fixed s m l l ratio to 8238. (B233AJ238 » t/139) * 1 ^ * 
The immediate parent of each rare gas i s separated froa 
the series and the thoron and radon collected and their 
act ivi t ies assessed i n a gas lonisation ehasfter* The two 
series are interrupted by carrier precipitation at Ha i n the 
U23@ series and at ThX (an isotope of Ha) in the fh232 series* 
Both these radioactive bodies are quantitatively brought down 
frost a homogeneous acid solution by means of a precipitate of 
barium sulphate* The bailum sulphate i s converted to barium 
chloride* The solution obtained contains the thorium.X and 
radiua i n i t i a l l y present and the thoron and radon can be easily 
obtained from tills solution, moron (34*3 seconds h a l f - l i f e ) 
i s such shorter-lived than radon (3*84 days h a l f - l i f e ) and so 
a method of counting each in the presence of the other has been 
devised* To estimate thoron a flow method is used, A flow of 





enough for most of i t to decay there and give rise to counts. 
Any radon present in this flow does not spend a long enough 
time in the chamber to contribute appreciably to the count* 
To estimate radon a static method i s used* The ionisation 
chamber r sh ich has previously been evacuated i s f i l l e d with the 
accumulated radon from the barium chloride solution. 
The apparatus used for the manipulation of the radio-
active gases i s sho^n in Figure 4* The central point of the 
apparatus i s the manifold F VThieh can l i nk the chamber system 
ending at G to any of three other systems* These are (a) the 
nitrogen l ine , (b) the thoron system ending at £ and (o) the 
radon system ending at ft* The pump lead fro®) the chamber (H) 
system contains a charcoal trap U (stopcock L) which can be 
cooled in l iquid nitrogen, and a stopcock K. The charcoal 
trap i s used after a reassembly of the chais&er system to clean 
the internal ohadber surfaces, particularly the Insulators, 
from absorbed water vapour* The manometer J indicates the 
prey sure inside the chamber, screw clips I and G clamp on to 
the rubber leads which conduct gas Into or through the chamber. 
For thoron determination the apparatus ABODE i s linked 
through F to the chamber system GH etc. The flow of nitrogen 
passes through a graduated d i f fe ren t ia l manometer A, using 
mercury ao the indicating l i qu id , and the rubber lead B to the 
thoron uni t G whence i t carries the thoron through E and F to 
the chamber. The thoron unit Q, consists of a B 10 socket 
* 
sealed into the top of whioh i s a to. bore tube* This tube 
leads the gas flow below the surface of the l iquid in the 
bubbler D which has the corresponding B 10 cone* The gas i s 
then dried by passing i t through a bulb f i l l e d with KOH pellets, 
For radon determinations the apparatus HOFQ^  i s linked 
through F to the chamber system G.H» etc. '.81 i s a sinter disc 
to feseep fibres etc. out of the chamber where they can cause 
insulator trouble, o i s a laxge KOH pellet drying system. A 
stopcock p leads to Q v/hich i s a sinter disc nitrogen leak 
sealed o f f fro® the a i r by mercury. Nitrogen i s fed directly 
underneath the sinter disc and when no demand for nitrogen i s 
made by the system beyond P, i t bubbles out through the 
mercury seal to the atmosphere e wnen the system beyond p i s 
evacuated and needs to be r e f i l l e d with nitrogen the opening 
of P calls on the supply aod.Jiitrogen passes through the disc 
and into the system. 
Any possibili ty of introducing a i r by having an i n -
suff ic ient supply of nitrogen fo r the decrand of the system i s 
precluded by the surrounding mercury which, although sucked 
against the disc, cannot pass through i t * The radon unit a 
i s attached by cone and socket* The radon unit and i t s 
manipulation are deocribed in detail later (see page340• 
- 9 -
( i i ) 'ghe ionisation chamber and Electronic? Techniques 
The ionisation chamber ms the one' used by Jaoofci ^ ) 
* 
with a modified electrode assembly due to Mercer and liar t i n . 
The ionisation chamber i s show) in Figure £, A o l id steel 
cylinder of 9*0 ml capacity, i t has two tapered orif ices f o r 
the flow of gas. The end faces have a circular groove into 
which the body of the cylinder f i t s * The f i t i s rendered 
vacuus tight with Everett's was (Hard Ho. 1)» The top plate 
has a thick section A vjftich borders the cylindrical aperture 
into tfhieh f i t s the polystyrene insulator B and the central 
electrode assea&ly* The copper central electrode E has a 
concentric s i l ica tube D fixed round i t with high melting 
point Apieaon mx. This (D) insulates E from G the braes 
guard ring which i s earthed 0 C i s waxed on to D with Apiezon 
wax in such a way that the upper portion of D i s untouched 
and i t s insulating properties preserved. The insulator B i s 
turned on the lathe, so as to f i t the aperture in A and i s 
Tsaxed in with Everett's wax. This was has a low melting point 
and consequently does not crack or distort the polystyrene 
which would, of courses ruin i t s insulating properties 0 The 
central electrode assembly (C*D and 1) i s xvaxed into the 
cylindrical aperture of B, again using the low melting point 
wax» This i s so to prevent the disarranging of the central 
electrode assembly which would ensue from the use of a higher 
tetaperature. Finally the top plate which i s now f u l l y 
> W£AJ> 
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assembled i s fitted on to the body of the chamber and the 
3oint mxed with the low melting point wax. The central 
electrode has an usfcrella attachment which shields the internal 
insulators from the electric f i e ld . There are si lver solder 
tabs on each of the three parts of the ohas&er. These are 
connected to the H.To supply and in this way a uniform f ie ld 
i s assured* The chamber i s constructed of ealld steel because 
this raaterial has been found to have a low natural activity ^ 
As a further help to low background counts a l l internal metal 
surfaces were nickel-plated, i t i s to be expected that during 
the metallurgical processing of nickel by the e&rbonyl method 
tauch of the contaminating oi activity w i l l be lost . 
AS i s aho^ n in the block diagram (Figure &) the ionisation 
chamber i s housed in an earthed copper box (a) to screen the 
chamber from stray electromagnetic radiation. The lead from 
the potentiometer which taps off the required potential from 
the po3@r supply i s led into an annexe of the copper box (not 
shown) which surrounds and screens D« D i s a smoothing circuit 
for the H.T. The chamber G rests on a sheet of neoprene to 
insulate i t from the earthed box A« The electrical leads to 
and from the chamber passed through ?ye plugs situated in the 
sides of A, Aerial-like loops in the wiring were avoided. 
The chamber i s maintained at a potential of -4^0 volts. 






eleetrie f ie ld and the electrons are collected l$y the central 
electrode, negative going pulses are produced corresponding 
to the incidence of c£ particles* These negative going pulses 
are fed through a short length of polythene insulated cable 
to the f i r s t stage of a resistance-capacity coupled linear 
pulse amplifier, modified frora the ' type 1002* asqalifier 
built for the Atoado Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, 
The oa^lifier was constructed in two parts 9 a 'head amplifier' 
giving a gain of about 100 with a cathode follower output 
stage, connected through a fa ir ly long cable to the sain 
aqplif i er Tshich gives a gain of oirca 10 4. 
In order to achieve adequate stability of gain the anode 
supply for the amplifier i s electronically stabiliced at 
250 volts d«c* and the valve heaters, a l l connected in series, 
run froo this same supply through a suitable series resistance, 
fhis also eliminates the introduction of 50 cycle ripple 
through cathode-heater interaction. The output from this 
amplifier ia displayed on a cathode ray oscillograph for visual 
©becking and fed also to a pulse amplitude dUscrisiinator, 
(based on a design by Cooke-Yarborough ^ * ^ } . By suitable 
choice of the level of disorisaiaation i t could be arranged 
that pulses due to o( particle ionization in the chadber were 
passed to the recording raechanism whereas the random amplifier 
'noise 1 me effectively rejected. Since the average rate of 
arrival of pulses i s rarely greater than 1 or 2 per ainute 
12 
no electronic scaling circuit ims nors&lly used and the 
disorininaied output was used directly to trigger a ' f l i p -
flop* circuit driving a mechanical counting meter. The rather 
long resolution time (1/6 sec) of the oeohanical raster had 
the advantage s£ making the whole systeia relatively insensi-
tive to sgiorophonio interference* This usually appears as a 
short d&siped train of impulses which in general can trip such 
a recorder only once ^nhereas an electronic scaling circuit 
crith isuoh shorter resolution time would record a considerable 
number of spurious counts for each disturbance of this type* 
A simple pen recorder connected in parallel with the 
gaeehanioal meter provided a useful check on the rel iabi l i ty 
of the recorded pulses. The pen recorder* consisted of a 
rotating &mm bearing paper on which a pen or pencil described 
a continuous helix* A battery operated relay was attached 
to the scribing am and the relay was operated often a count 
was registered on the oeohanioal meter,, The pen ^as then 
attracted a-vray f rora i t s normal path and lorased a clearly visible 
mark, The resolving tiase of this device was much longer 
see) than that of the mechanical taster and so each count 
had not a corresponding nark* This meant that a straight-
forward * count* could not be mad© fron the trace avoiding 
portions„ obviously recording breakdowns*, However, i t s main 
use i s that whereas the mechanical meter gives n@ indication 
of the arrangement of the counts in time 9 the pen recorder 
shows vThsther the counts are randomly distributed ©r whether 
13 
©any have occurred togeter. SSJJC© the act/ivities snsasured 
are so low9 i t i s very isiprobable that even groups of aiK ©r 
five w i l l occur within a few seconds» §hen these lar^e 
groups of counts are found in the trace, the sun has to he 
discarded and the source of the trouble located. During 
noKoal laboratory wo rising hours the cathode ray oscillograph 
was available for inepeotion and the actual rate of count 
could be checked periodically, but overnight tile pen recorder 
was the sals soeans of checking whether or Dot a count was val id. 
Typieal sections of the trace of the pen recorder are 
shovm in F%ure 7» The lengths of the helix sho^n correspond 
to appro^dUmtely 4 minutes,, (a) Shone a low radon count with 
a small portion of the background on either side* ihis was 
tatei as a valid count* (b) Shows a high rate of counting 
(c irca y)0 per hour) • this was a radon calibration mm, and 
was talsen as valid since the frequency distribution of singlets, 
doublets, tr iplets , e tc . , i s what one vmulti esgseot. (e) Shows 
a low thoron count with no spurious additions* (d) Sho^a a 
count rendered invalid "by muoh spurious counting. This 
actually occurred oversight and the mechanical seter sioply 
recorded a high activity. The C.H.o. noKt morning showed that 
conditions were steady and that no breakdowns aere taking place, 
but the pen trace shows that breaisdoraae took place, after rrfiioh 
the counter regained stabil ity. 
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Insulation system of the ionisation oh&o&er* .hen spurious 
counting w traciied dorai to the chamber, i t hs4 to tie d i s -
santled. The polystyrene blook « s l e f t in i t s seating in 
Uw top plate and the central electrode assembly removed, 
stripped down, and thoroughly cleaned and dried. The s i l i ca 
insulator boiled for several hours in concentrated n i tr i c 
acid, copiously washed, and dried, S'eamitfiilc a very thin 
layer ^as turned off the insulating surfaces of the poly-
styrene block. The opportunity was taken to polish the 
internal surfaces of the chamber to remove any deposited 
activity. A. carefully pc&BSiQqged order of assembly me 
observed ^  so that no insulating surface %8 touched. After 
assembly the system had to be pumped out over ohareeal cooled 
with liquid nitrogen* Sosac improvement in the incidence of 
insulator breakdo^i was found Jiien as siany as four 100-al 
vessels of si l ica-gel were kept in the copper bos which housed 
the ehas&er, and when the l i d of this box was cork lined and 
firstly screwed ckyan. A special brush was kept only for use 
on the insulators. 
originally the gas leads to and f rom the chamber vrere of 
stout capillary tubing terminating in D 10 cones uhicti fitted 
the tapered orifices of the ehas&er. This system made the 
counter aioro phonic. Rubber leads were substituted which 
completely removed this trouble, and side the removal and 
insertion of the chaster oudb easier j> since this type of lead 
1 5 -
could be easily mxed in* the rubber leads proved reliable, 
both in the electrical systera, i . e . there were no breakdowns 
from the chamber via the rubber leads to the copper box» and 
in the gas system, i . e . they neither absorbed nor contributed 
to any activity. 
( iU. ) Cfaeg&cal proeeduee 
A brief test of the best reagent for dissolving an iron 
saetedflfce ms carried out. 10 Egra. portions of Calvert Ho. 2 
turnings wore weighed out and treated with 10 tal« amounts of 
• 
the reagents shoian in the following table* The time m s noted 
xmen no speck $f meteorite visible * In© test was carried 
out at lab* temperature (ciroa 18° c ) . 
Solvent 
5» %894 oatd* with Kasaoe 
1(BJ HCl 
KCuCl3 
5& H 2 S0 4 
1«S E50o 
cone* %Sf>4 










120 metal s t i l l bright, 
Of these attacks ms thou^at to be perhaps too 
- f6 -
• 
quick, r i s i n g loss of saaterlai, and the cone, ml (KK). 
attack x>as chosen as fceing reasonanly quick and easily 
controlled* I t vm found that a prolonged HCl treatisexit could 
form a homogeneous solution of practically the entire 
meteorite sample. 
So long as this solution mg stable enough to allow the 
Bo>3o4 precipitation to be carried out then the requirements 
for the extraction of the radium isotopes were fulf i l led* 
¥tw assail residue l e f t tmta the UGl attack was generally 
resistant iron oxide and nas very greatly reduced "toy treatment 
with hot concentrated B-IO .^ h^e very-small residue now 
remising was aotoQtiaes siliceous in nature and this could be 
treated with W and EC194 in a platinum dish* That the HCl 
solution ms capable of holding up most of the s i l i c a present 
was ahosm by the fact that i f too ssuoh H2S04 was added to the 
steteorite solution, containing "barium, a floceulent precipitate 
of s i l i c a produced as well m the characteristic 
precipitate of Baso4* This occurrence did not interfere with 
the tasthod, since the whole precipitate could be fused with 
a l t e i i carbonate and the leached residue of BiCOj obtained in 
the norml my, Further, i t T/as later found that a precipitation 
of s i l i c a freia a HG1 solution did not interfere with either 
uranium or thorium in that solution ( see page B Q ) . 
Further attacKs such ae fusion with alisali carbonates 
or potash mvo available for persistent residues, but were 
seldsm necessary. There i s a danger in tackling a smll 
residue with too E R I C S , and too great a variety of reagent* 
TSiia greatly increases the 'blank1 ( i . e . the activity 
contributed by the reagents) vftich has to be subtracted fram 
the QQteorite run, ssueh to the cost of the accuracy of the 
f ina l figure* 
inhere more than one kind of attack was carried out i t 
was found advisable to extract the various solutions with 
Ba3©4 separately. Then the Bas©^ extracts could be combined 
for the rest of the procedure* After such a separate Baso4 
extraction on the two main attadss of a savik sample (oono* 
HGl and hot cone. WlQj) the im mother liquors were coufcined 
for storage. (Extracted seteorite solutions were always 
stored since other data slight be obtained fro® t&eia) • After 
an induction period a violent reaction took place uhich caused 
loss of SOS® of the material, since ethyl alcohol 9 which can 
be used to improve the liquid surface i s centrifuge tubes, had 
been avoided for the very reason that i t sight engender such a 
reaction, i t » s surmised that the HC1 solution oust have 
contained soes carbonaceous material* Soiaetimes the HGl attack 
of a ©steortte resulted in a solution with a grease-like fiizs 
of gr&^M tic-looking eaterial* Graphite i s well fcneraj as a 
constituent of souse iron meteorites, as i s amorphous carbon1 
After hos&geneous solutions of the meteorite had been 
18 -
obtained (50 - 100 gra of meteorite were generally used) they 
were extracted in the following way* Approsiajately tOO - 150 
Kgms pa as S&&2 had already been added to a the sagjgle bef ore 
aoid was added, to act as holdback carrier. This barium ms 
precipitated by the addition of 2% H2SO4. l&e technique 
used TT&S precisely that used for maxlsaan recovery of Baso^ in 
quantitative analysis. Pyrex glasswaire was used throughout, 
since i t has been shots) that soda glass adsorbs radium isotopes 
( 2 ) ' 
fro® solution x . The precipitate was separated from i t s 
* 
Eother liquor by eentrifugiag, and mshed. I t sms then trans-
ferred to a platinum dish and fused with 10 - 15 tiaes i t s 
•.vei^ iio of fusion fixture* The contents of Uie eool platinum 
dish ^ere leached out with raater and the Bac®^ precipitate 
separated by centrifuging. The al&all carbonate mother liquor 
w a discarded. The fusion was repeated to ensure that no Ba3©4 
regained, to interfere «ath the f ina l solution of Baei 2 obtained 
by dissolving the Saco^ in a l i t t l e dilute E01. Tftis solution 
ms transferred to a bubbler. These bubblers raere of standard 
30 e l capacity and the solution In them was kept at !5 mis for 
a l l runs. This was necessary to preserve the de-emanating 
conditions anu dead space volume at standard values. 
( iv ) The Be termination of fhoron 
(a) Theory 
She streaming method for thoron was f i r s t used by 
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Strutt ^ ) and later by tfrry l * 8 ) * Detailed expositions of 
the theory are given by tfrry ^ 9 ) and &oozy & flow of 
nitrogen i s maintained through the bubbler containing the 
thorium K obtained from the gjsteorite* The thorofi atoms, after 
they are bo so, are swept out of the solution and into the 
chamber* Mo account i s tatei here of the tics leg between the 
birth of a thoron ate® and i t s ootsy into the nitrogen stream* 
Let ]Mo atoais of thoron be in equilibrium uitfe the thorium 
% contained in the bubbler* 
•Jken N^U^-C vatoas of tfcoron die before reaching the 
chamber, where v i s the volune @f "dead space0 ( i . e . the 
volume between the surface of the liquid in bubbler and 
the entrance to the charaber) and LS i s the mie of flow of 
nitrogen* 
Hence J\io£ y atoss of thoron reach the chamber. 
I f f$ i s the number of thoron atoms decaying in the 
ohasfcer of volurae \f 9 then . 
The ratio N/l>U> teraed toe * recovery* of tfte apparatus 
has i t s saHinaiu flSsgp) 
CosMning equations ( I ) and ( I I ) . 
M~ = » / _ r i L - . V - at opticus S 
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Hence far a given relation of oh&idber to dead apace valutas 
the recovery of the apparatus can be calculated* la the 
follox?ing table a few v&lues are given 
v/v tOO 2© 5 I 
V k> • 
recovery $ 9*<»5 S1*8 29.6 25 
The changjer volume i s 910 asla* originally the dead 
space ^as &4 e&s. f itted into ths glass gas leads of the 
chaser VJOF© raereury controlled non-retuiSB valves. Those were 
of use only in radon work when they closed up toe chamber 
f i l l ed v/ith nitrogen and radon to prevent Was diffusion of 
radon to taps greased with apiesson tshere the radon would have 
beea absorbed. {Jhea rubber gas leads v»ere substituted for 
glass ones (see page k>) ordinary screwelips were clapped on 
to the ri&ber leads* v;hich. could close up the radon in the 
ch3dber« These prevented any absorption of radon on apieson,, 
but did not contribute to the dead space. In this and other 
similar isays the dead space •sas reduced to 40 a l s . 
Oaing the equations derived above the opticas flow rate 
and the recovery (H/80) ©an be calculated for each value of 
the dead space. This date io shcnn in the follav?ifig tables*" 
Gh&dbei? vo l . (mis) 910 910 
Dead space vol. (mis) 64 40 
Optisofia S (sals/tain) 255 2I7 
Experimental 3 (ols/oin) 104 220 
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S3/tto for opt. S (#) 77. 83 
H/fto for expt* s 62.5 83 
The re00very (n/fto) for any radon carried into the 
nitrogen stream i s 0*05$* Badon has such a relatively long 
half l i f e (3,84 days) that the probability that any radon 
atom cri.ll disintegrate during the short tiios i t spends in the 
chasaber. i s very small. To contribute a count of IQf? of the 
to be 
thoron count the radium activity of the bubbler v/ould have^200 
tioes as great as the thorium X activity* A contingency of 
this nature i s so resist© that i t can be disregarded„ although 
a correction could be applied* since the error of a thorium 
determination i s rarely less than & 30;' a contribution of 10$ 
would hardly be discernible* The recovery for any aotinon 
(3o92 seconds half l i f e ) carried into the nitrogen stream i s 
16#* However 9 the W235 series i s present only in small pr©~ 
portion (1/139) to the 0238 series although the former series 
i s 6*35 times as active as the latter* Apart from these con* 
side rations, the serious factor preventing any aotinon con- , 
tributing to the thoron count i s the time lag between the birth 
of an emnation atom and i t s entry into the nitrogen flow* 
For aotinon this factor would prevent very nearly a l l the 
aotinon from reaching the ehao&er, 
With the dead space at 64 mis and the flow rate at 104 
aLs/rain9 the average thoron calibration was 4*2 £ 0,3 CoJfLtS 
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per hour per micrograms of thorium, vflth the dead space at 
40 mis and the flow rate at 220 mls/mln the average thoron 
calibration was 7*0 * 0*3 £t*,pe? hour per microgram of thorium. 
This i s a such greater improvement than would be expected from 
the above table. 
Thus the 4.2 t 0«3 figure corresponds to a recovery of 
62.5$. Increasing the recovery to 83$ should increase this 
f%ure to 3.6 i 0.4* The difference between this last figure 
and 7,0 1 0.3 i s most li&ely due to the increase in extraction 
of the newly born thoron atoms from the solution, by the i n -
creased flow rate. This factor i s not included in the c a l -
dilations of recovery. 
I t i s to be noted that 1 microgram of thorium gives circa 
15 oC particles per hour. Yet the thoron in equilibrium with 
1 microgram gives only 7 << particles per hour by the thoron 
method. I f we tafce into consideration the fact that this 
figure of 7 Includes aotive deposit counts, the thoron count i s 
only 's/houTo Then we fcn©w that this i s only (by dead 
space calculations) hence the corrected count really i s 6oC's/ 
hour. Again the chamber counting efficiency and the recording 
efficiency w i l l have lowered a given count by say 15$, and we 
can thus bring the count to 7 • 1 o£ * s/hour. 
sj© ©an now see that toe various corrections **e can apply 
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cannot close the gap "between theoretical expectation aod the 
praoileal result* .;e have to assume that a lime lag exists 
"between this b i r t h of a thoron atom and i t s entity into the f lotr 
of nitrogen. Even i f we assume that the various corrections 
are too email ue can only bring the practical figure to 9oC ( s / 
hour*, ffe can (very approximately) calculate this time lag$ 
I f v/e assume that the difference between the expected esiunt 
(19«*/hour) and the obtained count (9ol/hour) i s due to this 
phenomenon end a result of the order of 50 seconds Is found. 
This i s of the same order as the half l i f e (54.5 seconds). Zn 
some later experiments i t was shorn) (see page H2-) that solutions 
of thorium x contained in open test-tubes do not lose any 
appreciable amount of thoron, which loss would v i t i a te any 
results dependent on estimation of the equilibriua amount of 
ThS produced. Hahn ( 2 * P«*97) g^tes that because of i t s 
54.5 see. half l i f e this emanation cannot be quantitatively 
expelled from solutions* However, Straasman F«234) # 
barium palnitate preparations of ThX has obtained nearly 10D# 
of the thoron from a preparation* Evans, et a l refer to 
the poor emanating power of HhX solutions* They oaleulate the 
emanating power of a typical solution to be 0*6. I t i s also 
interesting to note that Behouneii and Klumpar found that 
a le&Ky vessel containing radium, snes© thorium and radio thorium 
as salts gave o f f ©sanation which followed the typical radon 
active deposit decay eurve raith no evidence of thoron active 
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deposit decay. From this author's ^rork, i t seems that af ter 
the b i r t h of a thoron atom Sit a solution , on the average a 
period of time of the sans ostler as the half l i f e passes, 
before the thoron atom can be swept into the bubbles of the 
extracting gas stream* 
Earlier workers have £»dn tained the experimental flow 
(3) ' 
rate below the optimum value «, This me dene to avoid 
using the drying agent up too quiokly e and to avoid excessive 
spraying of the solution,, However, i t i s possible to increase 
the quantity of drying material without increasing the dead 
space too moh§ actually only 1/3 to ^ of any inerease in 
volume of the drying bulb -oi l l be on increase in dead space. 
A larger drying bulb fo r the thoron unit i s included in the 
modified dead space of 40 mis. fhe second limitation imposed 
on high flov; rates, i . e . excessive spraying, was subjected to 
a brief investigation* 
The investigation into spray loss was carried out in the 
following vray. 'Ohen a thorium calibration was performed j, e> 
tanozm amount of radiua ms added to the bubbler, which ms not 
enough to interfere with the thoron count* After the thoron 
run of 12 hours, the bubbler wa3 sealed into a radon unit and 
the radium estimated by the radon method. The average ordinary 
radium calibration was 190 t 4 counts per hour per Id"**2 go, Ka. 
Tailing this as 100^  the special radium solutions tfhioh had been 
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subjected to 12 hours bubbling (a 10 s&a/sjin) gave the following 
reco veriest-
* * * • 
(a) 90.5 * 3.2^ 0») 97*0 1 2 , ^ 
(©) 9 M t 3«0# (d) 98.4 + 3 . ^ 
AS a check oa the vma&msm possible loss of solution by 
spraying, ^o) and (6) had been welched before and after the 
thoron run. The loss in weight m $ fo r these to© bubblers 
was (o) 7*45$ U ) 7.31^ 
This represents the lees by spray plus the lees by hoRsal 
vaporisation of water. I t was concluded that the less of 
radium by spray ms net excessive . Further „ since errors en 
meteorite radon rune are never better than 10$, so eorrcotion 
faster need be applied fo r the s&all lose ahoTOi. 
Finally an empirical investigation into the optimum flow 
rate fo r the reduced (40 oil) dead apace was carried out p using 
a very strong thorium source, fhe results were plotted 
graphically and are sho^n in Figure 8* i t can be seea that the 
count obtained flattens out into a plateau about the region of 
the optimum flow rate (220 sale/fain.). She original flow rate 
i s eho\TO (104 rals/min). A further advantage in working at the 







i n the flow sate over a considerable range would result la 
very l i t t l e cliffei»encQ la the count obtained* 
(b) gsmrjaeistal -procedure 
The nitrogen used as the carrier gas oontalned<1Q volusaes 
per rail l ion ©f oxygen* <2feis ma necessary since oasygen would 
attach the electrons produced in the tracis of as oC pe t io le 
and delay their collection by the central electrode, thus en-
eouraging ion reees&inatieh and also slowing do^ the rate of 
rise of the <^  particle pulses* 
As a precaution ©gainst a build-up of pressure forcing 
the sjeroury of the floraeter into thethoron unit and spoiling 
the rus» an escape valve ms inserted* This eon sis ted of a 
narrow vertical tube f i l l e d with ioeroury0 to the bottom of 
which passed a tube froia the nitrogen line* I f the pressure 
of nitrogen became sl ightly greater than that necessary to 
maintain the chosen flow rate, the eseess nitrogen bubbled up 
through the mercury to the atntosphere* 
Shen the cheialeal proeedure has been cosseted and the 
bubbler has been f i l l e d to a standard volume (15 tale) the thoron 
run i s begun* The thoron run has to be performed f i r s t sinee 
the separated thorius X has a h a l f - l i f e short relative to the 
radium* The theren run can only be performed ones, During 
the oheaical procedure a background count i s taken under 
standard conditions except that the bubbler B i s eejpty* 
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Without interfering with the rate of flow of nitrogen, the 
s&tuple bubbler 9 ^hoae ground ^oint Is greased with apiesen 
greasep i s Inserted Into the socket of the thoron unit 6 (see 
Figure 4 ) . The stream of nitrogen af te r bubbling through the 
solution passes through the sanifold (F) and into the ohaaber 
(H). Ifaaediately af ter the sas t^le bubbler i s i n position, a 
Dewar flask f i l l e d with f ine ly crushed ice i s arranged round 
the bubbler B. This keeps the vapour pressure of the solution 
as. low as possible during the 12-hour run and permits the use 
of a drying bulb of circa 4 cm diasteter, 
?fnen the flow of nitrogen has passed fo r 13 oteites, a l l a i r 
introduced into the system has been swept through and the count 
Is begun* After the 12-hour count* the whole thoron unit C i s 
disconnected from the apparatus without interfering with the 
rate of flow of nitrogen. The bubbler i s detached and stored 
fo r future insertion into a radon unite Then the thoron unit 
Is completely cleaned out, dried v r e f i l l e d with KQH pellets , 
regre&sed and f i t t e d with an empty bubbler, a bac%round count 
i s then taken f o r 12 hours af ter inserting the unit back into 
the apparatus p and ensuring that a l l a i r has been ssept out of 
the system* 
For thorium calibrations 9 a thorium solution was used 
which had been made up from a sample of thorium nitrate 40 years 
o ld . I t could thus be assumed that a l l the members of the 
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series had reached radioactive equilibrium,, fh i s thoriua 
solution had bees quantitatively analysed by the oxalate 
oethod and diluted suitably, 
TJie thoron background count varied from 35 £ 2 to 49 £ 2 
counts per hour, while the radon bao%round count (atatio 
ehamberful of gas) varied from m $ 3 to 2^ £ 3 . This iuplied 
that thoron ma being produced in the cylinder and/or the 
leads bringing the nits^gsn to the apparatus, 
A u-tube packed Kith cotton wool was inserted in the n i t ro -
gen line £ust before i t s entry into the apparatus and the 0-
tabe surrounded by posdered solid CO^. This ssdntaised the U -
tube close to -78° G, Badon and thoron liquefy at approximately 
-62° 6, An escape valve (exactly similar to the one already 
described) ms inserted into the nitrogen l ine before the 
drikold-cooled U-tube in case a stoppage; occurred and pressure 
b u i l t up. The background with the U-tube at lab* temperature 
was 34*0 t 2,1 o.p,h, t'hen the U-tube mo surrounded talth 
driiiold this ms reduced to 20«7 t 2*0 o.p.h. The drikold 
* 
only lasted 5 hours 9 and at least 12 hour counts are necessary, 
overnight oounting i s essential fo r thoron runs and so the 
improveisent could not be s&intalned without a device fo r main-
taining the supply of drl&old round the U-tube • 
(o) The Assesament .of the Cjsuft^ > and i t s Srror* 
The Esany factors involved i n the thoron count EDite any 
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absolute oetkod of assessment eirtreoaly d i f f i c u l t . The issue 
i s resolved la this (and the radon) ease by ecjpirlcal 
standardisation* In a meteorite run the separated thorium X 
v& l l decay during the chesodLoal procedure and during i t s 
counting time in the bubbler* This means that the time of 
precipitation of the Baso4 has to be noted and a correction 
applied to the count obtained* I t can be assumed that the 
decrease in count of the thoron in Use ohasfcer w i l l follow the 
decay of the ThX i n the bubbler* However, the Saso4 pre-
cipitate also carries &om from a meteorite solution 
approximately 50$ of the radio thorium present* Arrol ^ 
obtained this figure frosn a separate test using UX^  as an 
indicator f o r thorium* This test ma repeated by the author 
* 
under the earns conditions of concentration e temperature etc* 
as apply during a meteorite extraction and a figure of 48 t 
0,5)7 a s found fo r the % of thorium isotopes present brought 
dcon on Basf>4* 
i l r ro l used this fact to rmke the assumption that since 
half the thorium X i s l l l be replaced as i t disintegrates the 
thorium x i n the bubbler n i l l apparently decrease at only half 
i t s usual rate* The author has found that when the Baso4 
precipitate tihleh contains 48$ of the radio thorium present i s 
fused with fusion mixture and leached, ©5 £ 1)1 of that radio-
thoriuo passes into solution (see page Ixs )« Hence only f7^ 
of the original radio thorium remind on the BaCO^  precipitate. 
* 
The second fusion and leach w i l l reduce this to only 6$. Thus 
only 6$ of the thorium X i n the bubbler i s replaced as i t 
decays. 
65)1 of any radiothoriua present in a fusion i s 
leached o f f the subsequent BaOD^  precipitate i s not surprising, 
since thoriua i s Imown to fona cosoplex carbonates and the ex-
cessive arsount of a lka l i carbonates present in the leaching of 
such a fusion would be expected to compete with the BaQO^  
present wftioh would in other conditions carry do^n a l l the 
thorium. 
When thorca. decays in the chamber thorium A i s produced e 
son© of the disintegrations of which w i l l be counted. Thorium 
• • • 
A has a very short half l i f e . (0.156 sec.) and approximately 
half of the thorium A counts w i l l be lost in the resolving time 
of the recording instrument ( i sec.)* Some at least of the 
thorium A atoms w i l l have been collected on to one or other of 
the electrodes by the electric f i e l d and only half the ensuing 
radiation can be counted* Hence the probability of recording 
the disintegrations of thorium A Is (approximately) 0.25* 
fhe f -active thorium B which I s then formed (10.6 hr. 
half l i f e ) w i l l not have completely decayed during the counting 
period (12 hours)* The^-active thorium C foraed from fhS, has 
a half l i f e of 60.5 g&nutes, and so fo r these purposes I t s 
decay can be ta&en to follow that of thorium i>. Again only 
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half of the radiation can he counted, Henoe the probability 
of recording the disintegrations thorium G Is (apprasslfaately) 
0.20, fhe 12 hour eae%round taken Ifsaediately after the 
thoron run i s averaged with the f i r s t background* in this my 
the undeeayed active deposit i s treated as an increase i n 
natural background, The second bae%round has always to be 
counted fo r the sasae t ies . i . e . 12 hours. Under steady 
conditions the f i r s t background can be counted as long as i s 
convenient. The 12-hour count obtained from a thoron run Is 
seen to be the result of several contributions, the extents of 
\7hlch are only approximately &nom» 
However, i f Imomi asaunts of thorium are analysed by the 
standard procedure used for samples, then a straightforward 
calculation of the thorium content of the sample is valid* 
The square root of the total count i s taken to be the standard 
deviation of that count* For addition, subtraction, laul t i -
pl icat ion, division or averaging of counts with such standard 
deviations the usual rules for combining them are followed* 
These errors or standard deviations were generally large because 
of the generally low concentrations of uranium and thorium i n 
meteorites, and the d i f f i c u l t y of obtaining lajqge amounts of 
meteorite material fo r analysis* Their computation I s , there-
fore , important* 
The normal s ta t is t ical treatment Is complicated by the 
fac t that two subsequent iaeaibers of the disintegration series 
- J2 -
* 
(foA and can contribute particles to the total count* 
Tno32 contributions t f t l l not bo completely randoa bat subject 
to a degree of correlation with those cooing froni the thoron* 
A rigorous treatment fo r the counting routine described would 
be cosoleK, but the case considered below i s a suff ic ient ly 
good &i?f,ro3ilt?&tion # 
Probabilities can be estimated fo r the recording of each 
of the three particles ^hlch are altogether emitted* ( I j 
fo r thoron, E 2 tor thorium A, and E3 f o r thorium 0)* 
The average nuaiber of disintegrations recorded i n a given 
tine w i l l then be 
H « n(Ef * §2 * tfhere VTJ i s the number of actual 
disintegrations occurring ui thin the chafer f o r the f i r s t 
member of the series, i*e* thoron* 
Regarding these events, to a f i r s t approximation, as 
independent of one another, the variance of this nuaber w i l l be 
n(1-S|)Bf * n(t*^2>S2 * n{ 1-83)83 
1'he corresponding standard deviation i s the square root 
of t h i s , i*e« 
/ N ^ / n(Ei + Eg + E3 - E t 2 • S 2 2 * E 3 2 ) 
lis addition to this source of uncertainty quite i n -
dependent of i t , the number n c&ll also B© subject to random 
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fluctuations with standard deviation and the overall 
relative standard deviation w i l l , therefore, be obtained by 
combining these t&o by the rule fo r the error of the product 
of &?o quantities. > 
Total standard f \ a CE1 • H + ^ * E 1 2 * E 2 2 * B / } 
deviation » / — + • — • >' 1"" ^ < • 
n n a (B| + E 2 + E^) a 
B 1 * s 2 * E3 + ^ 1 S 2 * 
The absolute standard deviation on the observed count 
H « DCE1 + B 2 * E^) w i l l bes-
E 4 + 2 .8483 
£1 
instead of the value tJlT obtained in the normalp un-
correlated radioactive decay case* In general, of course, the 
absolute value of the g*s are not feno^m but, by 3aS$ng 
reasonable assumptions ^ plausible values can be obtained. 
Ej w i l l approach 4 since only disintegrations occurring 
in comers and emitting ci particles i n as unfavourable 
direction v&l l go unrecorded, E1 i s taken to be 0,9 , and 
are reduced by two effects already discussed in the previous 
section, E 2 i s taken to be 0,25, and E« to be 0*20. 
Hence the standard deviation on a count of £3 diaintegrat4oss 
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w i l l be 1.27 
in this diceussion no account lias been taken of the 
natural bacisground of the lonisatlon chafer tjhich i s of the 
order of 30 counts per hour* $h©n the counting rate due to 
thoron i s araall compared to th i s , the additional error i n t ro -
duced by the correlation effect discussed above i s negligible, 
but becomes significant when the to ta l counting rate i s of 
the order of 2 r the bac%round* 
{ v) • The Determination of i&adon 
(a) Theory and S:^erimental procedure 
To determine the amount of radium present in the solution 
the bubbler i s sealed into a closed system which can be freed 
of air* Kere the radon grows with a period of half-gmvth of 
3*84 days* After a suitable knovm time nitrogen plus radon i s 
swapt into the evaluated ionisation chamber, and the dis-
integrations of the radon counted* opinion i s divided as to the 
beat method to adopt to sweep the radon out of the solution and 
into the ehaafcex?* supported by the early ^or& of Maran 
Jacob! ^ ) (25) employs nitrogen or argon as. a carrier gas and 
removes radon to within 1$. ih is carrier gas technique (using 
nitrogen) sas employed in the work to be described here* How-
(26) 
ever 9 Evans claiming support frosa the early ^orb of 
(•2?) 
Boltwood oiaios that only by boiling can the radon be 
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removed quantitatively. this cotagplioateo his apparatus some-
what. The boilicg technique has been used more recently I 2 8 ) , 
t 
Neither thoron or aetlsos can contribute counts In this 
static method, From the radon count the equilibrium asnount 
of 023© la calculated* and froa this an indirect estimate of 
the series can be obtained. 
After the thoron run has finished the bubbler D i s trans* 
ierred to a radon unit (see Figure 9)* B 10 cone of the 
bubbler i s cleaned, coated with "sugar grease" (sucrose* 
glycerol and starch) and inserted into the B 19 socket .of the 
radon uni t , Unli&e apieson grease, this sugar grease does not 
absorb radon during the several v/oeks of growth, B Is held 
f i rs t ly in place by aseans of a rubber band passing over the 
glass lugs en the radon unit and en 8* From the internal seal 
a 1 isa bore get projects below the surface of the l iquid i n D„ 
During this operation the Wo U tubes contain so mercury, 
this having flowed into the reservoir X on taps X* and X° 
being opened* Then with these taps closed there i s a free 
path from ? to a via the l iqu id contained i n the bubbler* A 
rubber lead carrying oxygen free nitrogen i s attached to 7 
and nitrogen i s bubbled through the unit to free the system of 
radon and a i r and hence of any ©sygen since this would later 
interfere in the ionlsation counter. After ten minutes or so, 




of the gaercury reservoir &« Tap X f i s opened, followed by a 
cautious opening of X"« raowMjgr then rises into the im tJ 
tubes and taps X 4 and X" are dosed, and the nitrogen supply 
removed from Z. 
There now exists an internal closed system of nitrogen 
above the solution containing radios* This system i s main-
tained fo r a isnovjc time and the fraction of the equilibrium 
amount of radon ^hich has grown in that time i s calculated and 
the necessary correction noede to the count f i n a l l y obtained. 
The closed system of nitrogen i s at a pressure of a cm or two 
of saereury which i s shown by the U tubes* I f fo r any reason * • # 
e,g, fai lure of the sugar grease, the system should beooae 
open to the a i r thlsv slight pressure w i l l disappear and the 8 
tubes w i l l show th i s . 
The grcuhd Joint* (a) and the ssanlfold (F) are greased 
with apieaon grease, since they must bear a vacuum The radon 
bearing nitrogen passes both these regions very quio&ly and 
there i s no risk of absorption of radon* \lfaen the radon unit 
has been fixed into the m3& apparatus nitrogen i s bubbled 
against the sinter disc Q wlta* tap P shut, *£he manifold P I s 
arranged to connect pump and ehanfeer mih the 'radon side* of 
the apparatus. This situation Is the one shovsn i s Figure 3, 
The steel b a l l i s pushed hoae into the ground socket by rising 
asrcury and the tsereury i s prevented from going further by the 
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b a l l (S)» ©i© entire radon side together -tfith the ohas&er 10 
then evacuated by the pjcap* With the puiap shut off tmm the 
system, the constancy of the nanometer J shows the absence of 
any leaks the relevant parts of toe apparatus, F i s tfion 
operated to isolate the 'radon-side* of the apparatus* Tap p 
i s then opened so that nitrogen leaks into the system through 
the sinter d i s c . The steel b a l l descends on the f a l l i n g 
mercury u n t i l the U tubes are as before, p i s then closed, F 
i s opened and the evacuation repeated* After this has teen 
repeated a third time any oxygen in the radon side has been 
flushed amy. 
The radon side i s again isolated and f i l l e d with nitrogen 
from P u n t i l the JJ tubes of the radon unit are as before* 
During these la t ter procedures a nitrogen lead passes nitrogen 
froa V to J so that the gas above the aaerotiry in tills aide of 
tho u tube i s flushed free of a ir* 
A small yellov&oh-whlte ooal gas fl&use i s arranged so t&at 
the 3et of nitrogen flowing fro* W blows on to i t * This streams 
the flame out and tsal&s i t blue* From then on the nitrogen flow 
from zsust be e&intained. I f at any time in the subsequent 
operations i t f a l l s e the small flame bums upright and i s 
yeHowlah-tfhite 0 This devioe enables both hands to be free* 
yet making sure that no a i r enters» Another devioe (not quit© 
so successful) mta the double-reeded hole of a raouth-organ. 
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When nitrogen was streasalag from ft a particular note was 
souoded. i f this stream a topped there was alienee, and i f a i r 
m s suolsed vio lent ly I D , a note di f ferent txm the f i r s t by a 
ton©, xsas sounded. 
f&e mercury I D the U tubes i s then slowly lowered by 
opening the taps the oeroury flawing into the reservoir . There 
i s now a d e a r passage for nitrogen through the apparatus and 
into the oh&Edber. The evacuated chamber i s closed from the 
* 
puEip and oonneoted through L1 to the radon side, A steady stream 
of nitrogen carr ies the radon into the chamber* iahile ja i s 
watohed to notice whether any a i r has been introduced* When J 
shows that the ohadber has been f i l l e d to atsospherio pressure 
F i s closed and the sorewclips X and & are clamped down on the 
rubber leads to prevent absorption of radon by the apie2on 
grease. The radon unit i s then removed and saore radon groan 
for further analysis of the bubbler for radium. lxhe potential 
i s then applied to the ohainber and the count i s begun, 
A. great deal of trouble was caused by non-sealing 
properties of tee steel b a l l ( s ) when the radon side was being 
evacuated. The sssreury instead of being checked by the b a l l 
in i t s seating was able to flow slowly past. I t was noted that 
f i n a l l y small rusted areas developed* although the ba l l s were 
of "stainless 0 s t e e l . The leakage occurred ^i th seersingly 
unattacked b a l l s , and much time could be msted when a radon 
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run f a i l e d . The bubbler then had to be removed, the unit 
dismantled, the steel h a l l renewed and the radon growth 
restarted* 
A technique was developed to make use of a radon unit 
with a leaJsy 'ball seal so that the radon (free of oxygen) could 
be swept into the ohaatoer. one evacuation only of the radon 
side from the steel h a l l onwards usually gives a much reduced 
radon count for the run owing to the presence of oxygen. Hence 
i t was obvious that a thorough cleaning of the radon side from 
any a i r ivhioh had been introduced was essential for a success-
f u l run. 
The evacuated ohac&er was connected through P to the 
radon side and a sound steel b a l l s e a l 9 the radon side being 
f i l l e d with nitrogen at atmospheric pressure. The nitrogen 
distributed i t s e l f between the chamber and the radon side. 
The manometer J showed a pressure of 36 mm* J i t h a typical 
leafey b a l l s e a l , nitrogen only passed to the chamber u n t i l J 
registered 24 rams pressure and then mercury began to leak past 
S,and p had to be turned o f f » 
Thus with a leaky b a l l seal 2/3 of the gas in the radon 
side i s passed into the chamber before the process has to be 
stopped* Then af ter P i s closed the radon side can be r e f i l l e d 
ttith nitrogen and the p a r t i a l evacuation of the radon side 
repeated. Assuming the radon side completely f i l l e d with a i r 
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then nine operations should reduce the level of o::yj*en to the 
lowest l eve l obtained by the backing pussgp (0,01 mm) • This 
l eve l i s the normal level for a successful sound b a l l - s e a l run. 
i n pract ice , as a precaution 9 f i f t een to twenty such operations 
v?ere performed sine® they took l i t t l e time. 
F i n a l l y I t was found possible to adjust P and P , the 
ohatnber being pumped, so that the mercury and the steel b a l l 
in the radon unit remained stationary, in this way a 
considerable flow of nitrogen could pass through the radon side 
and after ten tainutes the radon side was suf f ic ient ly a i r free 
* 
to enable a successful radon run to be performed. The steel 
b a l l Has now redundant and radon units were cade without the 
b a l l and socket seal* iiadon calibrations performed by both 
these modifications of technique gave results in agreement 
with those obtained using the previous technique • 
Then the radon has been successfully swept Into the 
chamber and the count begun the rate of counting r ises for the 
f i r s t three hours while the active deposit grows to equilibrium* 
Then this has been reached the count can be taken for a f ixed 
time (e«g« s ix hours). However» for convenience in a normal 
day's laboratory worii9 the count w coasjenced soon a f ter 
f i l l i n g the ohanciber. Tine saine technique m s applied to 
standards* After the s ix hour count, the radon I s pumped away. 
The chamber I s f i l l e d with nitrogen and pumped out several 
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times > before being f i l l e d sslth nitrogen for the background 
count. The next naming this background oouiit i s taken 
(usually three hours)* By this tlras the radon aotive deposi t„ 
the longest l ived of v?hich i s KaB (27m) has decayed and what i s 
the second background for the f i r s t day's run can be used as 
the f i r s t background for the second day's run* In this m y a 
sequence of radon runs can be established* 
As a further convenience , a simple alarm clock mechanism 
was ins ta l l ed . This could be set a f ter a radon run to operate 
the counting switoh the next morning* The radon background 
could be started at 6 a.m. and a radon run started at the be-
ginning of the normal working day at 9 &«m.» or a longer back-
ground could be obtained. The background plus active deposit 
ac t iv i ty i s never counted, although the active deposit grows 
and counts during the actual radon count. This i s va l id i f the 
same conditions apply to the calibration run, of course* but 
the technique does mean that there i s a degree of correlation 
to be considered for the count obtained, and this affects the 
error* 
The cylinders of oxygen-free nitrogen were used not e a r l i e r 
than one month af ter they had been f i l l e d and so contributed no 
radon to the system* The radium standards used were those 
prepared by Jaoobi ^ and standardised by the Vienna fadluo 
I n s t i t u t e . 
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(b) Tft® Assesses t of the Count and i t s Error 
4s in the thoron case, there are oaay factors involved 
t&leh aalie any absolute assessment d i f f i c u l t , She normal 
s t a t i s t i c a l treatment i s complicated to the same degree as that 
for thoron. Thus tbero are two subsequent oembers of the d i s -
integration series (BaA and BaC) vThloh can contribute to the 
total count* The equations derived in the thoron case (page 33 ) 
are equally applicable for radon counting but the probabil it ies 
of recording each of the three c*. part ic les w h l o h are emitted 
( E , for radon, E a for BaA, f o r m Q ) d i f f e r , 
Stone of the half l i ve s of the isnaediate descendants o f 
radon are long enough or short enough to introduce any 
• • • . 
complications and •&& can tafee E 1 = 0 « 9 # B 2 5 8 8 3 » 0 , 5 , 
Hence the standard deviation on a count of N disintegrations 
w i l l be 1*49 ^ sT, Again this additional error i s negligible 
for counts small compared to the baci^ g round, but becomes 
s ignif icant when the total counting rate I s 2X background,, 
( v l ) Activity contributions from reagents 
Any thorium present in reagents w i l l be in equilibrium 
T7ith the toembers of the series af ter radiothorium, A sasjple 
of the reagent a f t er suitable treatment was extracted by Easo, 
I n the usual way. The Ba&2 reagent could not be extracted 
e f f i c i e n t l y in this way and the bubbler m s f i l l e d to the 
4 3 
required volume tflth a solution of a known amount of this 
reagent and a thoron run perforrosd* 
The thorium figures so obtained were not simply applied 
to meteorite resu l t s , since the analysis of each reagent for 
thorium involved the use of others* Some reagents (e.g* B a d 
and fusion mixture) contributed so l i t t l e that.the thorium 
content for each part icular reagent could be eas i ly found* 
fh content 
les&ent (19*"° gma Th) Error Amount geagent 
B a c l a ^ 72 per 200 £gm 
M20 ( d i s t , once) 200 110 per l i t r e 
H 20 ( d i s t , twice) 27 ± 8 per l i t r e 
B61 cone. 183 t 35 per l i t r e 
Fusion mixture ^ 155 per 500 gms 
KOH per 4 5 0 gms 
Iodine reagent 168 + 42 per 600 mis 
H®Qj cone* 312 t 124 per l i t r e 
* 
®fhe U a d t shown 0 m s attributable to the HC1 used* 
The thorum figures obtained for Beddgelert (see page^<?) 
are the figures obtained by subtracting the reagent contributions 
as given above from the meteorite runs* However, since two 
errors are combined in this subtraction the error on the f i n a l 
corrected resul t i s worsened* I t i s p therefore, an aim i n this 
type of work to lower the contribution from the reagents as 
sDuoh as possible* 
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As caa be seen from the table, one of the main reagents 
( d i s t i l l e d water} oould be par t ia l l y purif ied by redis t i l la t ion* 
Concentrated HC1, on the other hand, proved resistant to 
purif ication by this means, r e d i s t i l l e d HG1 s t i l l containing 
approximately 100. 10~8 g Th / per l i t r e . In the case of both 
r e d i s t i l l e d water and HC1 i t seems to be 'pick-up' from the 
glassware used which brings in the thorium, since the 
d i s t i l l a t ions were carried out at a very slow rate* 
Radon runs mse performed on the reagents and the e q u i l i -
brium amount of uranium to produce this radon calculated. 
Actually the reagent's radius content i s analysed by this method 
©nd this i s l ike ly to be very different from the uranium content. 
However9 since meteorite results are expressed as uranium 
content, (equilibrium assumed to be established) the reagent 
resul ts are s imilarly expressed. 
*q cone* 
Beaten t I f f * g 0. Error Aaount of Reef? 
B a C l 2 &4 + 10 per 200 ngme 
H 20 (twice d iet . ) 10 per l i t r e 
HC1 oonoe 150 t 7 per l i t r e 
Fusion mixture 580 31 per 500 
KOH *77 ± 23 per 450 go 
Iodine reagent 
* 
15© + 10 per 600 mis 
W&Qy cone. 42 + 18 per l i t r e 
The results in the above table are due to each reagent 
4? 
alone* Again the figures obtained for Beddgelert (see page &\ ) 
were obtained by subtracting the reagent contributions as given 
above from the meteorite runs* 
The levels of thoriuia and uranium shovjn by these reagents 
enabled the Beddgelert work to be completed but they were not 
low enough to permit iron soetecrite analyses to be performed, 
* 
since these have very low concentrations of uranium and thorium, 
* 
Thus 59 grass of ah Iron meteorite which might contain 25* 10""8 g 
Th and 25* 1Q*"8 g U would need , c i rca 300 mis of oono* HCl to 
dissolve i t * The a d d «ould contribute 59»fO~ 8 g Th and 45. fO* 8 
g U . The result from such a run would have either a very large 
error or have to be expressed as a f a i r l y high l i m i t . An 
attempt was raade to lessen these d i f f i c u l t i e s by purifying the 
reagents* Shaking the reagents with BaS04 m s t r i ed , 
slow cKchange reaction between radium atoraa I n solution and 
« 
barium atoms on the precipitate can be expected to take place* 
Polythene reagent bottles were obtained to prevent any 
pick-up of uranium or thorium from glass* The three reagents 
Eiost used (cono* HCl , H^O, cone* Klo^) were then subjected to 
the following treatiaent* 500 mis of each were placed In poly* 
thene bottles with appros* 2 gms of BaSO^o This 3as$ 4 had been 
prepared in the normal m y and washed with d i s t i l l e d water for 
• 
several weeks to free i t of any trace of adsorbed 3a"*"* or 304" • 
The polythene bottles were then shaken on a machine performing 
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c i r c a 280 osci l lat lons/min, for varying lengths of t ine. The 
m t e r used had only been d i s t i l l e d once* After one hour's 
shaking 9 followed by se t t l ing , separation, and thoron analysis 
of an extract of the combined reagents, the figure 130 t 
g Th m s obtained* An exactly s imilar run, but vAta the 
shaking carried on for three hours gave the figure t10 £ £$*10""® 
g Th* A further similar run, where the shaking was carried on 
f o r t2 hours gave the figure — 4O.10""8'g Tfc* The shaking with 
?.aso4 had reduced the concentration of ThX in these reagents 
s ign i f i cant ly . 
To check these findings 9 fresh shaking experiments were 
conducted followed by radon analyses* Die three reagents (cone. 
Hoi, H 20 d i e t . 9 cone* iffiOj) were again shaken for Imo^m times 
and a f ter settling,combined and extracted as for the thoron runs. 
After 12 hours shaking the mixture gave the resu l t s - 80 £ 30.1Q""8 
g *U* • (The results are expressed as the corresponding amount 
of Uranium). After 44 hours shading the mixture gave the results 
^14* 10~8 g "U* o Fusion mixture i?as made up into a strong 
solution to enable this purif ication to be carried out* Barium 
chloride proved to be an exception in that i t needed a longer 
shaking time* A strong Bacl^ solution was shaken with Baso 4 
f o r varying periods of time. 3&@ples of this solution containing 
2 gns. of Ba&2 were analysed f o r radon and gave the following 
futures (as corresponding uranium)* 
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12 hours shaking 640 £ 35 g* 
44 " °" 5 7 © t 4 0 B 
72 0 a ^ 1 5 tt 
in practice a l l the reagents were shaken with Ba30 4 for 
four or f ive days. Using reagents which had been purif ied 
froa ThX and m> in this m y the •blank 1 run of a meteorite 
analysis generally gave a count wiich m s suff ic ient ly low to 
enable a definite figure on the meteorite to be obtained. 
( v i i ) Results of radon-thoron method on aeteorites 
The Beddgelert results are given in the section devoted 
to that meteorite e This was the only stone meteorite analysed, 
a l l the rest being iron meteorites, the results for ^hioh are 
given on page ^ . Before t h i s , however, a complete sample 
calculation i s given to show ho a the figures and their errors 
are computed, for both thorium and uranium. A typical run m s 
the analysis of a 111 ga 0 sample of Ahnighito. $his saniple m s 
in perfect condition, shoeing clear ^idmannstaten f igures . The 
dissolving and BaS0 4 extraction of a meteorite has already been 
described, shlle sows of these chemical procedures were being 
performed a thoron baofeground m s taken. In the special case 
of the f i r s t bac%round where there i s no active deposit 
ac t iv i ty the count can be prolonged beyond the usual 12 hours. 
This i s useful since i t lessens the error of the bae%round 
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estimate aod hence of the run. With this particular sample, 
the f i r s t background was counted 36 hours and gave a total of 
1*597 counts. The square root of this number i s ta&en to be 
the standard deviation of the count and we deduce the back-
ground as 1597 t 40 o.p.h. » 44.4 ± 1.1 o.p.h. 
%e Ahnighito Baci^ extract m s then analysed for thoroh. 
precisely 24 hours had elapsed from the precipitation of the 
Ba30 4 to the beginning of the thoron count, ^he thoron count 
was carried on for 12 hours and gave a total count of 637» the 
standard deviation of th is count being. 25.2. Hence the thoron 
count « 53.1 t 2.1 o.p.ho In an exactly s imilar eanner the 
second b&e%round was found to be 42.1 t 1.3 o.p.h* over a 
12 hour period. Hence the mean baoteround i s 
* hllM * 43*25 11.45 o.p'h. 
2 2 
Honoe the coiaat due to the bubbler's contents 
• 53*1 * ^ .25 t 2 .1 2 + 1.45 2 
«* 9.©5 * 2.35 c .p .h . in excess of bao%round. 
A correction had to be applied here for the decay of ThX 
during the source preparation tic© of 24 hours. She TftX had 
* • 
decayed in this time to 82.64$ of the amount i n i t i a l l y present. 
Hence corrected o.p.h. of the thoron source 
* • • . » . . 
* (9*85 t 2.55) x ^JQQ » 11.9 t 3.09 o,p.h. 
32.44 
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The whale procedure m s therigerforsied again with a l l the r e -
gents used in the same quantities but with* of course, no 
meteorite sacxple present* This sun gives a * blank* which can 
be subtracted froaa the above figure t© give tfee thoron con-
tribution from the meteorite alone* 
In an exactly s imilar manner to the above calculation 
the contribution of the blank wao found to be 
• * « • * » 
5*4 ± 2*54 c«p*h« in excess of background* 
Hence t 3*09& • 2,56 s =» 6*5 + 4.0 o.p.h* are 
due to the thorium from t i l gm AhssSghito* 
The thorium calibration figure obtained by performing 
jus t such a run but with a kaotsn amount of thorium in the 
bubbler # solution t in equilibrium with a l l I t s daughters* sas 
7.5 J 0*5 o*p*h. per K T ^ g Hence contained in 111 gm of 
Ahnlghlto there I s 
. . tL» **'n x 10"^ grams of thorium* 
7.5 t 0*3 
Hence the thorium contained in 111 pa Ahnighlto I s 
7»5 7*5 6 # 7*52 
I t can be seen that the error of the thorium calibration con-
tributes in a very small m y to the f i n a l figure which i s 
0*066 t 0*533. • 1©"* m l a / * 11 m Ahnighito 
o r Q*7Q I 0«48 • 1 ° " 8 gn> To/per gm Ahn%hlto 
•She bubbler m then sealed Into a radon unit and a f t e r 
a period of growth the radon was analysed i n the m y already 
described* 
A baclsground m a counted before and*the day a f t e r , the 
radon run* The mean hac% round m s calculated in the, sans 
vjay as the thoron exasgale and gave the figure 32.1 £ 3.27 
c.p.h* fhe radon count gave a total count 312 £ 17.6 for 
6 hours, hence o«p»h« * 52*0 £^2*93^ Stee count In excess of 
background I s 19*9 £ 4*4 ©•pah* 
2n the mm m y the blank run was analysed and gave 
4*1 £ 4*1 o«p*h« in excess of bac%roun#« 
Hence the count due to the meteorite 
a 1%*# * 4.1 t 4*42 * AM 
* • # « • 
« 153 % 6*@3 e*p«tu 
* * # 
The figure for a radtai calibration m s ^0 £ 4 o«p«h* 
per I©***2 g radium. Hence the radius content of the bubbler 
can be eas i ly calculated and assuming that the U23& series i s 
at equilibrium the corresponding uranium content can also be 
found* 
Concentration of uranium i » 10~® gro. U/gaa. Ahnighito* 
"tMM&M • » 0.21 £ olos 
190 (± 4) 111 
The relative error of the radium calibration i s so small that 
that i t can be neglected. 
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Hotes on the table of results 
411 as® iron meteorites, - Ors = tedium oatahsdrite, 
Of « Fine Qetahedrlte, and H « ffesiahedrite. 
The results given in the uranium csluan are each the 
result of at least two radon runs on the extract of the 
sasaples. sfcere more than one figure i s given for a rae tec r i t e 
then the corresponding number of independent samples were so 
analysed. (only one thoron run could be performed on each 
s&!nple.) *gtte weight of each aaaiple analysed i s given. That 
this weight has an important bearing on the accuracy i s obvious, 
since the more act iv i ty to treasure, the greater the accuracy 
in measuring i t . Ifoe uranium results given by the f luo rime tr io 
method, obtained by &r« Dal ton, agree f a i r l y isell u l th the 
results by the radon eiethod except for Ahnighito (see page t%£) • 
In the case of Co&huila the cjaraple i s act b% enough to 
obtain data other than l imiting f igures . There would never be 
any poict in analysing any more 50 ga sanrples of Coahuila by the 
radon-t£i6i?on method. The diff iculty' i s to persuade jouseuia 
curators to part with sizeable portions of meteorites under 
the ir care* yet the radiochemieal analysis of a single large 
piece (^ 100 ga) I s much better practice than the repeated 
analysis of s m l l e r ( c i r c a 50 gm) pieces. This i s shown by 
the data on Savik. 
Where a l imiting figure i s shown, i t s meaning i s that 
at least 2/3 asi infis&tQ f&E&ei? %t &atee 2©suits fs^a 
f3M ea teles ' eostasstoated* its tfte sa&sa ^ O I W E B oeaa tfcat 
r<3 a^s*iod as iliffee osg^&OQ oonoessicci OOSFQ otos<e& -
feoget&otf sealed a£? &a #a$®® uaits Gfcout ^© osa© t&oe* 
A t ^ 8 9 # &mr©Qt&$&t&»® G&3 ssiie istd a l l *o3£e&to» glaeaaue** 
gfjfita-iiinal/igft ©guild sot tj?aoiaD& deoo* $»s& ma gpisig en 
olsgg&sss &a tbe $©g&i?teK5f»t «&t& laage g«aotltii©Q ol" #a$&®*» 
a©?4^its?ff I t was" cosee&iTa&l© that this ctfgfet fee ttie asuae* 
eg© flgoseo owee oaAesilat©^ uelfig either fc&o eis?|le 
^o£oul&» or faff ages > t # 2feo*a the tf&aagalas Boosgsaift* 
'iiicso are &1QOU336& ia a oeg&sst© scetios) tftefe q> soqg&o a^ e 
ealeal&tfcas i s given. 
. % D tieliwa values f-ivos la t&@ teib&e &$tesaiB@3 te^ 
t aai 3 4 ^ f ^ l 9 J Q O Q M a»S i>a!)sth I 2 ) 
* 
^ &*sl&M eeateat ©£' ?^«9isilla 7) toe m £a® m% 
m 
The results show the lew level of natural activity 
pre Gent in iron meteorites, As in the results published in 
1942 ^ (Table 1 ) toe thortai figures vary over a greater 
range than the uranium figures* However, because of tee more 
refined techniques smaller concentrations have been determined 
than in previous experiments and in several eases small 
limiting concentrations below rahieh the value of the content 
raust li&» 
The thorium content of savife (£®»34) is at least 10 times 
lo^er than that of Mt. Ay l i f f v/hleh v;aa the lowest of the t$42 
thorium figures. The highest thorium content, that of Son 
Martin, ms 8. This meteorite has been anal^se4 using the new 
procedures and a value 10.4 t 1,4 obtained (see p a g e ) * The 
uranium figures f a l l raainly in the same range as before but the 
smallest measurable concentration has been loured by a faotor 
of 2, the least figure being that of Savik (0.21), 
I t is interesting to compare the average thoriura and 
uranium contents whieh are of com value in assessing the 
overall activity of raeteoritio natter* 
0 Th 
1$42 papep,o#&28ge eontent 0.7 4«0 
# * • * 
This work,average content 9«8 - 0*9 2*2 - 2*5 
The ages obtained using the present results are spread over the 
same range as were the previous results. Those meteorites 
whose helium contents are limiting values are anss© to be very 
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young. (savlk8 Ahaighlto and lluoaionalusta). 
( v i l i ) Beddgelert Meteorite 
on September 21st, 1949, shortly after the work for this 
thesis ms begun, a meteorite f e l l at Beddgelert in Worth 
wales* Durham university obtained half of the appro x. 800 gm 
meteorite for chemical and radio oheeiieal analysisj the other 
half going to the British Museian, The ceteorit© is classed as 
a black crystalline chondrlte ^ i th 1S# free isetal. 'Photographs 
« 
of the meteorite after cutting are shovm in Figures tO and 11, 
Figure 11 shows the dispersed metallic phase reflecting light 
m 
while Figure 10 shows the ehondrules visible Is diffuse l igh t . 
Hie radiochemical analysis of a stone meteorite such as 
Beddgelert 9 combined with a helium figure can be used as age 
data i f the atone is of a dense and hard structure and i t s 
teeaperature has always been low* These conditions are f u l f i l l e d 
in the Beddgelert stone which is very hard - i t cuts glass 
easily - and ©f ^vhich we know definitely that after i t s f a l l i t s 
tejaperature was never raised. As is well knorai „ the heating of 
a Bieteonte during i t s f l igh t through the terrestrial a tsso sphere 
i s oonfined t© the crust* The helium method for age determina-
tion was therefore applied to Beddgelert. The chemical and 
radioehealeal ^orK carried out is described in this section. 
A complete ehejuioal analysis wwild. have been both 
PlO a . 
arduous and t&B$~eonsu3dng, bat conclusions as to to© 
oocspositdon of the raeteorlte can be drasm from qualitative 
spectrographs results. The' speetrograptilo investigation me 
carried out with a HUge* Large Autoraatic Quarts spedtrograpfc 
(Littrow Type)* For the range of 280D-4600 A an I l ford Senith 
plate ms used under the following ©endit&Qnst s l i t vd&th 0.015 
sssig liartcoann di&paragars copper and graphite electrodes; air 
gap 3mn; current 4 arapj exposure time 30 seo8« For the range 
2200-2800 A a Kodak B plate was used and the current increased 
to 7 sjop. ? the other conditions remaining toe sag®. 
Bis analyses were carried out separately oft a fragment 
froio the interior of the sseteorite, without any preliminary 
treatBStfit, and on metallic nodules separated free the same 
fragment by KOH fusion, leaching, ete* The results are given 
in the following table* I t w i l l be noted that Ti» tf, and Da 
are present only in toe untreated fragpsent* 
liable X 
Fragment 
(untreated) metallic Modules 
I$a#©r 
constituents re, s i , % Fe,,Ui. 
i t e r 
constituents 
Cr, an, fta, 
Ca, A l , £$i, 
„ . . . . . . ». , 
Heavy Traces Cu Cu9 C2g, ea* 
Traces V, Go. Cr, Co, $n, A i , 
Slight Traces 
The following table gives a rough quantitative estimate 
of same of the constituents of the untreated f ragpaeBt eased 





Si and E£g 
6a9 Al and Hi* 
Cr and lin 
Ti 
Co net more than 
each 





An investigation was made to determine the best raethod for 
separating the stone and metal phases of the meteorite* Magnetic 
separation after grinding Has a possible sethod, but because the 
metallio nodules were malleable i t was d i f f i c u l t to achieve a 
clean separation* Attaching the meteorite with d i l* mo^ only 
l e f t 4% of the weight taken* I t oust therefore attack mueh 
sore than the 18>£ of metal l i e nodules* This was confirmed by 
laagneaium being found in bulls in the d i l* ffiQj solution« as well 
as iron and nickel* The metallic nodules were knotm to be 
* 
mainly iron and nlcfcel. 
Fusing the meteorite yftth potash» followed by leaching, 
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gave a reasonable separation, 18$ of the iseight ta&en was 
found in metallic nodules* A sandy redbrown precipitate was 
also foraed which contained iron and segue slum* The KOH 
solution after acid treatment and boiling gave a precipitate 
of silica 32$ of the weight taisen* 
Attaching the metal phase with iodine reagent «as then 
tried* This method of attacking steels i s dealt with at great 
length in the 7 th and 8 th reports of the Coimittee on the 
Heterogeneity of Steel Xngots of the Iron and steel institute* 
From the information given in these reports* a very simple 
method could be evolved for our purposes since m are not con-
cerned with preserving the chemical identity of oxide or oxygen 
gas, inclusions etc* Taylor-Austin*s report showed that 
i f 5 grama of steel turnings were stirred with iodine reagent 
consisting of JO gra X^, 25 g E l , 120 ml is^ O, for 6 hours, at 
lab temperature* toe steel would be entirely dissolved leaving 
non~£K>tallio inclusions as residue* 
Taylor-4ustin1 s method was chosen and tested, using circa 
1 gm of Beddgelert, previously ground in a pestle and mortar* 
To this sample ms added 12 cols* of iodine reagent (more than 
sufficient for the iron phase) and the mixture was agitated 
vigorously by a magnetic stirrer* After each hour of stirring 
the residue was separated, cashed with dilute El solution and 
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troigfeed* After 3 hours the .jesj&fiue assumed a osuatant weight 
and a farther 3 hours stirring made so change* 
In performing a meteorite run6 the stirring was carried 
01) for more than 4 hours with the excess of iodine reagent 
reoomended* when the residue had been separated froa the 
solution the latter was siziply diluted and estraotet 7ith 
BaSf>4 In the usual way4 followed by tlvyron and radon analysis* 
The 'iodine-insoluble8 or silicate phase wae alternately 
fused witia fusion mixture lolloped by leaching, and attacked 
by Hfll, After a few alternations , only a few cqgras* of residue 
remained which dissolved in aqua regi&« fhe allsallne leaehinge 
vTere coE&ined, acidified 5 and extracted with Ba304 in the normal 
my„ The acid attacks were combined and separately extracted 
with 3a304. The two Ba3Q4 extract© were oodbined and after 








9*1 t 1*0 
- 9*4 . 
9.1 * no 
12* t 9* 
8«1 2*4 






10*9 t 1;9 
12.8 t 3*& 
10*® t 2,7 
3810 £ 16 
58^ t 13 
29.0 ± § 
39,0 ± a 3@ 1,24® 
'while <paa t i t les of the order of 20 gm of aieteorite had 
to be used for uranium and thorium analysis to obtain the 
accuracies shorn), considerably less error in a He determination 
could fee obtained using only a few tenths ©f a grass* I t isas 
net surprising| therefore, that variations found in the helium^ 
analyses should average out in the uranium and thorium figures* 
For an age calculation i t muld ho necessary to determine o f t 
Th and m In one and the same sample* Hence as preliminary 
figures only, i t can "be stated that the silicate phase seems 
to have solidified more than 19QQ0 million years ago, and the 
ir©n phase about 200 million years ago* 
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43 the radioactive families of Ba^Sf 3235 ana 
ae«ay# the oC E&rtieles $£o$ac€&^ ^©rsi helium gets* . i>i?oviaed • 
the saiasrdl or aeteos&te i» ^hieh the €eoay talsos place is 
a crystalline structure «hlch has sot osi££o90d large-scale 
aeforeatian 4ue t& weathering or heatisg, the &eliua is 
t&ospod* Buring millions of years or ©ore 9 the fe&lisaa gsma 
to a •easarafcl© ^uttBt&t?, «hiQh can be extracted and ^etesssined* 
I f the uranism sa3 tteriua eventrations are also £©terajined 
then tiae ohicfh has elapsed sance the bod^ aooaaed helium-
tiglit ^aapefft&gs' can feund* tiss is called the @e9-» 
logical a^ e* 
I f the o i ^ l i f y l s g assaaptto is sad© t&at the onoen-
tratioss of tSie parents of &i@ aeries have not ap^rcciablsr de-
e#ea§e3 during the tiss t in t the heliua v/ao pro&ssoea, then a 
c2ireat mt fe : oaa be fsmsteted* 
Age in 5?ra » . EieMura}, in eo m.pt$ mMmk^ 
lt*& W^.pff"in'"m/tm* 2 * « # « t ^ 4 [ ^ ' » t t "@B^@B 
fhe factor tt«& • 10^ i^ feica operates on the us&nlua 
concentration mlioo no allowance for AC0 present* $his can be 
alloTsfed foi» sstd changes the factor te> *1*f * HT® but i t <^b~ 
viously saaises unly a sss&ll erection * ( mc above G1E5&© 
* 
©®jat&<3n i s sufficiently accurate u# to oges ®f 10s ^ears)* 
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For* ages greater than a few times 10s years, however, 
the above simplifying assumption HO longer holds, and a com-
prehensive equation has to be fomilated to allow for the fact 
that the rate of helium production oust have been appreciably 
faster than i t is now* Making the assumption that there has 
been no loss or gain of any of the three relevant materials 
during the period considered an originally helium free material 
\7i l l have accumulated in a time t ending now a.quantity of 
helium given by -
[ » ] = e! [ ^ { ( A s e * - 1} • 7 i [vm]{eXm'~ , 1} 
where the sya&ols in square brackets represent the numbers of 
atorna of the various nuclides found at the present tloe<> 
Starting front the analytical data this equation can be 
solved for t only by a rather tedious iterative process, and 
i t is QOre convenient to use a graphical ©ethod* 
F.R. vTicbgjan w ' suggested the use of graphs for the 
cogitation of ages, since the error in reading froa the graph 
is aegligible compared with the other errors involved* A 
modification of this graphical sjethod has been devised by $.E* 
Martin and has been used to calculate the ages given in this 
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Lines can be drama running slantsee across the diagram 
representing equiage lines, the age being given for eaoh in 
units of ioft years* Any point on the diagsasj represents a 
definite U - Th - lie ©oppositions and i t s associated age. In 
order to plot the three variables on a triangle of graph paper 
in this my i t is necessary f i r s t to reduce them to some 
ooELTon unit. A convenient one is the volume of helium per gp* 
of material in the ease of helium, and the potential volumes 
of helium Tshieh could be produced by the complete radioactive 
decay of the uranium and thorium in the ease ot the other two 
ooHjpoaents* The sum of these three quantities is then used to 
divide into each to give the fraction of the total possible 
hellua present as (a) hsliue gas, (b) 'undecayed* uranium 
and (c) •undeeayed' thorium* 
The conversion factors are 
t y m j r of u per gra material & 0 * 7 f 0 cu saa He/gra 
and of tfh per gm neat©rial s O .579 fiia He/@DF 
vshea they are completely decayed* 
•Qie equiage lines on such a diagram are a l l straight and 
interpolation is a simple process* For convenience (see 
Figure 12) the envelope of these equiage lines has been drawn. 
When a point has been fixed in the diagram, the tangent from 
this point to the envelope passes through the age scale at 
the corresponding age. 
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Ghapter ModS l^eatioa of the Bago^  ejstractloB raethpd 
The chemical procedure of the barium sulphate method 
(see page ) involving two carbonate fusions, leachinggs 
etc*, ms tedious* As well as being inconvenient the time 
taken to convert the carrier to a suitable form for thoron 
and radon assay wasted some of the thorium X which decays 
froo the time of precipitation* The conversion to barium 
chloride allowing tiae for the iaS04 to digest etc*, took at 
least 12 hours to perform* Further, this procedure involved 
a correspondingly greater risk of contamination than would a 
shorter technique* For these reasons sooje other carrier 
procedure was sought* The various attempts to f ind a nee? 
carrier procedure are described in this chapter and these 
descriptions are preceded by a brief survey of the results* 
a study of various carrier procedures for radium 
( 3 2 ) 
shows that a precipitate of barium carbonate i s tOOp efficient 
for the carrying down of radium from solution* I f this method 
oould be developed for meteorite solutions ssuoii tine and effor t 
could be saved* I t proved iB^possible to precipitate barium 
carbonate simply with sodium carbonate or agmonl&a carbonate 
without creating conditions suitable for bringing down iron as 
hydroxide* As eacpeoted, a complecting agent for the iron was 
necessary and eventually proved practicable* However, when 
tartaric or c i t r ic acids were used as completing agents 
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several useful precipitates could not be esspiosred* oxalate 
precipitation proved inefficient for the carrying cio^ n of 
radium, so that oxalate as a eomplexiig agent was also pre-
eluded* 
Using salicylic acid as the completing agent proved 
• * * 
successful (but only at Ian* temperature)* Unaer alkaline 
conditions then possible 6 bariua carbonate carried aovzn 100$ 
of the radiusa present* Before this method ma found* several 
• * 
other ideas were considered* These are enumerated below* 
1. The salting out of barltm chloride by saturating the 
oeteorite solution with HC1 was a possible method. (FeOl^ 
fojsas a oosjpleas with HC1)» Considering the large bulk of FeCl^  
solution the technique t?aei* developed could be as involved as 
the 3aso4 ssthod and i t mis not Investigated. 
2* I t ms thmaght worth testing whether or not a pre-
cipitate of barium oxalate would carry do^n radium from a 
solution. Barium escalate was precipitated by oxalic acid from 
a neutral solution containing iron and nickel and the precipi-
tate ms free frona both Fe and Ml* ACTsosium oxalate eauld also 
be used* in spite of large amounts of oxalate ion present* the 
solubility of barium oxalate (17 Ggms/lOO ol) seemed too great, 
and no radium v^ ao carried ao^ sn. Calcium oxalate has a 
solubility of 1 sqgBo/iOO ml* This also was precipitated from a 
solution containing radium but no detectable amount of radium 
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V 
was found on the precipitate, This suggests a continuation I 
of the escalate solubilities down the group, making radium 
oxalate the most soluble* 
3 * A preoipitate of manganese dioxide is also fcnovzn as 
efficient carrier for radium, tinder alkaline conditions 
Kafeai found this preoipitate 100$ efficient as a radium 
carrier* However, these conditions could not be obtained for 
neteoritc solutions without f i r s t cotnplexing the iron present* 
Tests of this carrier were made from slightly asid and neutral 
radlua solutions* The precipitate was produced on the JQ cqgro 
scale by adding &BH1O4 solution to the radium solution containing 
the necessary a&tount of mnganous chloride* 
2Sm®4 + 3^n©l2 * 2»20 « 5^h02 * 2 8 : 6 1 + m Q l 
Frota a radium solution slightly acid with HCl, mo2 oarrled 
doim 28$ of the radium present* From a 3iraUar solution kept 
neutral 45$ of the radium was found on the preoipitate of 
m®2+ ^sing Nakai' s method of precipitation in allialine 
conditions 100$ recovery of the radium was found* fUB* Jacobite) 
used rin©2 s 3 carrier for the radium analysis of sosae natural 
waters* After adding a few drops of HC1 to ta&e up any lime 
of tecrporary hardness, the water sample was extracted with 
Uft02 produced by the peaaaqganate reaotion, and 100^  extraction 
was obtained* This does not agree with the results obtained 
aboveo The differences in technique enjployed for the natural 
i 
©7 
water analyses were (1) 300 agm tsno^  were used (11) the pre-
c ip i ta te aas l e f t to digest i s t.ie hot mother l iquor f o r ao 
hour or so* 
This type of adsorption carrier might be expected to fee 
sensitive to variations i n conditions. To "be rel iable f o r 
meteorite solutions where large amounts of holdback carr ier 
would be present , precipi ta t ion of B$ao2 would have to be 
carried out i n alkaline conditions. A completing agent f o r 
i ron would be necessary &fKl wi th th is proviso there are several 
carriers xThioh could be used. 
4. The investigation ms enlarged to f i n d a suitable 
precipi ta t ion which would give a permanent thorium source as 
we l l as bringing aovm radium isotopes• I f th is could be achieved 
then the thorium analysis rcould not merely depend on thorium X 
(3*64 days) allowing only one thorium f igure to be obtained, 
but \7ould depend on radio thorium (1*9 years) so allowing 
repeated thoren runs* 
S*S. Hepidns describes the fol lowing reaction (33). A 
neutral solution of cerium i n cerous condition i s heated to 
bo i l i ng and potassium permanganate solution added t i l l a per-
Gaanent pink colour I s obtained. Then a solution containing 
potassium permanganate and sodium carbonate i n the proportion 
of 1 1 4 i s added slowly as long as precipi tat ion takes place 
and carbon dioxide i s evolved. 
6© -
3ee(Ho )^^  + mao4 4- ^?a2G0^ + SH2O 
The solution should show a f a i n t pink colour during th is 
precipitat ion* The precipitate i s separated and washed ivi th 
hot water* I t was thought that th i s preeipit&te s&ght serve as 
a j o i n t carr ier f o r thorium (earrled hy eeriu© hydrosiae) and 
radian (carried by manganese dioxide)* A Ghea&cal test of the 
reaction using 60 iqgms of cerium as start ing material gave the 
atoiohio^etrio amount of precipitate P which only contained 
& wgm of i ron out of a t o t a l of 400 ogpt present i n the solution* 
A preliminary radiochemical test of the eeriunr-rnanganese 
carr ier idea was carried out* In this test* no i ron was 
present* Known amounts of thorium and radium were added to a 
solution containing 60 rgms of eerium as ohloride and 60 iqgros 
of raanganese as chlor ide 8 sodiura hydroxide solution was added 
and the resulting precipitate ©entrifuged o f f , washed, and 
* » 
dissolved i n d i lu te HC1.. The thorium and radium recovered by 
th i s precipitate were estimated "by means of the i r emanations 
i n the usual way* The precipitate was found to contain 91 ± 4$ 
of the radium* and 100 t 5$ of the thorium, added to the 
solution* *?he thoron run w performed 19 days a f t e r 
precipi ta t ion and so gave a f igure representative of the 
e f f i c i ency <*f Eased cerium and manganese hydroxides as a 
car r ie r f o r thorium rather than f o r thorium X« r ihis time 
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(19 days) allowed the thoriUEi X knom to be carried by 
manganese dioxide to decay* 
I M s test showed that an eraanating source giving more 
than one estimation of the two main radioactive f a m l i e s con-
eeraed was perhaps possible. However, fu r ther tests of the 
procedure under the conditions to be met i n saeteorite work 
gave disappointing results* S&e reaction producing cerium 
precipitates f r o a a neutral solution me tested r& th known 
as&unts of thorium and radium present* Iron Y?OS also present 
i n acount comparable to meteorite solutions but did a©t i n t e r -
fere t?ith the reaction* Ho radium %s found on the precipitate 
and only 10 £ 3;' of the thorium present had been extracted. 
I t i s interest ing to note that the doubts expressed i n the 
previous section on the use of BSn©2 as a radiim carr ier f o r 
neutral or acid meteorite solutions are conflrjned by these 
results on the Joint Ce(QH)4 - Emo2 precipi ta te . Proa an 
alkaline medium good ef f ic iencies are obtained but from neutral 
or aeld media the extraction e f f ic ienc ies nave been found to 
be poor* That no radius was found on a precipitate of Ce(oH)4 
and :*^02 uhich had been formed i n a neutral medium i n the 
presence of i r o n , supports the idea that holdback i s taking 
place since wi th no iron present imoa nad been saom to br ing 
down 4<}$ of the radius f roa a neutral solution* 
5» Barium sulphite i s another possible radium carr ier 
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* 
ishen precipitated frosi a radium containing solution • I t s 
s o l u b i l i t y at lab* temperature I s 22 Ji^ziAitre and decreases 
wi tk Increasing temperature • I t i s praot iaai ly insoluble a t 
100°C. M s looked prosaising but i t proved d i f f i c u l t to 
prevent oxidisation of the precipitate to B&stV I f S02 i s 
used as the .reducing agent f o r the Fe"*4** then H23O4 
i s produced* I f a source of nascent hydrogen was used to keep 
tlie iror/ present i n t&e ferrous state then whan S92 w a s bubbled 
through the solut ion« a l o t of sulphur eaice down, on the 
f l i t r e scale* a i t h a hundred grams of i ron as chloride, the 
nanipulatlon necessary would 3eea to s»lse no isjproveBjent on 
the Bas©4 method. 
&• Completing agents to keep the i ron i n solution during 
an alkaline precipi ta t ion were t&sn t r ied* A solution of 1 p 
o f nle&el-steel i n £181 vra-s sade and 5 goa of c i t r i c acid was 
added* Asasjonlizni hydroxide was added dropwise and the ,13@ht 
green i n acid ' to * orange red i n a l i ja l ine ' change m,s noted, 
but no precipitate was observed. I t was shorn) by B.D.H* v/ide-
range test paper that the solution m s a t pH 9 or more, f h i s 
was repeated Y/lfcfa eeriua added to the aeid solut ion; on 
rendering the solution alkaline wi th aEsaonla no precipitate 
«as observed* I f the alkaline reagent used m s NaoH there 
was s t i l l no precipitate u n t i l such a quantity of N&QH had 
been added that the eotsplex had been destroyed and everything 
case down, m the case of Baeoj both assnoniuia carbonate and 
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sodium carbonate proved incapable of bringing barlura out of 
solution i n the presence of Pe/oitrate coeplex. Siiailarly 
m*®2 could not be brought down f rora ah alkaline solution of 
f e / e i t r a t e complex* Further i t ms shown that the cerous 
nitrate^alisaline K5no4 reaction discussed above did not work 
ei ther i n the presence of th i s complex* The whole procedure 
of tests was repeated, using t a r t a r i c acid instead of c i t r i c 
acid* Exactly sln&lar results were obtained* The only 
positive results obtained w that cerium came down as oxalate 
l a the presence of Fe/eitrate using aacaoniuGj oxalate as reagent, 
calcium was also precipitated from such a ziediuE) but i t had 
already been shown that radius was not brought down by such a 
procedure* This meant that cerium and calcium when precipitated 
together as oxalates would not y ie ld a 'permanent* radon^thoron 
source* 
F i n a l l y , s a l i cy l i c acid was t r i e d as a completing agent. 
Fe and Hi were found to remain i n solution i n the presence of 
* 
salicylate when the solution was rendered allsaline, Also Ba as 
carbonate and Ce and an as hydroxides were precipitated In the 
norsjal way from an Fe/saHoylate solution* The Fe/salloylate 
eoiaples proved unstable on heating the solut ion, unliKe the 
ta r t ra te and ©i t ra te eoBspiexes. Teste showed that a ra t io of 
s a l l o y l l o ^ e ©:? 6/f gave a solution which was stable f o r more 
than &m hour at l ab . tesperature when rendered a lka l ine„ Ex-
t ract ion using Baeo3 precipitat ion wae tested. To compensate 
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f o r not being able to b o i l the solution during the Eaco^ 
extraction a test was made where snore w i g h t of carr ier than 
usual was used* carried out at lab* temperature an extraction 
test allowed that 7OO w^ms of Ba as BaCQ^  carried dotso 103 ± 5$ 
of the radius contained i n 300 mis of allmline solution 
containing Ps/salicylate complex* I t i s most probable that the 
3aCO^ precipitate would carry down thorium from a solution as 
w e l l as radium (see page i n any ease i t can be seen from 
the various procedures discussed i n th is chapter that suitable 
precipitates could be easily arranged to carry down thorium 
and radium quant i ta t ively from an a l to l ine medium. The thoron 
analysis -aould then no longer depend 01* tfcoriun X (3*64 days 
h a l f ~ l i f e ) but on radio thorium (1*9 years) s and a sustained 
thoron source \7ould be available f o r repeated analysis* 
The behaviour of the various precipitates u i t h respect 
to the method of completing the iron present, i 3 interesting* 
The behaviour of cerium i n the presence of Pe/oitrate or Fe/ 
tar t ra te Gosg&ex as described i n section 6 would be expected 
from the cosplejiing properties of cerium* Hanganese would 
also be expected to behave as a couples forming eleaoent wi th 
these hydroxyacid3 9 but the ezjpertontal f indings v-dth @aC9* 
seem to be surprising. That some strong complex i s being 
formed i s evinced by the fao t that BaCo^ which was found not 
to precipitate j has a low s o l u b i l i t y t 2 sgsi/tOQ mis a t 20oc. 
BaGoH 
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Ferric ion does torn a f a i r l y stable coaplex carbonate 
% m (34 gage 13^4)^  . ; h e I ) £pe«sifJ gives no reaction f o r 
the f e r r i c ion* However, a subsidiary e^Kpcriraant wi th Fe 
absent showed that 3a was not precipitated tty Qssoaaniu® carbonate 
frosa an alkaline solution of assaohiua ci t rate* I t would 
appear, therefore s that B& i s foraing a cooplejr wi th the 
hydroxy acid. Sidgwiok ^ p a g 0 2 ^ points out the behaviour 
of calcium derivatives of hydroxy acids ( c i t r i c , l a c t i c e tc . ) 
-4-4* 
i n giving solutions of lcsr 0a content which behaviour i s 
isaportant physiologically, since a complex lag property such 
as this would be expected to change as one passes dowD the 
group useful differences i n completing behaviour towards various 
Q 
hydroxy acids s ight occur between bariusj and radiusi* T-he BaSo4 
extraction method had been successfully naodified as described 
but another idea to shorten the Ba§04 procedure was not 
connected with new carr ier procedures and so i s described i n 
conclusion* 1M.3 was to dry the BaSo^ precipitate ( a f t e r 
separation and massing etc ,) and then to dissolve i t i n cone* 
H 2 S o 4 ° resulting solution could then be transferred to a 
bubbler and a thoron or radon run performed i n the no rml way* 
That the bubblers contents are cone. HgSo4 and not d i lu te HG1 
should not affect the forsa of the thoron radon apparatus* Any 
acid spray etc* would be stopped by the vessels of liOH pellets* 
In f ac t with the thoroa apparatus i t !aight be an advantage 
to have no m t e r vapour considerations xThich pos s ib i l i t y 
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might, conceivably lead to a prolongation of the thoron 
counting time, and correspondingly greater accuracy, 
Tests were carried out using known amounts of radium co-
precipitated w i th Ba£o 4 , and a f t e r drying the precipitate* i t 
XJ&S dissolved i n cone* H^So^ and transferred to a bubbler* 
Badon runs were performed i n the normal way* The results ob-
tained are expressed as percentages of the usual radon 
cal ibrat ion 
(a) 63 t 4$ (b) 58 - 4jff 
Thus the emanating power of such a viscous solution l a not 
s u f f i c i e n t l y high to permit the use of the technique* Heating 
the solution to increase the emanating power :/ould have been 
the nest step but the radon thoron method me being superseded 
by other methods and no fur ther tests were made* 
The ionlsation sii&aber method of counting radon and thoron 
i s net as sensitive a wans of determining the amounts of the 
Wo radioactive series present as are the new techniques of 
* 
s c i n t i l l a t i o n counting and f l uo rime t r y (see pages 2 4 - 3 , ) * fhe 
s c i n t i l l a t i o n counter as developed i s suitable f o r any oC active 
nuclide prepared i n a thin sol id source* The instrument i s 
described i n the next chapter. The fluorimeter ^39 ^  can only 
be used f o r the de terrains. ti©n of uranium but i s easi ly the best 
aethod f o r the estimation of sub-taicro gram quantities of th is 
element, i^diochesdcal methods were needed to use of both 
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these Instruments, These were developed and are described 
i n chapter V I , 
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Chapter V fhe SeiatjllatHlffi* Counter 
The radon-thoron method was l imi ted to i t s sens i t iv i ty 
by the background of the ionlsation ehasiher. f h l s could never 
be reduced below 20 cph and was csore usually 30-40 oph. The 
accuracy wi th which any low oi a c t i v i t y could be determined ma 
seriously reduced by this background l e v e l . Correspondingly 
the lowest detectable l i m i t of a c t i v i t y was of the order of 
4.10~7 g thorium which f o r meteorite work i s rather high, A 
counting method was sought wi th as low a natural background as 
possible. The s c i n t i l l a t i o n counter eosfrines th i s advantage 
w i t h great s t a b i l i t y , fhe background I s of the order of t cph. 
The lowest detectable l i s & t of a c t i v i t y be cosies 1 s 19 ' g B i , 
which means that meteorites can be tackled snore surely and aosse-
tiaeG wi th less s tar t ing material t&an by the radon-thoron 
sethod. 
I f a radioactive material emitting oC part icles i s placed 
near a sine sulphide screen small flashes of ISght appear as a 
resul t of the bombardment. This phenomenon i s the basis o f the 
spinthariscope which appeared early i n the his tory of radio*-
a c t i v i t y . 
The s c i n t i l l a t i o n counter to be described uses the aajae 
basic principle but instead of v isua l ly counting the flashes as 
was attempted ear l ie r , they are registered by means of electronic 
equipment, The detection of the flashes i s performed by a 
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photoKultipller tube which t r a n s i t s the pulses produced v ia 
an amplif ier to a discriminator and scaling u n i t . 
The apparatus necessary i s ahwm i n Figure 13. TSie photo-
mul t ip l i e r tube assee&ly i s shown i n some de ta i l but the 
standard pieces of equipment such as the potentiometer are 
merely indicated* The poizier supply u n i t and the potentiometer 
* * « • 
arc type t007« The scaling un i t i s type 200, the G.JUO. monitor 
i s tgflge 1000» and the diaoriadnator un i t i s type 1028. Hfeese 
t^ rpe nuafijers refer to .&*o«S* instruments. 
The potentiometer taps o f f the potential required 
(usually » t450 vol ts ) from the vol t s supplied and a f t e r 
passing through a SSBOO t i l ing e i r c u l t A the i s led to two 
parts of the phototube9 one the l%ht-senelt ive photooathode S 
and the other the dynode pins at the valve base (v ia Q)P 
lasting underneath the glass face of the phototube i s a 
perspss disc whose underside i s coaled wi th a "phosphor** Lumifax 
§8& Blue« £his i s a eemeroi&l product and i s zinc sulphide p 
activated wi th si lver* 
wtten EH o( active source i s held close to this "phosphor9 small 
flashes of l i g h t are produced which are picked up by the 
photooathode• The ensuing electrons are ealtipXied at each 
of the dynodec and the f i n a l pulse i s passed out to the 




The e.B,<% gives a picture of the pulse and i t s back-
ground. The pulse i s passed to a disorisinator and thence to 
a scaling uni t which incorporates a counting meter* The 
instrument was designed f o r low counting rates ( < 100 per hour) 
but the scaling un i t i s useful f o r counting e f f ic iency tests 
etc* A pen recorder i s included to check the v a l i d i t y of 
counts• 
fhe details of the photomultipllsr tube assembly are shorn 
i n f igure 14* The photo&ult ipl ler tube was obtained from E.M ,I* 
L t d . * and isas type V amps/lumen* t»3 X 10^  gain)* 
Between the photocathode and the col lect ing electrode there are 
11 dynodes. The tube housing i s copper sheet screwed and 
soldered on to a frame of angular brass* 
Supports P and H f o r the tube ( J ) and the counting t ray 
support F i3ere a l l made of perspex which has a very low natural 
ac t iv i ty* Af te r passing ttoougfc. the smoothing c i r c u i t A the 
H*f• i s led to the door switch 3* ID th is way the door (X) 
cannot be opened without the potent ial being taken o f f the 
photocathode* The door and any removable panels are edged isith 
velvet to ensure l i g h t tightness and a l l inside surfaces of the 
box were painted d u l l black. Held by H, beneath the photo-
cathode C s i s the perspex disc £>, vfoose underside i s coated 
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ft a 
surface of the counting disc E having upon I t the <^ active 
source, i s wi th in a wm* or two of the phosphor* F i s held by 
means of a spring G«, The phosphor diso 0 i s prepared i n the 
fol lowing way. The perspex disc of 5 oja» diameter i s cleaned 
and several drops of a % solution of phosphoric acid i n acetone 
are placed on i t . These spread and merge in to a f i l m and the 
phosphor, Tshich i s a f i n e powder9 i s shaken through a mesh 
evenly on to the died, u n t i l i t I s coated, The disc i s then 
inverted and tapped leaving a thin semi-transparent layer of 
material . I f th is layer i s too thick then i t w i l l he opaque 
to the minute l igh t - f l a shes , and on the other hand i f too th in 
some oi part icles w i l l not give r ise to flashes* The optimum 
i s approximately *5 mgms/cm2* 
« 
The dynode 9 pins D l , 2 , 3 etc* on the valve base 0 are 
connected as shorai i n the lower c i r c u i t diagram* 411 the 
resistances shorn except that i n the smoothing c i r c u i t A are 
* 
25a K. £ The decoupling condensers are a l l 200 p f , fhe 
col lect ing el eotrede Q Is connected to the ampl i f i e r . The 
glass envelope J has to be feept clean since i t insulates C (a t 
«1500 vo l t s ) from $ • A guard r ing of graphite (E) and a 
similar deposit where -0 joins J are connected to earth. The 
tube i s kept j t fg id by springs a and H» 
« 
The disc £ of polystyrene has a diameter of 3cm* The 
active E^>terial 5 Kept a t 3 mgra *o prevent subsequent in ternal 
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absorption of d par t i c les , i s placed on the disc either as 
a s lu r ry cr solution and dried to an even deposit by as infra— 
red loop* AS an aid to achieving t h i s , a device described 
by bright was employed* In th i s small je ts of a i r are 
blown through holes pierced In a brass tube I n the fora of a 
r ing* Tim disc i s placed Inside the r ing and the Jet3 of a i r 
impinging on the l i q u i d to be dr ied, cause i t to rotate and 
to leave an even deposit* 
An aliquot of a known-strength uranium solution was dried 
on a platinum f o i l of 3 cm diameter. The residue was 
raoistened wi th pyridine, redried and igni ted to produce a 
durable source of p rac t ica l ly so weights hence negligible s e l f -
absorption* This source of c< part icles was used to estimate 
the e f f i c iency of the instrument, and acted as primary standard* 
Too frequent use of such a source would r i s k oontaaiiiating the 
apparatus and so a polonium source was prepared* f h l s was 
placed on an aluminium tray* The centre of t h i s 9 where the 
polonium was located* was covered wi th mica. 
The counting ef f ic iency of a_typical phosphor disc of 
approximately 15 qgme/cm2 was 35$* This e f f ic iency refers only 
to the << part icles from U I and 0X1* The e f f i c i ency should be 
higher f o r the more energetic ThCoC part icles (6 i?ev.). The 
count of the polonium secondary standard could be noted f o r a 
par t icu lar phosphor and any deviations fro® the e f f i c i ency 
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could be easily detected. 
Counting discs made of platinum which enabled a fast 
drying rate to be employed had been used but were fount! to 
have too higto a natural background* polystyrene disos con-
tributed no count but the source bad to be dried more slowly. 
(Deformation of the source disc through overheating s%£*t 
result in the phosphor being daaciged.) 
I t i s v?orth noting that i t I s essential for the source 
tray support (F) and a source tray (s) to be in position when 
bae%Found counts are taken* I f not, then a rauoh higher baok-
ground than usual w i l l be obtainedo The oC particles foMaed : 
by the radon in the a i r enclosed in t&e base of the instrument 
t7ill give rioe to counts, Expressed as the coreosponding amount 
of radium the average radon oonteat of a i r i s approximately 
equivalent to 80*19~*8 gm ea/oc of a i r . C^9). can be ex-
pressed as 1p07 ,1Q~2 ' 3/hr/oo of a i r . 
The base volume of the scintillation counter i s 
approximately 950 cos, hence agjpr&siffiately 9 o< , s / h r TO&XX result 
in the total volume* only some of these g i l l be counted but the 
relevant considerations are not the geometrical oneo ( i , e , the 
dimensions of the box and the range of the oC particles) , The 
S&osphor surface i s charged up to the voltage at which the photo-
©athode operates (-1450 or -1500 volts) , Consequently i t w i l l 
uf> esss gs&etton of., tko aot&vo d&gooli 9&9&£oeg i s the 
volssse ©9JasMo3red« A bsofegmia^ s^so oamilGi ow? a pei?lo<a of 
QGVsszl O C Q I S S tilth E aad F jssseved, A S far as t&o £ to t I0j£ 
ei?i^? ftsuia aUaw auo!i as inforeuoo t tb©' 'teefc^aitsQ®* j?enMn&d 
sioa% at* a^pE^sisBtoZgr @ opfc» ga&s oaolfal seen tu ou£gcst that 
mtte a o fecl% ©asanas £j?aa tfe© raatoslGis ( t e e , pa£»t» effco.) 
Afffco* a Xo^s spall of «ssge» t&e iftsisircsafc* tfi&Qh ma 
fooad to to© d©©ff€fao«i 3® ef^ ie&enogp. 3ae ^ o ^ i ® ? mo s t i l l 
ft® goasfoot c ^ i t i ^ i t was p ^ ^ s s a t&st'i&c ^.AaatdLtls&ies 
ot>aat o&tainea .fr^a a glirsn source %Q VQS& $e$eaie»i 
@& %ho wltog© usoa toe |M&p&t&pU®? tribe*, ;S9ulls as© 
river) in t&o following tat&e foff the g&Xasias cs&staoSGM* 
?®fee* 
273 t 6 
6*4 & 8 
* * 
1*4 & 3«3 
mo 1569 1 32 
before the fal l ing off of effieieacy the po source ssith 
* 
the tube at ~14?0 volts gave app»>3£totoiy t®79 ©pa. To re-
store the status quo as nearly as possible eounta were taken 
with the tube at -t^OO vol to, A gain control on the o^jplifier 
used after ^  the tube, viae a further possibility of restoring the 
efficiency. The following table shows the o.p.o, gives by the 
Po source at the values of the gain obtainable* 
Gain 
* 
2 3 4 
23 £ 4 614 ± © 156b t 20 
A possible cause of the decreased efficiency at a gives 
voltage on the tube me the foraation of moisture droplets 
on the glass face of the envelope enclosing the ghotooathode. 
Then light flashes would be diminished by reflection • in an 
atternpt to overcome this possible defect a small vessel of dry 
« 
s i l i c a gel me placed in ths base of the inatnaasnt box* 
However„ no significant increase in efficiency wao noted. 
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Chapter VZ Raolooheaioal Methods 
The scintillation oounter needed a aethod of separation 
for a, oeafcer of the thorium series resulting in an oC -aotive 
source of only & few sailligranis weighty containing of tliat 
particular nuclide froia f i f ty or more grams of an iroia meteorite* 
A method for a member of the uranium series (other than uranium 
i t se l f vjhlch would lie best analysed by the fluorine ter) ro-* 
suiting in a similar source would be useful as a cheok on tlx© 
fluorimeter result* I t was along these lines that the radio-
chemical methods were evolved bearing in oind that the 
separations would be best performed from the same sample. 
However9 before designing any extraction procedures, i t 
was thought worthwhile to obtain an analysis of a typical iron 
meteorite for I t s trace constituents. Then the methods to be 
developed oould be tested rigorously before being applied to 
•eteorite samples, savl&, an iron meteorite of the (m c lass , 
was ehosen* 
( i ) SseotroggraBBlo Analysis of savik 
The apparatus used was the same as in the ease of Bedd-
gelert (see page ) , but sinoe more time was available a f u l l 
quantitative analysis ms perforated* The method employed me 
to we%h off a sasaple of Savife as Pe^ O^ and "dilute0 this with 
a tmwm weight of aasooniua sulphate, fhe total weight of 
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Savik used for this analysis ms less than 2 grass* This 
mixture uas pressed into pellets aad burned in the B.C. are 
under standard conditions. Then aacaonium sulphate acts as a 
flux and steadies the are* The light from the are ma focussed 
on to the s l i t of the spectrograph and a photographic record 
of the spectrum was obtained* 
Further "dilutions" were effected with a flux consisting 
of 50;' asstonius sulphate/ 53;! f err ic sulphate so that elements 
present in large amounts could have their spectral intensities 
reduced to convenient levels for measurement* Series of pellets 
of these dilutions were spcotrcgraphed. The basis of the method 
i s to use the iron spectrum as an internal standard*(40). one 
has to obtain aa ordinary chemical figure for the iron present 
in the Unimex substance and then the spectrum lines of the 
element looked for are compared with standard iron lines and 
density ratios are worked out. on standard plates photographs 
of Knovaa accounts of the given elements are l isted together raith 
the percentage with respect to iron* These standard E&xtures 
are spectrographed under the sa&je eonditiena as the saajple* 
tfhen a given element line density equals a certain iron line 
density, i t i s fenowi that the element i s present as a certain 
percentage with respect to iron* Using a Judd^Lewis couparator 
these densities can be matched visually since the iron spectrum 
abounds in lines of varying intensity, so that matched lines 
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(o2 homologous pairs ( 4 1 ) as they are called) for a wide range 
of element content can be found* This visual ysthod has an 
error generally thought to "be within t 10$ of the figure 
stated, This estimate of the error has been arrived at after 
regular eosjparison of the octhod .7ittn the corresponding 
chemical method for the elements concerned. Comparison between 
these line densities can also be made with a miorophototter. 
The n&oropho toaster method has an error thought to be within 
± % of the figure stated* ^ 4 2 ^ 
'She Savik sample ma assessed by the visual method* This 
method i s much qui else r than the ^Leroghotosietrle one* and the 
error involved was low enough to enable a sufficiently accurate 
survey to be made* The iron figure obtained by cheo&eal 
analysis ms The spectrograph!© analysis I s shown in the 
following table» where the figures given are percentages. 
Copper electrodes were used in the analysis, and so copper 
could not Be;esUmtied on those spectra* However» the sasgple 
ms si.-eetrorraphedj, using graphite electrodes and the spectra 
were x?eeorded on a serrate photographic plate for qualitative 
reading only* Cogger was detected. 
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g^o.trogray&lo Analysis .of Sayjls 
Element HI Go SI Gr Sn Al 
• » • • • * 
7*5 0*4 0*2 0*15 0*11 O*0& 0,04 
Elesent 2n Ca rjn Be Sb Pb 
Percentage 0,02 0,015 O.OI5 0*012 0*012 0* 
The f'olloT/ing elements were not detected^ the figures 
given are the upper lisavts for their presence* 
Element <? Bl Zr Cb As 
percentage 0*12.0*08 0,03 0,08 0»8^ 
Sleaent m B no Ag Sr 
• • * * « 
percentage 0*05 0,03 0*013 0*013 0*018 
Sleaent H V Cd Bh i&i 
• • • * » 
feroentege 0*01© 0*018 0.QI5 0,015 0*015 
( H ) Methods already tested 
f?.7o Ideas for the estimation of thorium by separating 
ThB tfhieh would generate The, had been tested (using standard 
thorluca solutions) by previous wo risers* (E,R* Mercer and 
R. Aeoohbacher). 
The f i r s t of these methods was toeleotrolyse the 15$ n i t r i c 
» 
acid solution containing a few cdlligraas of lea& as carrier. 
tloii^ a -^tentl^ difference ©f 3 volts» a current of ®#J asp 
aad a £>t aaade of I es^ area tli© lea£ s^ae 09posited so t&e 
as&g© as to<jetner witto To3 and ThC* 
variation i s ostjs&etifwi of s&th the tlcp opest Q » o leet i©-
lys is , . 2 E © B ®f lead feeiqg aae£ ttoqgfceat. 
<m tmna f> ©f electrolysis r3ea© £ 
.• * » 
2*3 
2 8;3» 7 ? 9» • Col 
<2?5» 12*4 
4 a M * £7*7 




6 ?>•?# -49*7* ^ 3 » 50*4 
Iti© results ©fl iraeseaeiag t*i© amount of present for 
6-4igr*iff Gleotrsl^ses gav<3 09 iqpffevQEseat* In t!*o £*MP those 
roculto ouff&eiGat IfoB mo use3 to gojs&t i t s direct assay fcgr 
@c%©2? Qf>unte?« xt eas fc© see» tfcat tfc© eleetifelyQls rettod 
1 G sgt as ideal eae eisoo tte preparation of ttae $90 souroe 
i s length odd id fa ir ly eorr^aitateci^ A sgeeiQl an^Se i a -
c$ grat ing a platimsa ojmntins dlagh had to e^ ^esSgaed 89 as 
to arsas^e a l l the aopeolt ©a only 00© o&2e of tiie £iao» This 
a*»<a t&© sta ining of l^-lao^smn^-oouat &% uisce p?9ve# 
troublesome* 
The seeo&d idea already tested w the dlthizone sis tiled* 
In this the lead cotaplexed ^ith oitrate « s extraoted from a 
slightly aasoniaoal solution by means of a 0#1# solution of 
dithiaone in chloroform* The combined extracts were evaporated 
in a Ft dish and the residue decomposed with mQj and f inal ly 
evaporated on to a counting disc* The following table of 
results (due to Aesenbaeher) shows the effects of increased 
amount of Pb on the $ of TbB obtained* 
f4gm3 Fb used # ThB found Clean # 
2 78*0, 80*9* 7&*8 
* • * 
78.5 
• 
5 84.1, 82*7, 85.3 
•' * * 
84.0 
• 
4 88.1, 0 . 8 * 88*6 
• . * • 
89*5 
5 85*2 j 88*5 e 88*7 87.5 
6 72*3, 73*4, 79*6 75-1 
With both these above methods only standard thorium 
solutions were tested* The task of working directly uith a 
solution of 50 or more grams of iron meteorite to obtain from 
i t a few milligrams of added Pb seemed l ikely to be d i f f i cu l t 
and intermediate stages would then have to be interpolated. 
Further the problem ms to obtain a count relevant only to one 
of the radioactive series* In the electrolysis method, however0 
90 
polonium ahich would interfere with the determination of ThB 
* 
could be taken out of solution in a preliminary electrolysis* 
($11) Proposed two sta^e method 
Figures 2 and 3 ©ay be of seise use to the reader* Uor-k 
was begun on the idea of a tso stage method, l*e« a con-
centration of the relevant nuclides from the 59 gm« sample 
scale to the 100 w^a scale follotjed by a concentration to the 
2 qgn scale* I f these two stages could be arranged then the 
main difficulty of using a necessarily sraall weight of the 
f i n a l precipitate (to avoid self absorption of c< particles 
In the prepared source) would be overcogje* I t would be 
d i f f i cu l t to design an eff ic ient method of extraction for a 
sjeaber of a radloaotive series from a l i t r e of concentrated 
* 
ferr ic chloride solution using only 2 tqgms of carrier* 
For the Wo stage method various procedures were tested 
but for the estimation of the thorium series the second stage 
(concentration to 2 nga) was oeraaon to theta a l l . This was 
the extraction of ThB (10*6 h* half l i f e ) by precipitating 
2 qgra of lead as lead sulphide from the solution* ThB i s 
f> active but i t s daughter The (60*5 din. half l i f e ) i s oC 
active, and so an o(-active source dependent on the half l i f e 
* 
of ThB v/oulcl be obtained* I t became obvious later that ThC, 
- 9* * 
a blsniuih isotope* was also quantitatively extracted by means 
of lead sulphide (see page, H O ) , and so the DhB - ThfioC-aotive 
source deoayed sinsply with the half l i f e of ffaB and no i n i t i a l 
growth to equilibrium of ThS* occurred* 
Sons preliminary tests had been carried out vrith lead 
iodide* These showed that from a manipulative point of view 
a precipitate of 2 s©3 of lead iodide could easily be separated 
and deposited on a counting tray* lomwer* the extraction of 
thorium D using this precipitate ma only 7©$ efficient using 
excess iodide ion ? and carrying out the precipitation at a low 
tenjperatur® (4°C)* I t ma presumed that the solubility of lead 
iodide (40 E^n/tQO nil at 0°C) me too great* 
Lead sulphide i s practically Insoluble (3.6 s 10~5 gnv' 
too ml at 18°c) but unlike lead iodide 9 i t can give rise to 
colloidal types of precipitate which can prove di f f icul t to 
separate* 
Care had to be taken with the acidity of the solution from 
uhiah precipitation was mde* and a fisfed centrifuging tieae 
had to be followed* I f the solution was oentriiu^ed too long 
(approximately 1^  m) the B>S deposit on counting showed an 
activity which decayed aiuoh acre slowly than a Ths oouroe* 
the decay curve showing that ThX and MTh had been brought, 
down as well* vith 5 minutes oentrlfuging tie© only ThB and 
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The were brought dossi, from a solution of thorium in equi-
librium with the rest of the series* Simply precipitating lead 
sulphide on the 2 mjp scale had advantages over the more 
complicated electrolysis and dlthlzone methods. I t i s simply 
performed and tfith due care extraction efficiencies close to 
IQ0# are obtained* 
The pbs separation i s useful f f since as well as not inter-
fering v7ith the rest of the series (the members which are 
important in this context bein?j thorium and radium isotopes) 
i t pera&ta a fa ir number of carrier-techniques to be considered 
for the f i r s t stage (the concentration of thorium to the 100 mgm 
scale). Further, since the pbs technique interrupts the series 
at a member with a half l i f e of 10.6 hours, i t permits the 
repeated extraction of this member (ThB) from the parent matrix, 
whore after a few days the <ThB wi l l have gro^ aa to equilibrium 
again. Bonce from a given sample many estimations of the amount 
of thorium series present should be possible. The limitation 
Imposed by the £bs technique i s that the FbS precipitate would 
carry aoxm any radium active deposit members present in 
solution notably U&F (polonium, d aotive, half l i f e 140 days). 
The count obtained uould no longer be relevant to the thorium 
series alone. In effect, this means that s& must be absent 
f roo the solution to be extracted with B>S» This led to the 
idea of separating thorium from the meteorite solution by a 
suitable procedure on the 100 ngra scale v/hieh would leave behind 
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radium isotopes. The sseafeers of the thorium series separated 
;oulci m thorium i t se l f and B&fh ,uith TiiX lof t behind* The 
member of the uranium series relevant to the problem, which 
would b$ separated, would "be ionium (thorium isotope), and 
radium would he le f t behind,, Thl would grow to equilibrium 
with the separated radio thorium with a h&lf~£©riod of growth ©f 
3*64 days. On the other hand, radius would QVQ® to equilibrium 
with the separated ioniua with a half period of growth of 
159° years and eo would not interfere* The ossibeea between 3*hX 
and ThB are short lived enough to follow the growth of fhX very 
©losol^r and we can eon older Bd1fe# lux and t£h® as feeing three 
generations* Using the Eateajan solution for three generations 
of a radioactive faa&ly i t i s found that the grand-daughter 
(ThB) lags behind the daughter (ThX) in growth by appropriately 
1 saean l i f e of the grand-daughter (ThB), l,e* hours* I f a 
period of growth of ©everal weelts i s allowed then tooth ThK and 
Th3 activities wi l l be approaohing equilibrium, and the Imovm 
large tmotion of the equilibrium aeaunt of T$& can be separated 
usiag FbS* and a count obtained* The following figures show the 
growth of B»X and DhB expressed &s percentages of the equilibria® 
Days 3.64 7*28 10,92 
ThX 1% ©7?5£ 
ThB 43 1Z$ 87.3^ 
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Thus after 11 days the lag of 15.3 hours makes no sensible 
difference * and the fraotion of the equilibrium amount of ThB 
present can be taken to be the sane as that of Tall. The oethod 
appeared feasible provided the above s&ntioncd radium-free 
thorium separation could be performed, and i t was shown later 
that this could be effected. Another reason for establishing 
a radiusr-thoriuaa separation H & S the possibility of developing 
a separation of radinsa fros the meteorite solution followed 
by i t s estimation* 
However* i t I s interesting to note the procedure v/hich 
could be used i f radium present in the RdTh/ThX solution. 
The solution could be rid of the a& active deposit aecibers by 
a preliminary Fbs precipitate which could be die earned. The 
ThB and The v#mld be extracted by this procedure but ^euld 
grow to equilibriusa again in a few days and the long lived 
Esembere of the radius} active deposit would no longer interfere* 
Of the rest* M (27 m, giving rise to HaC) would grow to 
equilibrium and be extracted by the ?bs precipitate to be 
counted* I f the source could be counted t - H hours af ter 
precipitation then Bas - Bac would no longer interfere and 
a count purely relevant to the thorium series would be obtained* 
I t ms nov7 necessary to test the efficiency of extraction 
of ThB by the Pbs technique* At f i r s t the scintil lation counter 
was used with low activities of ThB and encouraging results 
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were obtained which are described below* Hgfcly active M*£h 
solutions {£rm which ThB could be separated) were used later 
in a separate laboratory and more precise information was 
obtained (see page )o$)« 
fhe theoretically expected count from a microgram of Th 
* 
i s aggroxissately 15 c( 's/hr* With a phosphor of efficiency 
35;- the best practical count obtainable would be 5.25 oC *s/hr* 
Tae tisje for source preparation was usually 43 ea&nutes during 
which 4*3$ of the ThB decays* Calibration results obtained are 
given below with the duration of the count* Known thorium 
solutions had 2 Pb added to them and were saturated with 
H S^ for several tainutes* fhe fbs was separated, dissolved and 
transferred to a counting disc* Tae results obtained weres-
Cph» per K>-6 gra fh* 
4 hour calibrations 
16 hour calibrations 
4,4 t 0*3 
2*8 t O.t 
4.4 £ 0*3 
2*8 + 0*1 
4.® ± 0.3 
* . 
3*1 * 0*1 
•She taeaa of the 4 hour calibrations l a 4*53 t 0.2 cph^ug, Th, 
l*he error in accepting this count as the on© representative of 
* 
the end of the f i r s t 2 hours of the count, i s negligible* 
Hence this count i s 67*8$ of the count obtaining at the 
beginning of the count and ©4$ of the count obtaining at 
precipitation o ,;o thus obtain a corrected calibration of 
• » *> 
5*4 ± 0*32* ^his agrees with the expected calibration assuming 
the counting efficiency. 
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,^70 opposing factors operate here, one i s the difference 
in energy between the ck par t i d e s of the uranium standard 
source (4.21 and 4.75 Me?.) and the oi particles fr©?a ThC 
• * 
( S.O ~zeV) • This factor raa&es the theoretically eKpeoted count 
(5.25) a oiinioaira. The other factor i s the shape of the source 
on the counting disc. The standard source, weighing less than 
a tenth of a milligram, i s practically a l l concentrated in the 
centre of the disc . The technique employing 2 mjp of Fb as 
FbS carrier results in a thin disc of material spread out to 
within 3 or 4 ma, of the edge of the 3 cm. diameter counting 
disc. (This i s to avoid losses due to self-absorption of 
particles). Hence one would expect the urejiiuis standard in this 
respect to be aore efficiently counted, making the theoretically 
expected count a saaxiEsuja. 
This means of estimating the efficiency of the VbSS-G 
source can, therefore» be considered accurate enough since the 
counting error i s t 6.5$. 
I t seeded froa the above data that the second stage of a 
method for thorium could be established, A complementary f i r s t 
stage was needed. This would have to concentrate thorium free 
of radium from the meteorite solution to the iQO qpn scale. 
I t had already been ahoen that iron could be held up in 
alkaline solution while extraction precipitations were carried 
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out 9 i f salicylate ion was present la sufficient quantity, 
(See gage 1%). 
I f fOO ngms, of cerium hydroxide were precipitated in 
such a raediua9 thorium isotopes would be oarrled dorm (see page 
&8) and radius isotopes would be expected to be @alaly l e f t 
behind in solution. ThX would grow in the precipitate, and 
ThS and ?hC could be extracted later 9 by means of a precipitate 
of Fbs and the llnC o*C*s counted, Whether or not $©(QH)4 pre-
cipitated at lab. temperature carried &o?m raalun isotopes was 
tested, and the precipitate » s found to coatcin 4;* of the 
radium originally present in solution* By repeating this pre-
cipitation the radium carried dov/n eould be reduced to 
negligible proportions* 
I t seemed from the above data that a complementary f i r s t 
stage of a method for thorium could be established* jfotfcver« 
i t w probable that any uranium present would also be carried 
dovm on the precipitate of ee(0H)4* In order to allow for a 
separation of uranium to ta&e place another f i r s t sts@e f*>r 
thorium was tested* This was to use a precipitate of cerium or 
zirconium lodate to carry co^n any thoriua from a 2ft s^ o^  
solution of a {meteorite* I t was roost probable that neither 
radiusa nor uranium v;ould be carried dwan unuer these conditions 
and further techniques for their separation could be applied 
to the ciother liquor, A precipitate of zirconium iodate 
dissolved easily in HC1 and after boiling, the solution was 
* 
stable xtoen 0*2^} with respect to HGl and 2 qgms of PbS could 
tee precipitated from it* IMs appeared grosAsing for the 
thorium procedure0 Tests were then made in an attempt to 
establish a two ro stage separation of uranium. As with thorium 
a concentration to tft© 103 iqgm scale was envisaged followed by 
a f inal concentration to the i wgm soale for scintillation 
counting or f l u o r i c trio analysis Thieh proved E»re sensitive • 
Uranyl oxalate i s slightly soluble (80 p^/lOO ml at t4°C) but 
i t flight be expected that .tilth escess oxalate ion present a 
precipitate of lanthanum oxalate i&ght carry doan any uranium 
present* However $ under these conditions lanthanum oiz&late 
oareled do van < 1£ of the uranium present in & solution. tlranyl 
ferroeyaoide I s insoluble in neutral solutions but i s soluble 
in dilute acids , whereas molybdenum ferro cyanide i s insoluble 
in both* % a solution containing uranyl nitrate and asraonium 
nolybdate a solution of potassium ferrocyanlde VJSS added. The 
precipitate of sjolybdenusa ferrocyanlde ©as separated and ex-
tracted with dilute n i tr ic aold and a counting source prepared 
frosa this extract. However, only 2>J of the uranium in i t ia l l y 
present was recovered* Eoyes and Bray ^43) point out that 
uranyl ferroeyanide at low concentrations tends to for® a 
coloration rather than a deposit* Here i t seeas that the 
molybdenum carrier precipitate does not eve rooms this tendency* 
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Precipitates of aluainitfia hgrdrosiide proved disappj&iting 
as carriers for uranium until carbonate-free a^naonia, prepared 
by distillation over KoH, ma used, Then recoveries of 1080 
* 
v?ere obtained, A proved method for the serration of uranium 
i s to ether-extract the solution to which ni tr ic acid and 
aiamoniua nitrate have been added, Hence for uranium also a 
two stage separation was feasible, since Al(OH)-^ precipitation 
could "be used for the f i r s t stag© ana ether-e&traetion for the 
second. 
Detailed testa of the conditions for the zirconium iodate 
preoipitation v/cre cade* fhe elcoents present for the iodate 
separation tfould be sairsly Iron and nickel in a solution Zi 
with E^Q-j* Bariu® would be present as a holdteacli carrier for 
radium and alrconiura as the oarrier for thoriua* I t ms Gho*vn 
that at 2u HilO^ no metal present in a typical meteorite gave an 
iodate precipitate, nor did bariua* I t ms also ehoisa that 
sirconlua) case dmm coopletely, provided that the solution was 
O.I^S with KI0^# Arranging these conditions and using a 
solution with sig&Lar concentrations to those expected in a 
seteorite solution with added bariuia and zirconium no precipitate 
could "be obtained* Taking the components one by one, i t was 
shots) that v.ithout iron present (or s&th i t s concentration 
greatly reduced) the sirconiui! iodat© precipitatioa proceeded 
in the nonstjal way* 
1?o sals© the soethod work g»s i of the iron which seems to 
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fors a csiplex with locate ion> would have to b© removed in a 
prcli'-Din&yy step* A. proved oethod for this taafc i s to ether 
extract a 6*5 SS HC1 solution of icon tfben i t passes as KFeCl 4 
into the ether layer, !£hree such extractions 
would reduce the iron to negligible proportions* 
leaving siade this step further ideas were possible. I f 
zirconium and aluminium were added to the aqueous layer of suoh 
an ox traction and carbonate free asmionia added 9 any thorium and 
* 
uranium tfould be expected to follow the combined precipitate • 
Thus in t.<o fa ir ly sis^aie stages the uraniua and tiioriura from 
a rneteorite solution could be concentrated on a fOO e^ rra or less 
of mixed hydroxides* I t would seen that radiun would he l e f t 
behind in solution. These hydroxides and their carried radio-
activit ies could then be separated by the classical group 
procedure using and HaoH as reagents* 
fhe zirconium precipitate plus thorium could he dissolved , 
stored and later extracted with PbS to provide a TtiB-G source* 
The sodium alumina, te mother liquor could be acidified and 
aluuteloa plus uranium precipitated by carbonate free agsoonia 
prior to ether-nitric extraction* 
There are obvious advantages to a method involving group 
procedures* These procedures have been proved reliable and 
there i s siuch less risk than v4.th the iodate saethod for example, 
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of interference frosa the *aany elements, present in trace 
quantity in Iron meteorites, (see page #7)« 2 ^ ^ > e e s kop©£ 
%'hen those ideas v?er® arrived at , to include a separation of 
radius) In a form suitable for the scintillation counter* The 
so the? liquor from toe f i r s t hydroxide-precipitation would 
probably contain most of the radium and a second precipitation 
would ensure complete remval. However, more than a fes? s^ pas 
of barium proved to be necessary as holdoaoii carrier in such 
precipitations (see page life ) . Moreover, t&ere was the 
fundasaental diff iculty of preparing a non-enr^ting source of 
low self-^absorptlon* 5hese qualities appear Iscoajpatlble, since 
X&xge crystals are necessary for jion^sjan&ting properties 
A further idea was to extract the poloniuai (SaF) in equilibria© 
tfith the series by mona of B>$ but the adequate covering of 
such a source to prevent i t eont&oinating the instrument, again 
posed a self-absorption problem* 'She stra%frtfo?i.?ard Base^. 
extraction (30 ®gm scale) or a edi f icat ion of i t (see (^apter 
IV) I s feasible, of course* i f an ionisation^chacfeer radon 
estimation can be considered* 
The scheme \?hieh me chosen to investigate In detail i s 
given feelow in the form of a flowsheet* 
SciieciQ of Analysis. 
Saaple of iron seteorlte -f^Jj^ Evaporate dryness 
Add &rf Al9 dies; salts 
sa* l a 6.5 8 
Evaporated € Aqueous layer ^ Ether extract 3 tiaes 
to losses aold 
bulk 
Carbonaterfree 
MH40H Ether layer (contains 
practically a l l Fe) 
Sotner H<3U»r—* Precipitate 
eantsmlfis m$ M O B } * * Al(0Sh 
Oo,*Sa(EaTs Gu, + (Mf^T^^l • §&(oa)4 
©to. i '•• 
I acidify with dissolve 
J i n aold 
l d 
\mi 
BaS©4 (30 g@a 5 reaction 
scale) 
Mother liquor ^precipitate 
BieAlOa + Sajfo^ 8rCQH)4 * ^(08)4 
acidified [diss. In 
then tel 
. ' , Mlse bulk' 
s&iJfo Add lJb and l a 
a&d store imoua fe&se 
HH4KO3 
Ither extract , r 
I Repetitive pbs 
source ©f 
U source MhQhG 
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( iv) Detailed testing; &t the selected Bj^oedurea,, 
The testing of the above procedures would aav© proved 
long and perhaps indecisive i f i t had been carried out on the 
scintillation counter* Using strong sources on this instrument 
aould have run the risk of seriously con tasiiaa ting the photo-
•ul t ip l ier tube and i t s accessories* Yet without large counting 
rates mxafa time would have had to be spent to achieve decisive 
results* grooverj, the testing methods using strongly active 
sjsterials would Jeopardise later work in the laboratory Jhioh 
v3>uid fc&vc to be used for the -saaigulation of meteorite ex* 
tractions containing very small traces of the radio elements 
sought* i t uas, therefore 9 decided to use a eo&pletcly separate 
laboratory for high activity testing work* Careful precautions 
were taken to ensure that no contaminating activity reached the 
IOTJ activity laboratory. 
fho sain development work envisaged was the testing of 
t&e outlined procedures at each step to find the directions 
taken by thorium, uranium and radium during such an analysis* 
Thoriua ^vestiEatloag « 
Uranium used as a tracer for thorium since as well 
as being a thorium isotope and hence ohes&cally identical, i t 
has a coavenient half l i f e (24*5 days)* The P radiation of tDt< 
i s very rasak, l*e* 0.2 5£ev but i t s daughter mz (half l i f e 
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1*14 si&iutes) has P radiation of 2*3 Mev* After 10 to 15 
minutes i t ean be assumed that the UX2 *a equilibrium with 
i t s parent* Is any extraction test the UX2 ms in equilibrium 
before ike f inish of the souroe preparation* A preliminary 
investigation n s carried out to ascertain v?hether the end* 
vincio^ of the &eiger counter used Would allow the ^eak 
radiation of t£Jj to penetrate and register counts* I f this 
happened then the counts obtained on a gives* run ra^ht depend 
too cr i t ica l ly on souroe thiolsness and so introduce anomalies* 
To find out i f this v/as so an absorption curve was plotted 
using a K j source and almlniua absorbers of %mxm thioicneases 
•Jhe curve so obtained showed that there was no lasge decrease 
of count for a small increase of thiclotess at tbs begifi&ing of 
the curve* 
Another advantage of us in - UK^  i s the ease of i t s pre-
paration* i t \ms prepared fmm uranyl nitrate hesanydrate in 
the ftg&oB&oig my i 4 5 ) , soae of this salt me dissolved in 
^ater and acid ferric chloride solution added* The pfi of 
the solution raa adjusted to appEWiiraately 3 nth wmaixm 
hydrosdde solution ;;heo the irofi was precipitated as ferric 
hydro2d.de* fhis precipitate, containing ng»et of the thorium 
pro sent as f&lQH)^ and soeje of the uraniusa oas digested with 
egmwtxm carbonate which removed a l l the uranium as the complex 
carboaate but did not affect the thoriua (UXt)« I f > however,, 
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the basic carbonate of iron had been brought do\sn s&th acnoniuni 
carbonate in the f i r s t place, then thorium carbonate would have 
been ornqfljesxtfi and held up in solution, and toe resulting 
Fe(0H)^-^J5£| esstr&ct would have had only weak aotivi^r* 
Toorlio hydroxide on the other hand does not fora a oooplex 
on being digested with ajaaoniuja carbonate, fhe ferric hydro-
aiide r;as eentrlfuged off , and dissolved In HOI* 
(a) Source preparation 
Sources acre prepared f rou a standard UX4 solution by 
drying allquots on ssa l l nickel trays suitable for support in 
the eeiger assestoly* Using a grade A pipette 0*9 tol. portions 
of the UKf solution were transferred to trays and evaporated 
to dryness under an infra-red heater* The counts obtained were: 
(a) 663 4 9 cpai. (b) 654 ± 8 opa, mm 659 t & opm. 
(b) ^LSQftnim as a carrier for thorlua 
All^uots of the UX« solution were added to solutions of 
d i l . ESI containing Z g^p>. of %v as Z r C i 4 . -The %z VJ&B pre* 
cipitsted as 3r(0H) 4 by the addition of HJi&OH solution. Sfee 
precipitate \7&s centrlfuged off , trashed, ane* transferred to a 
counting tray* Jt ms found best not to dry the gel-like 
240^)4 so far that a light ponder \7as obtained* Counting trays 
treated in this way gave varied results* I f the drying m s 
stopped reaen the residue was s t i l l gel-lifce, concordant results 
t7ore obtained. Any radiation stoppea witfcin the solid 
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Begliglblc since only 2 qe^ as. ^erc. essployed covering a tray 
a^^oiiisa&teiy 3 ozsfi in area. The following results xiewe 
obtained* 
(a) 677 ± 9 cpa. (b) 638 ± 8 epa* 
Stean: 658 t 6 epa* corresponding to 100 i' 1$ 
Froo these results the conclusion vms drarcn that uithin ex-
perimental error airconiuss carries out thorium completely flora 
a solution r^hen i t i s precipitated by asaonius) hydroxide in the 
presence of aasaoraiuai chloride* Having proved this point 
Zr($1)4 o^uld he used in this raanner to extract the available 
thorium froia a given raediu® under test* 
(o) tegyjgg .the effect of ether/&,3 8 8SCX extractions 
on tnorium 
Aliquots of the UXj solution were dried and the residues 
dissolved in 6*5&J HC1* These solutions were shaken with equal 
voluisos ©f ether ^hieh had been previously eqaillbrated t«lth 
6.5 i; ml* The aqueous layers were evaporated to small bulk to 
reoove cost of the HC1* (2 a@n of 2r as &rGl4 weaee addea to 
each solution)* After dilution the resulting solutions were 
rendered alkaline izrlth M84OH solution and the solutions centri-
fuged* 
The ?:r(0H)4 precipitates were transferred to trays* dried 
and counted, giving the following results?-
(a) 97 t 2$ (b) 103 t 2;l Mean 100 t 2$ 
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Therefore, on shaking a solution v*leh i s &*3 ® ^tfe 
respset to HC1, with previously equilibrated ether any thorium 
present ressains practically eosgpletely in the aqueous fhs.ee. 
(d) ftesttm of the WamM&p®-* treatssent on thorium 
Standard volumes of the UK1 solution -mm added to 
solutions containing 2 qga of &r and were ^  treated with <0£ Kaon 
solution followed by 200-300 sum of SSaaOa. fhe solutions were 
warded t i l l a l l effervescence ceased and then centrifuged. *?he 
3r(0Si)4 precipitates acre washed, transferred to trays, dried 
an4 counted in the norra&l way and gave the following recoveries: 
(a) 95 is 1# (b) 100 t 1$ man 97.5 * 1$ 
Therefore, a precipitation of &£tof&)4 carries out 
practically a l l the thorium from a solution when i t I s pre* 
elpitated by 10$ KaoH m the presence of sodium peroiiide. 
(©) TestlPK.of sej&^tioa of fh i frop .^ts f r o n t s $y 
• - — • in 
Sections (a) and (d) show that any thorium consequently 
any r&dlo thorium present o i l l follow 2r through the analysis. 
radio tkoriusa would then decay (hal f - l i fe f . f y . ) giving rise 
to i t s daughter, thorium x (half- l i fe 3.64 d . K thorium K 
* 
decays in I t s turn to produce thoron, thorium A, and thorium B. 
The work described in this section was carried out to test the 
• * 
es tradio l of IhS on PfeS fro® such a ssatris. 
strong radio thorium solution of unknown strength 
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available, obviously a fbs cjstraotion of the unim&m 
colutioa ©ould not be used to find this strength for further 
tests using PbS* fh© ssethod of ds^lng an aliquot of the iMTh 
solution and counting the <3bS betas oas discarded because the 
dried source ?aight emanate and possibly contaminate the Goiger 
and i t s accessories. (This would not have been a serious ob-
jection except that other ejsperisenters wore using the ®e%er 
equipment* Any Th active deposit ^ould decay $aite ^uie&ly 
into inactive fhB.) . The method chosen for standardisation was 
to count the inC $ radiation* A s m l l fixed wire frasie v/as 
assembled alongside the eeiger oounter vfcieh ^as arranged 
vertical ly, i t s end window facing do^ n to the tray support. 
A loop in tfte wire f ra®e was arranged to hold s®ail uniform 
glass tubes* me \?ire frasse kept the tubes ©lose enough to the 
counter to pass an appreciable fraction of the rays through 
i t* Tests were saOe' with ali^uots of the radiotkoriua solution 
in t£t% small corked tubes and with the tube runted in the aire 
* 
cfriS-Sis provided for i t the following counts were registered* 
( t nil of M3h solution in each) 
fabe 1 782 ± 12 cpa* Tube 3 774 t 12 epra. 
lute 2 776 t 4 epau fube 4 770 ± 12 cpm. 
Mean 776 ,* to opa»* (corresponding to 100$). 
She sethod appears to be reproducible both oith respect to tube 
dimensions (a series of ignition tubes were used) and \?ith 
re sweet to position in the wire frass* 
A solution T3as then soado up ©ontaln&f^ 1 a l of Sdfh 
solution, 1 qgsi Bafilg and: 2 gpu fb as acetate • 3be solution 
appswisin&tely 0*2 IS acid* l^drogea sulpiride gas vno bubbled 
through the solution for three mirmtea, and the solution was 
then eentrlfuged, fhe residue after cashing was dissolved in 
a snail amount of n i tr ic add and transferred to on ignition 
tune and md© up to a standard lovei # Carried through in 
duplicate this test gave the folloi&ag r©suites-
(a) 734 t ta (»} 73® ± t2 
Steam 731 ± 12 (corresponding to- 96 £ 2#)* 
As a cheek on this saethod of extraction of f h i , counts t?ere 
determined for these tubes at regular intervBle. fhe decay 
carve i s sastfa Us f ^ a i © 1 ,^ and shows that s&th only ga present 
as a told-fcaek for fh2C the Bb§ brings dowi Hdfh* curve 
f i r s t shosfs a decay &ppro3ils@.tely that of i^iB un i i l after a 
eertsia time waea the rasHiotfeorlusj brought €&-m aas produced 
sufficient M and eventually 5h3« However, I f had been 
temight 'dossa then the iaBlal a^igsrosisiatoly ft hour iaalf-life 
decay would not have occurred* 
.4 s&ailar aliquot of solution ms sioH&say extracted 
but ^ith 5r present as a ixoldbacii for xatitottov$B&« fne His 
preolpltate raas 'sashed once and tag )f radiaMoa counted as 
described* Que counting m,s repeated at regular intervals and 
a decay curve plotted* Her© I t tjas evident (sec figure 13) 
that practioMly a l l the $©s& and s&X were being held up. in 
solution* 
1oo FiaofcE. is. 
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oo 
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hunting tests carried cut at the beginning of the ThB 
deca^ r did not show aay increase in count with tioe* f&is would 
have ©ecurred i f ThC (biscaith isotope) had.not &een eo-pre-
cipitated. Since I was counting the )f radiation of fh$ (half 
l i f e 60*5 a) there uould have been a growth period in the count 
unti l l.faC had gro^n to equilibrium with ThB» I t i s evident 
from the curves that 9 as i s to he expected* TiiC Coses out of 
solution with ThB on s*bs* 'Ehen the decay of the shorter lived 
* 
daughter £hG closely follows that of i t s parent* 
A sequence of ¥hB extractions on £>b5 was envisaged* and 
the corresponding curve shows that very l i t t l e pareat activity 
io lost in the Fbs by this treatment* A second precipitation 
to mite sure of this would raake the source preparation tic© 
longer and hence the fraction of ThB decayed greater, vrithout 
sensibly increasing the effleiency of further extractions-, 
KoTjever, diff icult ies were met in the estabi ishi^ of a 
sequence of Sh9 extractions on lbs* -Since fhB has a hal f - l i fe 
of 10*6 hours, then 3 days after a i*bs estracti©n a further 
oioilar extraction ^111 be posslhie because an amount of ThB 
wi l l have gromj corresponding to &«8 hslf-liveSe (72/10*4), 
fhls asaount w i l l be ^> 99$ ©f the equiiaJhriuia asj&unt* provided 
n© loss ©f the parent activity has occurred i t i s possible to 
perform a series of such extractions a but the results obtained 
were Inconsistent* preliminary runs had given 96 2$t 
92 t t#* 92 t tj!, as recoveries en 3 separate tests* The 
slight discrepancies obtained sEist have arisen because no 
sped&i ©are had been tafeen v?ith the concentration of free acid 
except to- ensure that i t was approsisjately at 0 .2 - 0*4 U HC1. 
Controlling the acid noxssality precisely to 0.25*5, close 
to 100$ extractions were achieved. Xt uas thought opportune 
here to investigate the dependence of the efficiency of H>3 
extraction on free acid concentration* lesults vem obtained 
and a curve plotted for acid noxmlity values varying between 
0 and O.&. A standardised procedure w s adopted, fhe length 
of tisre H } S ms passed through the solution ( 4 oinutes) , and 
the ti&a of centrifuging ( 4 EMnutes) e tc . , were fised. Also 
* 
f i ^ d wore the con cent rations of Sir and £&• 
At 0*025 and 0.05 H mi the pbS ms precipitated in a fora 
tshioh could not be centrifuged doisn in 4 gslnutes* At 0.8 N HC1 
no FfeS visible after 4 tainutes of bubbling H 2 3 . l»e curve 
obtained i s shovan in figure 16. I t io evident that the acid 
noraality has to be carefully controlled at 0.2 N to obtain the 
best results* The dependence of the extraction on the time 
of centrifuging i s il lustrated by comparing the dotted curve 
{centrifuged 2 oinutes) T/ith the sain one (eentrifuged 4 gdnutes 
Too long a oentrifuging time had been found to introduce errors 
when no 'holdback1 carriers (Ba + Zr) were present, because 






normally do so* 
Al l TaB extractions were eorreoted for the tiaie elapsed 
bettreen precipitation ©f the gfeg and the beginning of the count,, 
After this investigation the aeid ooraalit^ ms carefully con-
trolled at 0*2$ • Sequence tests were performed without tmitlng 
the i»@e@s8a£&-anafeer of three day intervals* A Tbs extraction 
uaa performed and counted and after adjusting the acid noxmiity 
after adding a gashing etc*, a further i*bs extraction ma 
carried out but thie tisie not counted*. However, this second 
extraction would cause I t s due share of interference srith later 
esitrsotions although not counted^ and 30 the next extraction 
could &e duly labelled the third. This isas done for the third 
md fourth estractionc tout ike f i f t h «as allowed %@ grow a 
too^sa tioe and after extraction i t X?®Q counted. Bis following 
f%ur©9 v?ere obtained? 
5th Qgt^ raetlong (a) 98 t %% (fe) 99 t 1£ 
She sixth was liliev/ise allowed to grows and gave the following 
reoultsf 
6th eKtraotioo; (a) 99 t t£ (b) t&f t 1„5# 
tvfcen the above solutions were stored 30 that the eould 
Is© regenerated froa ThX i t ^as found unneooooa^ to tafe© any 
precautions against thoron escaping. Cossplctcly efficient 
growths of cStm wore achieved in solutions held in open teot 
tufces. ®*is confirms the findings 011 page 33> . 
The thorium side of the proposes scheme of analysis had 
now been eheeked and proved to "be practicable and sis or care 
thorium results (suffioient foe aosesssient of stat ist ical 
» 
errors) could be obtained frcni a given aacple of oeteorite. 
Uranlura investigations 
Fos? the taeasuresoent of the concentration of uranium in a 
given laediuta the fluopitaeter ^35) v/as used slaoe i t i s much 
sore sensitive and convenient than a counting 11*21hod, 
* 
£a) f e s t f e the effect of ethejF/&»5 H HSl eatrajBt&oJis 
This was carried out as described for thorium except that 
5,10*5 g. tf was esnployed, and that the ether layer, feeing the 
layer probably deficient in uranium, vra>s tested, A scries of 
sodium fluoride beads were prepared, their fluorescence measured 
and fToia two runs the ether layer was found to containx 
(a) 0.15 t 0.01$ of the available uranium 
(b) 0*08 t 0.01£ " * " 0 
Hence any uranium present practically completely stays in the 
aqueous phase during this extraction. 
W airooniuo hydroxide as a earrier for uranium 
A solution containing 1.25 , ioT^ g. y , and 2 qgm, of 2r 
v*as treated s&th asgaoniusa ohloride followed by aramonium hydro-
xide, having used a large amount of uranium i t was again easy 
to obtain useful information from the uranium deficient phase. 
The mother liquor ©f the precipitation ms analysed and ms 
«•» 1 14 ** 
found to contain 0.1 t 0.02$ pf the available uraniura. Hence 
any ur&ntuta present i s to bs found practically completely in 
the precipitate. 
(o) Testing of the ggaaH/^ a^ Cfo treatment on uranium* 
'Ms ms performed as in tfre UX< tests described except 
that 1*25 10"*5 g. u was U3ed«, The zr(©H) 4 precipitate ms 
analysed and was found to contain ^0.05$ of the available 
» * 
uranium0 Hence any uranium present i s held in the mother liquor* 
(d) Testing of ether _JfiM&j extraction of meaning* 
t*2^ 10"^ g« II was added to a veins© of cend, 
saturated with ammonium nitrate. An equal vote® of ether was 
added and the mature vigorously shaken* fhts oas repeated 
t-vjioe siore, and the aqueous layer analysed. I t contained Q«3£ 
of the available uranium* H&nae uranium i s eo&pletely extraoted 
by this procedure into the ether layer* 
Uaviflf; eoiapleted these tests the proposed scheme i s seen 
yps-mg&mia conveniently uvaBftam and thorium fro® the eaeteorite 
' 'r^trix eaad froa each other. The problem l e f t outstanding was 
to deteKuine the pa til followed by radium during the analytical 
procedure* 
l^adiua, inve a ti^ation3 
Th?: was used as an indicator for radiuzs* A strong source 
of M^h in equilibrium with i t s daughters vjas available* Some of 
this solution had 2r(oH)4 precipitated through i t twice and 
- t l5 -
then the HdTh solution had ioGo^ precipitated froo i t . This 
v;,i3 dissolved in HC1 and made up to a kno\m voluas froa which 
aliquots could be taken* After a test, a precipitate or 
solution -.so allowd to stand 3 days when thQ equilibrium amount 
of ThB had grotrai. Counts given by a precipitate ete. were 
oofflgared uith a similar aliquot uhich had decayed the saaje 
length of tissa* A, source tray having been prepared, the ^ 's 
of ThB were counted "by the Geiger equipment. I t had already 
been found unnecessary to take precautions against the eaoape 
of thoroa during the growth of ThB from ThXo 
(a) Testing the effeet of ether/6 ffCl extractions 
on \*&wsm ' ' " ' : 
A imosTii aliquot of ThX - BaCla solution vas added to a 
volume of 6»5 £1 HGX and the resulting solution ejrtr&cted with 
ether. She ether phase v/as evaporated after water had been 
added and the supeous solution obtained was stored for 3 days 
unti l TtS had groraj to equilibrium with any ThX present, Then 
ooiMits were eoagared wlUi those from aliquots of t&e original 
SSiX solution. I t i s to be noted that the 3 day growth period 
also allows any extraneous T A 3 9 ftniat* siay have passed into the 
etfoes*, time to deeay. TW© ruh& were performed* 
(a) 0.91 t 0.t# and (b) O.94 t 0,1# 
of the available THK being found in the ether ghase. Hence 
tBdiua i s l e f t behind aliaost completely in tke aqueous phase* 
W ^cs^n^^te effect of the Sr(oE)a precipitation 
Mere aliguots of the fax solution sere ©xtraoted by a 
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£r(f>H)4 precipitation brought down by MH4C1 and IIH^H reagents 
in the presence of Sa as a holdback carrier. In the ease ©f 
a aaeteorite solution i t had been hoped to &eep bao& the radium 
froa 30*40 qpa Si? as 2P(0H) 4 vdLth 2 eg© Ba for a possible non-
emanating ok source for the seintillation counter, soever* i t 
V7aa obvious that the successful preparation of a non-emanating 
lig^tffTea^ht source would take a fair ly long tisae to develop and 
i t i s obvious fro® the results that follow that rmich mre Ba i s 
needed to hold back the radium, repeated precipitations being 
necessary in the presence of Ba* 
itic results are given in the following tables. 
Table 1 gives details of a series of 2r(oa) 4 precipitation® 
carried out in the presence of varying amounts of Ba* The pre** 




2r t Ba 
;ashlngs 
of irpt. 
5S carried out of 
solution by m{m)^ 
7 « t 1 32 t 2 
1 8 1 1 2© £ 1.3 
1 l z 1 18 t 1.3 
• • 
1 % 5 16.7 £ 1.3 
In liable 2 the details of a further series ©f precipitations 
of Ss<f)ii)4 are shown. Hero the rati© Zr ; Sa i s fixed at 







£ fhX carried 
out of solution 
by £*(OSi)4 
Temperature 
1 3 16.0 ± 1.2 Lab. teop0 
a 2 7.© ± U 2 
• 
U rt 
3 1 4.1 £ 0.1 » ts 
1 3 9*a £ 0.3 
* • 
t0!P C. 
2 2 3»9 t 0.3 100® c . 
3 1 1*9 - o«2 toa° c . 
I t me to be expected that the nest step in the analytical 
procedure, the precipitation of Zr(<^) 4 by %&(ffl/®&^2 reagents 
tfouli show a behaviour olail&r to that of radium, i f Ba me 
. * 
present. The folio-wing brief test confirmed this* 
To a solution containing equal weights of 2r and 3a, D3aoH 
and ®Q"£>2 w r e added at laboratory teeiperateire. Stic radium 
brought dovas by the sirooniua precipitate was 27 t %*y£ of that 
available, m one duplicated run the precipitate of sireoaium 
vjac mistakenly l e f t in contact with the mother liquor. Here 
(a) 68 £ 1£ (b) 65 * i £ of the M available ^as found on 
11© 
the SP(OH)4 precipitates* Ibis seems to confirm that the 
carding of the radius i s a surface phenomenon. 
Frse the results obtained i t can be seen that tv;o 
£5H4ei - BHt@B precipitations of Zv{mi)^ followed by two Horn ~ 
precipitations of airconiua wi l l denude the Zr of any 
adsorbed radium i f ( i ) the precipitations are carried out in 
boiling solutions end the precipitates well washed ( i i ) Ba i s 
present preferably in excess of the Zr. 
These conditions are easily arranged in the procedure* 
:2ore than 90$ of the radium wi l l be contained in the mother 
liquor tiem the UH4C1 * MI^ OH precipitations and only a l i t t l e 
wi l l pass, into the KaoH - Jla2©2 3?eacidon sother liquors 0 These 
are analysed for uranium after an ether/KTo^ extraction and so 
the radium cannot interfere* 
I t i s possible to extract a n i t r i c add solution of a 
meteorite for uranium directly, but this interferes with any 
proposed thorium separation, over 3©$ of any thorium present i s 
extracted into the ether layer from an 8SJ HUO^ solution i 4 4 ^ . 
I t isas l ikely that this f%ure would be different under the 
conditions mintained for raajfismua uranium extraction, i . e . the 
solution saturated uith m^Oj. A teat using -OXf showed that 
f 1.2 ± 2*0$ of the UXf passed into the ether layer during such 
an extraction. Since three such extractions are needed to extras 
a l l the uranium a substantial fraction of any thorium present 
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would fee lost. I t i s therefore better to folios? out the 
suggested sehe&e inhere both the uranium and thorium from a 
given sample ©an be estiiaated. 
fhe detailed testing of the procedures has not altered 
the basis of t&e sohoac given on page However, the 
carbonate-free fifft^ and ESaoH - Ha^ Og preoipitations have to be 
gert'o rraed t/iee to ensure complete holdbaeft of radium* 
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Chapter VII Keteorlte residues trota the radon-thoron settled 
i&ny saeteorite solutions were available ahieh had been 
extracted with a precipitate of gaS04 for the radon^thoroa 
asthod already described* Dependent upon what effect this 
precipitate had had on any thorium and uranium present i t was 
thought possible to obtain more data frost these solutions* I t 
w already Imoxm 13) that Baso4 brought dowa agproiiisa&tely 50$ 
of any thoriua present* This was; cheeked using SX* and con— 
oentrations and conditions closely resembling a typical Baso 4 
extraction of a meteorite solution* The figure obtained was 
47.5 t Q*5£ for the amount ©f U3L$ carried down, t&ieh agrees 
with the results published by Sorry i f the concentrations of Ba 
(0.3© Bgs^sfl.) and l^m4 (0*5^) obtaining in meteorite runs are 
considered. However, i t w probable that a precipitate of 
3£aSQ4 under these conditions would not affect the uranium 
present ^ » 
Since the meteorite solutions considered already have 
uranium figures obtained by the radon method i t was thought 
interesting to try out the aev? procedures on them, unsn any 
practical diff icult ies raight be expected to show up. 
f i r s t l y , the thorium position with regard to Baso4 oas 
investigated, AS already stated, 48$ of any thorium i s brought 
do«n on the precipitate. This precipitate v/as fused with 
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fusion mixture ttfice and the corresponding aaaunt of LiaCl^ 
(which ims also s t i l l available) stored in solution in a bubbler. 
I f the thorium carried dov/n reeaained with barium during these 
fusions etc* then a residue thorium determination waa s t i l l 
possible* fhis possibility was investigated by precipitating 
BaS04 in a solution containing M | » eFhe precipitate was fused 
uith more than 10 tiojes i t s weight of fusion gftsture and after 
cooling this was leached and centrifuged. The SaCO^ precipitate 
x?as the© transferred to a tray and counted, 1&© Baco« 
shota to contain (a) 35*© t 0.2$ and (b) 34.3 t 0.&$ of the 
amount of UXf brought down by the Ba50 4, of the UX1 
brought down had been leached off in the concentrated al&ali 
carbonate solution 5 leaving 17$ of the original UXj with the 
After a second carbonate fusion and leaching only 6^ of 
the original UX1 would be held on the mm^ precipitate and hence 
only this percentage passes into the bubbler. I t i s d e a r , 
since the carbonate solution leachings were not stored, that no 
faore thorium analyses can be obtained using these es tea rite 
residues. 
Secondly, the effeet of a precipitation of §aS0 4 on a 
uranlua solution was investigated. Three such Sago4 precipitates 
were found to contain (a) 0.22$ (b) Q.23# (o) 0.23$ of the 
uranium available * showing tte,t uranium deterialnations on 
astoorite solution residues were possible. 
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A procedure was easily adapted frosa the tested procedure 
given in tfci© previous section» $tais vzas to evaporate an aliquot 
of the meteorite solution to dryness* and to dissolve the 
residue in 6*5 $ HC1* This solution could be shaken with an 
equal volume of ether ^ftich had previously been equilibrated 
with 6*5 K f id • After repeating this extraction t.vioe ©ore 
practically a l l the iron would have been removed. Aluminium 
(20 sgpa scale) could be added to toe aqueous layer fthleh, after 
suitable reduction in i t s acidity by boiling, could be rendered 
alkaline with carbonate-free aaaonla. The precipitate of Al(oa)^ 
after separation could be dissolved in concentrated ¥BOjt the 
solution saturated tsith oomnltm nitrate, and the uranium 
present extracted into ether* After evaporation of the ether a 
oaall aqueous extract would be obtained fro® v.iioh a sequence 
of sodium fluoride beads could be isade, of fthich uraniun content 
could fee assayed by the fluorioster* 
Tills procedure had to be tested using hxifytm amounts of 
uraniuD. Some diff icult ies arose* the meteorite solution 
residues proved to contain mainly ferrous iron* This ms ©ver-
sos© by introducing a preliminary step where chlorine gas ma 
bubbled through the solution* Being a l l in the ferr ic state the 
iron was then removed quantitatively by ether but not otherwise* 
fhe carbonate-free aaannla step ucs performed by passing 
* 
®Hy gas froa a vessel containing ®mtm%& liquor containing KOH. 
1£3 * 
*%laf>Is* e$®t£l&3atioi3 of t&ie «ao ves^ snalX aria 199$ 
W«Sf tOGt S ^ S * AffceSP tihO ©ttS0£^it^©^)M®^ ©SS&E&iitljSK tUO 
t&o ot^ eg' «ro$9?ate£« &iacottd' solution left, tte* to 
%o emulated to « & 1 tsulfe « 1 3 ofto) 3ft tot l'&ootgtoao of I t 
(1 a l 02? leoo) ess©, iso iae3#p>3®te$ i a t Sal? seotfo p?cpaj?eci 
i o 1 @l ®o&>@lt® veaoela* I f tftio asgu©®us osfefttdas i s toT»e» 
£G>S> Sisd oaly Iflf! ts&e oseofttis ££<&S£J3$> l a taa 
s&t& oaaeeati&tttf ©t©# 3^ l^sg &G to ava^sate-a s^l^tiou 
l a siat taEaao to difgasces t&©s the -^pa^i^ l a f&ll^ ffeesw&gb&e* 
3&ea tfe® a$$eotia 1&&Q99 after attare-m enisQot&oa ®£ 
ma bailedate> tiseveaae tfto ®£ aoi i a psoelpltatc e£ slli&a 
©9 i^fiiied* gwfe©3&9g test amas* 1% •oas fet&id t£ot thlo 
Ffcaally* o 3&4gulleatQ& $QQ% ®f tto Q&OIQ gffl$e©€u5?s e^vie ife© 
faltering ^eoo-ve^ f%a*©Qt 
(a) £ W 99.4 £ 
ff©sS4ti@a f-ss&a sosFife go a®€ J91 gra osogslea taoins t&o 
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to osaaure the quantities of uraniura separated, fhe following 
results were obtained v/hen the contributions fs^ss 'blank* runs 
had been subtracted • 
144 ga, sample 0*25 + 0 .02 10*^ gm 0/go Savik 
201 n a 0.23 + 0.04 u ° 9 
These agree with those obtained both by the radon method (see 
page €l ) and direetly by the fluosteeter (0.21 * 0.05 by J . C . 
Walton). 
•S?ho uraniuio analysis of Ahnighito had not given ouch con-
cordant results* The f i r s t analyses of this aeteorite by both 
the radon oethod and the f l u o r i c trie method r?ere rather high 
g&vlng 
75 gsa sasple t 0*3 10~** gia U/gta Aha%hito 
and 2.4 t 0.3 a » 8 a ', r e -
spectively 
iiowover, further meteorite radon runs of this period uere con-
taminated ( s e e page 4T3 ) and this raade the f i r s t figure suspect. 
Moreover 9 the fluoride trie run was later found to have been 
carried out in eontaaOnating conditions. Fresh samples >»ere 
analyses by both s&thods, and gave the following re suits s-
Eadoa Eun 111 pa sa^le 0,21 t 0.08 10"8 u/ga Ahnighito 
Fluoride trie run 0.56 £ 0.0? n :' " " 
Uo Fi»re of this sue t©o rite was available and so detoralnatiois 
carried out on residue solutions were specially useful. 
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Those deteraiin&tiong vzere carried out and gave the following 
results* 
iyaaisfoito H i m aag&le 
(a) 1.1 t 0.2 10*® U/gra Ahnighito 
(b) 1*9 t 0.14 ° B 
(e) 2 .3*0*14 
man 1.8 t 0*10 
(a) O.63 t 0.08 10~S gm W/m Ahn%hlto 
(b) 0*61 t 0.06 8 
g'ros} a l l the figures available i t seeaas that 
(1) the uraniasa eon tent of Ahnighito i s probably 0.60 t 
O.060 ft&s agrees with the reliable fluoriaetrio 
• » * 
run (0*36 t 0.05). 
( i i ) t&e 111 ga san^le ^as eontaiainated oith uranium but 
not ^ith radiuia, 
( i i i ) tihe 75 gni oosagle: w&a • contaminated uith rad&us* but not 
with uranium* 
Chapter V I I I Investigation of the Caustjo god>"gero3&de 
Detailed tooting of individual procedures bad already been 
perfosesed an3 i t regained to checE the ivhsle sehes© for the 
recovery of uraniua and thorium* ?o ensure thorough testing* 
sieteorite solutions with added uranium and thorium were used* 
The uranium was f inally estimated by the fluoriasetor* ^onaally* 
aftes? precipitation of 3r(0H>4 and i t s dissolving for storage, 
a period ~of several ^ee&s would have to be raited Jhile THX and 
i t s daughters grew sufficiently to make analysis by fbs and 
counting worthwhile* @j avoid this delay an aliquot of 
the freshly precipitated was prepared as a source and 
tfce o£ particles due to fh and M*2h counted, /.ho risk here was 
• 
that conation from the source would contaminate the phosphor* 
?;ith short tests using such sources no increase in baci^round 
ms found* I f the phosphor had been contaminated with tfcoron 
active deposit this would be practically eoopletely decayed in 
a fev/ days* Using this counting gaethod i t 3ho;/n that the 
s i l i c a precipitate vaicu comes dorjQ on boiling the aqueous layer 
aftef ether-liOl iron extrac tion * contains < t*©£ of the thorium 
available* This counting method could 9 of sours© 9 be used i n -
stead of obtaining a repetitive ThB-ThC source by s&aify&qg the 
procedure, but the variables in source-preparation would be 
averaged out in the repetitive loethod* 
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on pjpfcis^og: oosi>le.te tests o f the aetseraa* recovery 
cffiotenoieG f o r uranium ©f only (50 - 72)$ obtained while 
th© thorium recoveries T?©re pr&etla&lly 100 .^ Hi© vieak l i n k 
i a t&e esethod ma. found .to &e the MaoH-Ha202 reaction xsaiob I s 
the reaction effect ing the separation of uras&ua and thorium, 
fhe conditions isapjsed were the saae aa those tfhioa tod given 
©osig&eie separation i n the early tests (see page lo7K Excess 
to£ S J O O H lias fceen aided follov^ed "by 2-3®0 qgms $&gQ2. She 
e&xturc hafl fceon raarsaed only long enough to reduce the e f f e r -
vescence to a level allowing successful centri tu^lng of the 
prec ip i ta te . 
Tests were then oatie using the technique reeoiittzended fey 
?ogel ^ 4 ^ . The sirooniua hydros&de precipitate m@ dissolved 
i s the oinirauia (Quantity of cono. HC1 and the solution was 
poured Into an equal volus© of '29 volume1 H2G2 rendered 
strongly alkaline oitt* \®$ $aoH solut ion. The na tu re m s 
boiled f o r 9 sinutoo, and precipitate centrifuged. Using OXf 
f o r t&o-g&ia the fol lowing recovery percentages were found f r o a 
such precipitates} 
(a) 98«? t 1# W 101.0 £ 0.8$ 
fh© uranium i n such precipitates vtas found to be 
* * » 
(a) 8*0$ (b) 7.5$ of the uranlua available. 
Since 2 precipitations were needed to clear the precipitate 
of carried radium this procedure was acceptable d Also I392 "a^ s 
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an issprovesaant on Efa 20 2 from the paint, of view of lowering the 
contribution due to reagents. Koyes and Bray page 4*3) 
point out that bo i l ing the pensosy-uranate solution n i t h a hydro-
xide precipitate testis to destroy the psroxy-aranate conplex. 
Hence the increase l a the asaount of uraaius carried dofiara i n the 
'5 s&mte boil ing* technique sight be espeeted* 
Since variations had been found wi th t h i 3 Issjf reaction, 
i t oas decided to investigate i t thoroughly, me e the r - « i t r i o -
i 
iJH^KO^ estraetion whio& extracts the uranium i n a suitable form 
a f t e r th is reaetlon ta&es a f a i r l y leng tinse to psrforro* 
Accordingly^ f o r tho series of tests envisaged a qpdUB&ttr 
termination to the preparation f o r the f luoflmeter m s sought* 
The solium alumln&te another liquors were a c i d i f i e d , boiled and 
the ragpis* of aluradLniuia preoipltated by means of aarbo&ate-frec 
JJHj gas. This precipitate ma dissolved and repreeig&tated and 
redissolved to f ree the solution of sodium ni t ra te eto. Uiquots 
c e n t r i n g i egm 41 could then be dried on the F t . trays used 
to preparethe KaF beads f o r the fluorfeoeter, '#hen the beads 
^er© prepared i t ^as shovan that A l a t th i s leve l d id mt i n t e r* 
ferje u l t h the fluoresoence due to the uranium content of the 
bead* This out out the e ther -n i t r i c extraction altogether f o r 
sany of th© teste, only iThen & trace of i ron « s present i n the 
f i n a l aluminium solution and diseoloured the Hap beads «as the 
ether extraction method brought in to use* 
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In a l l the t e s t s to fre d e s c r i b e d an a l ^ a l t a e g s r o d d e r e -
agent ms used* W i s r e a g e n t a a i x t u r © o f ecjual volumes of 
•20 volus ie 9 20;3 HaOH s o l u t i o n , l a t o 40 e&s o f th i s 
sa iEture m s poured 10 WLQ o f Wl s o l u t i o n eont&ifiiag 7 E^EB 
3 i r c o n l u r a 9 10 Egm a lusaif i ius) , and Jsno.vn asaounts o f ur&Bius and 
« 
t&orlufae *ftie r e s u l t i n g orix iure raas l u l l e d f o r 5 s i i f lutes a a d the 
preo ig i t&te e o n t r i f u g e d o f f * B&e a l f c a l i n e laothe? l i c j u o r was 
a e i d i f i e d and b o i l e d and rendered a l k a l i n e wi th ssg^  gsas. The 
alass inium a f t e r a f u r t h e r p r a o i p i t a t i o a ms i a e o r ^ o r a t e d jUito 
* 
EJaf ^jeads, and t h e i r uranium content a s s a y e d tey the f l u o r i & e t e r * 
Consistent r-eeoveriee o f agpross iEiate l j 10# o f the a v a i l a b l e 
uranlu& v/ere obta ined* i^urther s i ia i lar t e s t s were performed 
©Keept t h a t t&J r e a o t i o n wao c a r r i e d out i n the c o l d , ana the 
i&jrfcare a l l o w e d to s tand o v e r n i g h t u s t i l the p r e c i p i t a t e c o u l d 
tee e e n t r i f u g e d * Here again e o n a i s t e n t l y low e x t r a c t i o n 
e f f i c i e n c i e s o f approx imate ly 10.^  o f the a v a i l a b l e uranium were 
* 
o b t a i n e d * 
3i i9oa. i t" seemed t h a t @uoh t e s t i n g uou ld too needed a • master 
• 
s o l u t i o n * c o n t a i n i n g a l l the r e q u i r e d e l e o s n t s cas p r e p a r e d , 
A l l q u o t s o f this oould tften be added to mrying r o u s t s o f the 
a l k a l i n e peroxide reagent* 4 100 nil s o l u t i o n m a prepared 
c o n t a i n i n g 7&4 4*g m 9 63 /*@ 0, a 10 go s e t e o r l t e s o l u t i o n 
t^fitSa sost of the iron removed by ether extraction 250 s^ pn 2r 0 
and 250 B@D A l . 
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I t ^ag fouad tteat w&etftcr off aot tko t a c t i o n ma carried 
out isi ths sold, o? Just at isaa "boil* or boiled f o r 5 atoites 
the ^@©oTO£y ef f ic iency vjas 10-20^ fos? the sail© of roaster 
solcrtloa i aiis&liB© gea?o2i&tc rosgeat of 1 s 4 . £bea th i s ra t io 
uas e&aa^ed to 1 { 6 ffeoovef^ cff ioieacieG of wore 
aofciovedo Yet uten s implif ied tests we-ro perforaoed using th i s 
sats&o of 1/6 but o l t b only sr , A l , U t oad present ( i * e . Bofc 
* 
ucimg tbo aaater solution) low ef f ic ienc ies oesa obtained* ^Hus 
f o r tfco 5 sinute c o i l tscLsiique the ef f ic iencies were app«rojii-
•sately 30^« Zee^oasiag tfeeo voluae o f allsaline perosMe to uafca 
t&e r a t io 1 3 10 n© uiiferenoe to the so result 3. 
•PreoSi te3ts wore teegun using a solution containing a tm 
t?rcnc of dissolved rae too r i t e to whioh waa added ti * f£h sod Zr 
and A l . T&© f u l l proeodure tea tea as outl ines, oo bo i l i ng 
tile aqueous layora fro® the et&ejHSCl extraotioas, a i l ioa 
pseoiE&t&ted oaiss doraau l&eae vrera analysed f o r usaniusi and 
tfcoriua Jiad gav© the fol lowing figures* 
U ( a ) < 0 ? 1 $ f h (a) 1.0£ 
(b) < 0.1$ (b) 0.50 
V J & G O the Q1£&B1£DQ per©3iifie reaction was re^oheci 'the 5 axLnute 
b o i l teo&nique was followed, vdLth t&e ra t io of aeid solution to 
* 
al te l ioe peroxide roageat of 1 s 6. The a l k a l i mother l iquors 
^cre aaal^rsed as before and g©ve 
(a) 85 ± 2# (b) 86 t 3^ 
ffseoves&eo of the uranium available. 
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m reverting to simpler tests wi th no caste©rite solution 
present 9 poor recoveries xsere again obtained ( a ^ r o r d ^ t e l y 
4 series of these siqple tests was performed wi th i ron added* 
Thus m acid solution containing u and Th, 7 cga 2rza 10 o^a A l t 
©ad 4*5 espi Fe as FeCl Q . w added to six tioe© i t s volume of 
alkaline peroxide reagent. The technique of boi l ing f o r 
5 minutes was used and th© recoveries were 91 t 8$, ©8 £ 7#, 
and 83 % In a l l previous tests vihere approximately 89>l or 
more recovery of uranium had been achieved i t was noted that 
i ron had always been present* In the ea r l i e r testing of the 
procedure (see $age J04*) UX« vma used and the UX| had been pre-
pared on i ron as a car r ie r . Whenever s impl i f ied tests were per-
forced vjftich contained no i ron very low ef f ic ienc ies resulted* 
nn ths other hand, working through the Hhole sehesae of analysis 
but using neteerlte solutions and hence vitto oorae i ron passing 
through, ouch higher e f f ic ienc ies mm obtained* Soever, the 
d&t& obtained using the a&ster solution which contained i ron 
show lor; ef f ic iency i f the ra t io of acid solution to alkaline 
parotid© reagent i s greater than 1s6* observing this l a t t e r 
condition a duplicated tos t was performed wi th iroa absent* 
sircoaiua present, and the 5 sain* bo i l ing technique* Recoveries 
of 
(a) 26 i (b) 32 t 1% 
wer« found* ^ j i s tost TOS repeated except that i ron me sub-
s t i tu ted f o r airconlua* The recoveries Tsere 
(a) 81 ± % and (b) 7$$ 
Two variables ( i ) concentration of alkaline peroxide 
reagent 9 and (11) presence of ?e 9 caving been found i t seemed 
froEi tfte figures that something else » s s t i l l wrong. ^ Til© l a s t 
step before th© f luor i s ie t r io deteraslia&tion « tested. This i s 
ti>5 scooping out of the uranium f roia approximately 200 sols of 
ac id i f i ed motteer l iquor and t?ashings by 10 qpa A l as Al(0H)_. 
j 
1% was found to be only 70-a0£ e f f i c i e n t . t£his cleared up the 
problem since wit t i increased aaounts of Al carr ier or by ro -
vortiass to et&or-astraation of the mother l iquor ac id i f i ed wi tn 
n i t r i c acid f u l l recoveries were obtained. 
aosg>lete tests were carried out using ( i ) i ren as tne 
thorium carr ier instead o f BireoniE©, (11) acid to alkaline 
peroxide r ecen t ra t io of f «6 f and ( H i ) tbe motliei? l iquor 
ac id i f i ed wi th n i t r i c a d d and etner extracted. 
Tiie tnorius) recoveries as always i n tfte tests uere near 
(a) 96 ± 2$ (b) 98 t % 
To© yssyaluo recoveries aere 
(a) 96 i 35$ (b) 109 £ 3£ 
I f tine necessary conditions outlined above are imposed 
tee reaction i s capable of complete separation and recovery of 
uranium and thorium. 
Ho difference ^ s found ^etaeen the 5 oinute b o i l technique 
-viiioU gave the above f igu res , the technique Ta&ere toe s&xture 
was #ust brought to the b o i l , the oarryii%'-out of the 
reaction i s the co ld , but one of the hot techniques I s be t ter 
since enough ligOa I s decoiaypooed to allow successful eeatrlfuging 
of the prec ip i ta te . Earl ier (see page l 2 . f ) a loss of uranium 
to the p rec i^ t a t e was plausible fross the fas t that a perosy-^ 
uranate solution had been boiled wi th a hydroxide precipi tate• 
Since both i ron and zirconium were present then i t i s probably 
mvQ complex than t h i s . The above data sho^ that v;ith siroonlum 
alone the loss of uranium to the precipitate l o considerable , 
aheseas crith i ron alone that loss i s neg l ig ib le . 2% V T B S also 
deinoastrated that wi th ison alone no loss of uraaiira to the pre-
©ig&t&te could be found by using a technique involving b o i l i h g 
the solut ion. Jhen sirooniua alone i s u3©d i t i o fouad that 
a f t e r a few sainutss he&tiisg the f i r s t formed precipitate of 
* 
sireoniuia hjdroside aeena to disappear ooo^Letsly. ( i t i s 
d i f f i c u l t to be sure of t h i s , since the l i q u i d ceethea wi th 
babies o f o^gen ga» pswided b# the decomposing • How-
ever, t&e solution vSileh i s almost clear s olouas and a whi t i sh 
gxQBulo? pseeigltate i s throvm out . This l o believed to be a . 
peroxide of sirconiua but i t s constitution does not seea to be 
ftno^n* 
'3hen i^on alone i s uoed m such oranges o®m& and the reeV 
brooa particulate preolpitate ressains the eass throughout. I t 
aeons l i l se ly that these facts are linlsed up wits* the properties 
of bath elessaats «&t£i respect to the peroxy-aranate eoaglex. 
It slight b© o-speoted th&& t&s p?e.©ipit&t© o&leta dissolves and 
Tireoi^itatse Ggaia as & "geroj&de0 (s i rooatej) could in ter fere 
wite the sodima per®3q^ns£,asiat>e solut ion, choreas the s t ra ight-
foTOsM hydrosdbde precipitate ( i r o n ) , apart fpoa prolonged 
b o i l i n g , raould not so i n t e r f e r e , 
However, coa^lete one eking had been performed and there 
tjas m doubt that the seheoe, a f t e r suitable e iodif ica i io i i , 
cjor&ed. Siaos the dra&lng-up of the sohes® on page 
several e d i f i c a t i o n s had bees introduced. 
sasple of i ron ^ t e o r i t e ? i a ^ , > ^ ffiJKf 
i n SGI or b o i l wi th 
SiSb 
Evaporate to 
lessen acid b u l i r 
?3otherTliquor - -— 
containing "Si» C^7 
, sa, @u» 
a c i d i f y 
Baso4 (3© tggm seal©)' • Baso4 
to dryness 
diss , 
s&lts i n 
6*3 H HOI 
Atpeous layer 4-
Fe, A l , 
20 jqgeia each 
iiGl 
Precipitate 
Ether extract 3 times 
£tft®r layer (oon& 
tains p rac t i ca l ly 
a l l the i ron) 
Idiss, i n tiCl 
Add to s i x - f o l d xs 4-
of Kaoa^j 





U f o r counting source 
or f l u o r i s e t s r 
Solution 
I disSo 
i n HC1 
precipitate 




Add gb and 3a 
Store ftno^n time 
Repetitive Ft>3 
source of fhB -
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I t om be seen that the radificationo aire ( i ) introduction of 
E2i o^i^jation stage for ferrous- i ron present, ( i i ) th© de~ 
pooitioes of S102 'ahich fo&s "been proved not to i n t e r f e r e , ( H i ) 
r e l a t e d precipitations by carbonate-free ESKj arid by^aOH-HaQa 
to ensure that no ra&iuia reaches the thoriaza extract* fhese 
are shirm by double arrows* ( i v ) iroa used instead of 
ciroofliiuu as carr ier f o r thorium* I t i s easier to cs:trsct f o r 
complete rssjov&l of i ron by ether and then to add a Isa&m 
(SO 5£3)} asaount than to arrange to leave behind such an amount 
f o r use as carrier* 
Ivote on t h e . f a i l i j a p M ^ - ^ etherealtr io g^trao&lon i n 
thQ"yu^^ . 
£fc© iiscooveniencs of the o the r -n i t r i c technique i s that 
ev&paratioa of the ether layers containing n i t r i c acid of ten 
results i n a v io lent reaction talang place* Gonse^uently ei ther 
• a t e r i a l i s l o s t or Ejaciv. t&sa has to be • systo% i n supervising 
the evaporation of ether assd f i n a l bo i l i ng do^ an of the result ing 
aqueous solution* Alternative procedures uer© tosted* The 
direct use of the Al(oH)^ precipitate which carries the uranium, 
to safe© KaF beads i s described above* However, i n tfte \3ork 
described i n the a£»ve section not enough A1(©E)^ was used* 
Chen tho asount of carries? oas increased the procedure was 
successful fo? t>ests. 
However, Yfaea dealing wi th meteorite solutions using this 
pffoccfiass i t i s very d i f f i c u l t to obtain a psreoipitate of 
A1(QSI)« co^ ss&Gtely £re© of elenasBts tfhica if t tesfere t&tb the 
fli?»?ecoenco of t&e KaF/tJ feead* A fu r the r idea tias tested* 
fhiG iias to extract the Al( OH) j precipitate carols?*? tae 
isssninE]) t?ith concentrated asao^iam carbonate solution ^hen I t 
cigSai be eirpected that uraniua would pass i n t o ' solution as the 
complex earttonate (1^4)4 JW^lCO^}^] •T®&Q found to be so 
i f 4 ft as tssn iua carbonate v3as used to estsaet- <39 sgp of Al(0H>3* 
omlg 0*2 ± 0«t# of the em&ilatole uraniua stayed bsMnd on toe 
Al(OH)^ precipitate* Approximately 1/3 ^ie A l was also 
found i n the aaraoniu-^ oarbonate solut ion. Tiiio «ae not c r i t i c a l 
aliiS©-<Kl can 'bo &n<^i^mt©a liJto-l3aF beads en t&ls scale 
v7ithout i n t e r f e r i n g 9 but coloured ions e tc . ) w r e 
* 
also passing in to tbe aoDioniua carbonate l i quo r . fi&e KaP 
beads frosi such an extract i/ere coloured and any fHi&P 
fluorescence was inh ib i t ed . ?he e the r /n i t r i c extraction i s a 
p?©v©$ f a r r i e r to such interferences and th© scthod had to b© 
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mx®ter IS Kear^nt ^ r l f loaUoo 
Aa already explained, the eenoit lvi ty of a siethod and 
the accuracy wi th uhleh a given resul t ©an be stated depend en 
the contribution f roa the reagents* Accordingly the seageats 
wore p i ? l f i e d of uranium and thorium where necessary. P u r l f i -
cation generally proved possible. The exception was cono. MCI 
which ©ould not be p u r i f i e d . $be uraniui content I s reasonably 
4 
low but Die thorius) content cannot be regarded as sat isfactory. 
I t would not be expected that ether * or ether equilibrated wi th 
cone. &G19 would contribute any measurable assunt of uranium or 
thoriua to a run. M s me found' to be the ease when blank runs 
were gerforoed wi th or without th i s step. 
I t was intended to use lanthanua i n the pur i f i ca t ion of 
sosae s*@^g©nts so th i s had to be pu r i f i ed f i r s t . A solution of 
I&sathssma n i t ra te was ether extracted 10 tiees and the tenth 
extract l o f t a solution which contained 1 • 10""^  W ©er 10 S^JBS 
| & . Slpeonlusa solutions were p i r i f l e d and although not f i n a l l y 
uced the data on thee I s included. B i r l f l o a t l o n eothoda specif ic 
to ©sets reagent were used but before these are described, two 
general asathods and thei r results are given, (a) me mm4 rasthod 
and (b) the BaCa^  method, 
(a) the M&DA Method 
The f i r s t of these was the «h«.k?ng of reagents wi th B&SO*. 
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f h l a has already been described f o r the pu r i f i c a t i on of reagents 
from radian Isotopes (page Aft )• uMle the method carrot he 
e j e c t e d to extract any uranium Ssom a solution i t plght he ex» 
pected to extract some thoriusu (see gage \%o) 0 Tests of the 
netfcod uere performed on HaOj cone* EGl 5 ) iSr(£50^)4 solut ion, 
Al(N03>3 solution » and Ba^lJo^)^ solution* To 10 als of eaoh 
of these a lmoxm amount of QXf solution m s added, and 2 giras 
of Ba&94* Those sas^Les uere shafeen by the shading nachine f o r 
Isnowti tioes and $ sil* c?JLiQuots of the mother liquors ( a f t e r 
se t t l ing) uer© dried and ^-counted* i n a l l the solutions 
tested ? 54 Scours of shaking reduced the concentration of tSX| by 
<^ t®0* A fu r the r 64 hours shaiiing sad© m fur ther difference* 
(b) Step .iSaCO^  method 
i n rae. Jo l io t -cur ie ' s textbook ^ i t i s stated 
that i f so l id BaC03 i s sisod u i t h a thoriua solution ohere a l l 
the secies i s at equil ibrium, a l l the osE^ers are carried down 
except sja&teg* The value o f th i s f o r the p u r i f i e r t i o f l of regents 
wos tested* Agala U&i u&e-used as an indicator f o r thoriua. 
Ba&o^ xtes' p>i?espared and trashed wi th ap^roxis&tely 103 l i t r e s of 
d i s t i l l e d Kg©* This m s to ensure that any e f fec t s noted would 
be due siaply to Ba@r»^  and not to adsorbed 8a or carbonate long* 
Salt solutions were adjusted to a ^ust acid 3 conditions t & t h HC1. 
f o r t y ©Is of each ^\frtb»/e^f&6&i>*' H ^ O , sr reagent, Al reagent, 
and i s reagent* A Isso^n aaount of IJX| solution m s added to 
each. A slurry of 4 gn o f BaWfy ^ s then added to each, and 
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the vessels eorhed. vessels uere then upturned to s ix the 
BaSf)-^  u i t h toe solutions and then set dovm to alios? ths BaGO^  
to se t t l e . The se t t l ing took place T&thin several s&nutes and 
ali'suots of the rather l iquors were talten. 
the results are set out below* 




a f t e r BaGO* 
Shading J 
l e f t °) 
# (Fe f ree) 
UXl l e f t 
389 £ 8 3©9 ± 10 no t a -
H^ O BaCO^  333 ± 6 18 t 1 
* 
-m * BaOO^  my t 7 18 ± 1 0.9 10.3 < 1*0 
405 t 7 U t 1 <o ?3 <1»@ 
* 
2r ' *• SaCf^j 370 £ 7 16 ± 1 <1.0 < 1*0 
Oeiger b&c%i ?ound » 14.7 £ 0.1 Op3 ft 
° ) i n a l l solutions exeopt %v the i ron added the W\ 
solution case doran wi th th® Baeo^ rendering i t b u f f coloured. 
With the Zr test as an indication that the reduction i n 
UXj ms not due to precipitated i ron* data •oere obtained 
usin^ a UXj solution of which carr ier i ron had been removed by 
ether-friel extraction* ' 
I t i s obvious that the Baco« esthod tThieh i s simple and 
quickly psrforaed can be very useful* aaraevor, l imi ta t ions 
showed up i n the tests f o r the above table, ffc© B&co^ addition 
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was found to have precipitated a l l the hi present i n that 
* 
solut ion, fhe s&reonluta solution « s t i l l as before hut the 
par t icular conditions obtained could not be repeated aad. fu ture 
slrconiuza/feaCo^ tests and iron/gaC03 tests almya resulted i n 
cos se t© precipi tat ion of the ©roup I I I element. 
Treadle 11 ^ 4 8 ^ describes, a ssethod of precipi ta t ing Fe v Cr 
and Al 2.3 the hydroxides and U as B a ^ Q a l S ® ^ ^ ] » ^®*hg a 
s lurry of SaCO^  as toe precipi ta t ing agent* S t i eg i i t s 
describes a separation of the Al and ?ja groups by means of BaCO *^ 
Bearing i n eind the l imi ta t ions of the Basc^ method i n not 
being able to p u r i f y Group I I I metal solutions , tests of the 
method's a b i l i t y to sc&veago a solution of uraniua were carried 
out* The ssuse procedure as i n the \JK$ teats already described 
was adopted 9 except that imomi anounto of U were present* A f t e r 
siq^le admixture wi th Ba0®^ and s e t t l i n g , th© mother l iquors of 
HgO and Sa reagent saaagles aere found to contain <0.1$ of the 0 
i n i t i a l l y present* 
* 
fosto were extended to include 20 volume HgOg and 20$ IlaoH* 
US! teats showed that wi th both of these reagents of any 
thorium present ms l e f t behind a f t e r a simple adaisture wi th 
Uranium tests wi th these t^ ?o reagents showed that siejple 
BaC^ 3 o2 i^ng reduced the uranium concentration i n 29 voluaa 
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HaOg to 4*$ Bat that 290 Haasi^ b&d to "be shaken t i l t h to 
achieve the desired redaction* sai&fcing f o r 2 minute a l e f t 
of the laraatoa behind, 16 hours oa the shafting oaohiae l e f t 14$ 
behted and 44 hours m the shai&sg mohine l e f t 5*9 - 0.4$ of 
tiae uranius behind. This percentage reduction of the natural 
uranium content of A . H . MaoE was l a t e r proved adequate. 
Although 20 voluos c o « ^ be easily pur i f i ed the 
natural uranium content of the A . H . reagent ms low enough to 
need no reduction« 
asdgeots ahlch s t i l l needed p u r i f i c a t i o n teefsnispea siere 
Zr and A l solutions. Ba solution i s easily pu r i f i ed ei ther by 
the Ba0©3 asthod or by carbonste-free-^H^ precipi tat ion of 
SrCOHj^both of which taethods quanti tat ively remove uranlus and 
thcrsitta* 
Slzj^gfaci. &gq^ent 
^seating the slrconlusi solution u i t h excess IWM and Ka2©2 
unde^ various conditions of tesa^orature and ©one©ntxsation oade 
no difference to the uranium content of the reagent, (see 
chapter V I I 2 ) . Uranyl ferroeyaaide i s insoluble i n acetic acid ? 
eaad s& attoaspt tias m&ss to remove uranium f r o s a s l i g h t l y acetic 
acid solution of slreonlum acetate by precipi ta t ing lanthanuza 
feruooyanlde f r o a the solution* i h l s resulted i n a 40;J reduction 
of the uraniua present i n the reagent. 
^ho sireoniuo reagent which had not been precipitated on 
shaking w i t h BaCO^ (see page W o ) contained 23 x ID*"8 ©9 
pey rqgm o f asiroonittfa which f i g u r e was also obtained f o r the 
o r i g i n a l s i reohiue n i t r a t e * yra>niu2»~free zirconium reagent W ( 
prepared by ether ex t rac t ion o f a so lu t ion o f sircoaiuia n i t r a t e . 
Pour grasas o f zirconium as s i t ua t e were dissolved o&d cone* 
8E3O^ E®4a0j added, fs i i s so lu t ion a&3 otees? esrtr&oted seven 
times* the seventh ex t r ac t 'being analysed f o r uranium. ^The 
aolut ion was foun£ to contain ,10"*^  g IS/q^o Sr . 
?iie &r eon tea t frail &een reduced also 'because c ^ r o x i & a t e l v 
8£ ay passes i n t o the ether layer dur ing such ex t rac t ion 
For the removal o f t&orlusi the f o l l o w i n g asthods were 
tes ted . $&s>riUEi, esa&ate. &oos not d issolve i n ©see 03 mzonixm 
02S£?J.ate unless the so lu t ion i s f o i l e d , and i s insolu&le i n 
d i l u t e acids* Ceriue ©ml&te beeves o i s j i l & r l y * Zirconium 
oxalate m the o ther hand dissolves i n excess amrnilum o b l a t e , 
taat lisp r i g h t condit ions wore d i f f i c u l t to aoMqve to ona&le 
eeaiusi oxalate to p rec ip i t a t e wi thou t s i r eoa iu® ©ad w i t h aoy 
tfooifea present . 
I t l a to be expected tha t thorium w i l l fee car r ied out o f 
so lu t ion "by a p r ec ip i t a t e of ianthanua fe r rocyanide . However, 
the mwee r e l i a b l e p r ec ip i t a t e o f lanthanum f l u o r i d e nas used, 
Tkioriu-j f l u o r i d e i s extremely inso lub le -whereas girooniua 
f l u o r i d e i s so lub le . There aeeiaed l i t t l e dou^t tha t the lag*} 
*44 -
c a r r i e r froa s l i g h t l y a d d so lu t ion would car ry out any thor ium, 
but tjbs dreoniusi reagent would have to be ©l©ciae<2 of any 
f l u o r i d e io2i present sines t h i s i n t e r f e r e s H±t& the e ther n i t r l o 
ex t r ac t ion of uranium which f o l l o w s the use of s l rooniuo as a 
earner* This was dune by adding l&nthazfej oolut loa to the 
s i r eon iu^ reagent a f t e r p u r i f i c a t i o n vvhea LaF^ 3 0 t t l « a out 00 
standing* ThAa l e f t the airooniusa reagent w i t h a s l i g h t 
l&afch&nua content 'sat a n e g l i g i b l e ©on ten U ffeorlasi i s 
outran ted lay ether from a n i t r i c acid s o l u t i o n , &ut to a l e s ser 
extent thca uranlura. Sons siPoouiuEa n i t r a t e was ether ext racted 
i s tails way 7 times \?hioh considerably reduced tho t ho r iua 
content* I t con "be seen fson the t&orta? r e su l t s of the r e -
agents tha t the zirconium reagent pu r i f i e s ! by 2^3 i s much the 
be t t e r reagent* 
l$2anlu3 uao reaoveci "by ether-t^o^ ex t r ac t ion m& thorium 
by ys®^ p r e c i p i t a t i o n * 
g r a n t e i l e v e l off Beapeats 
In the analysis of S&l-aafl .aaOj solut ions fcnsfta volumes 
v;ere orsoentrateei onei aliquot3 o f the concentrate d r i ed on the 
esnl l p t t rays uaeta to prepare tho KaF beads for the f l u o r i d e t e r * 
For the sacig reagent &nu the 2®^  Kaoa so lu t ion ( a f t e r 
aoi<iif l oa t ion} an ex t rac t of the uranluo was obtained on Al(oH)^ 
UQin '^ carbonate-free KH^* M s p r ec ip i t a t e eositoined no 
eleoesa^ as impur i t i e s wftxek eoulcis i n t e r f e r e fluorescence 
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ss&aureaseafcs and 3© could be incorporated s&ireotly i n t o 
£lu©risj©ter beads on 1 sgm asale. Ofi t h i s &&ais the 
almainiiMJ reagent 'cjaa the ai^pleai to analyse <, 
fhe resu l t s f o r o i l the yea-gents are given i n the tabl© 
below except esne<> , ansaoaiua n i t r a t e 9 d i s t i l l e d » an<2 
ether vjhieh were toorai to give o e g l i g i b l e eontr ibu t&oas to a 
uraaiua run* 
10""8 g U i fcuad Aliquot 
UQl^ (10 t^s/o}.) purif ied 
m 
10 qgras 
iaOl^ X 20 e^/bil) purif ied 0.7 t 0.1 10 s^ pas 
2^03)4 10 ^v*^! purif ied • 10 Hg?3S 
Aa 20 vo l . H2O2 ungurified Q.16 4 0.17 20 fala 
£0$ vj'aoH solution * 
• 
Crude cortc. HOI 0.4© 1 0?16 509 Ola 
D i s t i l l e d &C1 0..30 t o.to 90$ olS 
The syfost&featieh ot i r o n f o r airconiu;.} &a the Qarrier 
f o r trioriuzD ereatea a© reagent j - a i r i f i ea t i on d i f f i c u l t i e s * 
A suss^ly o f Th aad U-£ree FeCl^ waa avai lab le froa the ether/SCI 
i r o n ext rac t ions oi" aetedtltoe* I t has already been shots) that 
ne i the r 0 oor f h gass i n t o the e ther l a y e r , A WQQIJ reagent 
prepared in this way m s found to mke a negligible contribution 
to eitkor the uranium or thorium value of the felsak. 
^koriuia l eve l of Barents 
I t xms assugisd tiaat the whole tborluia series a f ter BdUi 
was in radioactive equilibrium in a reagent. After suitable 
preparation of a sasjple of the reagent, e»g . eonceritration of a 
bulls of d i s t i l l e d water or ac id i f icat ion of a s a ^ l e of '20$ JJaoH, 
I'hS w o&rrled out of solution md a "QiB-C source prepared and 
counted, results for a l l tha regents except acme. g$gl are 
gives in tke table below* T&e H 2S procedure usiag 2 sgra of 
as lead acetate gave a negligible contribution, f&e lead acetate 
w s obtained frcai Bradj and Martin. 
Reagent iO* 0 g ' i*h found Aliquot 
Ttiken 
AICI3 (10 qgEy'ral) purified 0.7 £ 0«15 10 iqgai 
BaGl 2 (-20 sgm/al) purified <0.4 10 aqgffl 
(10 fg^A/fcil) purified 
10 B^9 
Sr(S03>4 {tO rqgm/sil) 
purified s t ^ 1 ^ 0 ^ 9.7 t 1 10 «Fgta 
i i 2 0 d i s t . 7 L i t r e 
H20 diet . (3haJton 14 t 3. L i t r e 
AH .20 v o l . H'^ aAunpurified) 1.0 t 0.6 10 rals 
20# $aoH solution (Simieen 
5.0 £ 1.6 10 rals 
U7 -
Concentrated hydrochloric acid v?as found to be a special 
case. I t uas the only reagent with a large thoriuis contribution 
fro® toe quantities used in a meteorite run and efforts were 
aside to purify i t . A l l figures given for ml analyses are 
units of t®* 8 g "Si per l i t r e of H©1* 
Four l i t r e of Toners' cone* KOI (10 fl) were evaporated 
dotsi to a few rails. This residue contained PeCl-j. I t was made 
up to a suitable volune to adjust the HC1 normality to 0.2 U, 
2 sgos were added and H 23 gas passed through the solution* 
!4he figure obtained after counting the •KiB-fhfi source m a 
90 t 20. A repeat of this analysis gavei- 156 £ 20. 
A further analysis \ms cade s i a i l a r to the above, but 
m 
kl{0U)y was used to carry out the Th and Th3 as hydroxides* 
This gave the following f igurej~ 65 t 25. 
the ssoan of these three results I s s - 110 t 14* 
An atteispt at purifying HG1 by d i s t i l l a t i on of the aseo-
trog&e stotur© (20$ MCI) was begun. The d i s t i l l a t ion rns carrie 
out as slowly as possible and the d i s t i l l a t e ;;as led d irect ly 
into polythene reagent bottles* ?7hen enough had been d i s t i l l e d 
i t was poured into a 5 l i t r e bea&er evaporated dorai and the 
thorium estimated. Prom two such runs the following results 
were obtained*-
(a) 114 t 20 (b) 160 t 50 
S^ eafi* t37 ± 
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Since d i s t i l l a t i o n had p § v e d disappointing „ preparation 
of ooae. by means of H-iCl gas a s tried* i'he sethod used 
v*as to f i t a dropping funnel and a gas outlet load thrown a 
s t o k e r for the Winchester in tfaieh the acid i s supplied* 
Concentrated eould then be added to the Winchester drop* 
v/ise and the stci gas produced led through an inverted funnel 
into purified d i s t i l l e d water in a J l i t r e bester* 
I t i s ftnoro that Baso 4 precipitated through ass nGl-&oid 
njediio carries dowi 48^ of as)j thoriue present, fh i s cannot be 
applied d irect ly to the purifying of concentrated KCl because 
304" easanoi be tolerated % the procedure using the cone* HOI* 
However, several grsaas of BaCla were added to toe Winchester 
Reducing HC1 gas. Then ahen cone. H2SO4 \ms added dropspise* 
m s foraed loc&lly nhere HOI gas ^as being evolved and 
would be esigeeted to carry dean sorae thoriua* Two l i t r e s of 
6 SI UQl wore produced b^ t&is suethod a&d contained:~ f&s * 20 
pes- l i t r e . 
Variations of the method were t r i ed , A Winchester f i l l e d 
vaitii cotton *sool to act as a spray trap tao inserted into the 
HG1 gas l i n e . Mo definite difference was found in the thorium 
con teat* f i n a l l y a driisold-cooled li-tubc was inserted in the 
Hfll gas stre&ci (HG1 boil ing point » -84©^.) to prevent any 
mechanical carry-over* This batch of 801 contained too £ 16 
per l i t r e . The m t e r used to dissolve the HC1 gas had been 
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previously agitated with B&CO3 and contained 14 t 3 per l i t r e . 
Disappointing results had also been obtained froa attempts 
to purify hydrochloric acid for the radon-thoron aethod. I t 
p/ould seem free the figures obtained that thoriura i s being 
piolied up from the glass mre used, probably during the f i l i n g 
doan of the aoid'a bulk. This could be tested by varying the 
surface area of glass in contact with the acid for different 
runs. However» to perform a s&teorite run without having a bulk 
of hot hydrochloric acid in contact V7ith glass sought prove 
d i f f i c u l t * 
Furiflemtion of a^Saai ffluoriie, • 
The SaCO^ technique described in the purification methods 
for reagents had proved so siraple and efficacious that i t «as 
applied to the purification of sodium fluoride. 'I'his i s used 
as the basic crate r i a l in fluo rime tr io analysis for uranium. 
After freeing the sajaple from elements sfcich would interfere 
siffc the f luorescence» aliquots are dried in pt dishes of 1 ml 
capacity. Then t gai ftaP i s added and the dish heated unt i l the 
&ap fuses and foras a homogeneous iaixture v/ith the umniuts from 
the saaple. Ultraviolet l ight impinges on such a •bead* and 
the characterist ic IKSaF fluorescence produced* i s measured 
and compared with standard 'beads 1 . 
I t has already been explained that a low background count 
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I s desirable ift the assay of avail amounts of a c t i v i t y . In an 
emetly analogous manner the aaount of fluorescence caused by 
the I'laF i t s e l f has to be as low as possible. The problem of 
purifying SlaF of i t s uranium content i s important froa this and 
the eeouosie point of view since good quality KaF has to be 
imported £roifl the U,s*A, 
I t was proposed to purify KaP of i t s ur&niuia by shalsing a 
KJaF solution with 3aG0^. The relevant so lubi l i t ies are 
BiaF 4 * 2 2 gms/tOO sal at 20® © • 
BaP 2 0 . 1 7 W 0 " 1Q<> C. 
0 , 0 0 2 " 0 8 D ° C . 
5hese figures sho^ that the method i s ©hessioally feas ible , H&F 
t?©s shaken with several grasae of BQ&OJ, for several tainutes. 
After se t t l ing , the clear l iquid was removed to a ? t dish and 
dried. The MaF obtained was f ine ly ground in a nort&r and a 
series of beads sa&de and their fluorescence estimated* tte H&F 
used (iiopliins and Williams) normally gave a reading of 1 3 9 0 
volts per bead* (The readings of the fluoriroeter are expressed 
on a volts seals)* Tho average &e&& of the Ma? .fticii had been 
shaken ^ith iaco^ was 1 1 , 8 volts c f the o r d i n a l reading* 
This reduction ma useful * but the purified mw m a found 
to have only approsdaaately 6©^ of the nozml sens i t iv i ty tomrds 
uranium the reason for ^hich \jas not found* As well as this i t 
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o&s found that other manufacturers' tlaF m s not i?aproved by the 
Baco^ technique to the ease extent, i'hus a batch of i@H £3aF 
gave an average *bead' of 15 volts* This was reduced to 5 volts 
by B&CO^ treatoent and again uranium standard beads were reduced 
to 60-7©^ of their no rasa! value* ^he best E3aF. produced by 
aerok, usually gave an average bead of 4-5 volts aad gave the 
uraniuo standards which aero taken as normal values* 
I t m s shown that the s m l l asz>unt of dissolved flaeo^ 
( 2 spa/to® nil) m s not the cause of the reduced sensi t iv i ty by 
adding eofspsrable amounts (and more) of iaco^ to standard 
uranium beads* Varying the state of fineness of the E3aF 
« 
obtained a f t er the procedure saade no difference • After shaking 
several tioies with Baco^ the SaaJ* 'blank* value obtained af ter 
the f i r s t ohaklng v^s always obtained. 
This residual value was not changed by precipitating £J&F 
froe i t s aqueous solution by ethyl alcohol which would be 
expected to dissolve any uranyl fluoride present* The laeo^ 
ast&od of purifying HaF shows SOSKJ i^p^ovescat but brings in a 
loss of sens i t iv i ty . I f the method proved useful a column of 
iaco^ could bo employed,,, which t?ould be store convenient* A 
eolusai of 3aco^ could probably be quite useful for uranium 
separation vorlz in general* 
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Chapter X Uraoiuo and Thorium analysis of gan ; for t in 
tibea the procedures had been proved rel iable a meteorite 
analysis using thee m e begun* San Martin oss chosen because, 
although an iron sis too r i t e t i t ?jas knovan to possess the h%h 
thorium content of 8*10"^  g Hh gser gra of oeteorite 
21*2 gm3 of San uarti . / oere attacked v/ith cone* HC1* foe 
residue m a treated with cone* S©©^* The HQl solution t?as 
cautiously treated with HSO^ unt i l there me no poss ib i l i ty of 
a violent reaction and then the two solution a frora the two 
attacks were eo&ibiaed and the mixture was boiled ensuring that 
no ferrous iron wao present* I t had been thought that the use 
of n i t r i c acid for this tas& (fe++^-&Fe*~H') s & ^ t endanger the 
uranium present when the next step - ether-HCl extraction -
m a performed. {Chlorine gas had previously been used as the 
oxidising agent)* However* teat-runs showed that urasium 
cocigletely remained in the aqueous phase* The rjoteorito solution 
nou eont^iBin^ no ferrous iron uas evaporated to dryness and 
the residue dissolved in 6 . 5 SI MCI* After 4 extractions ^ i t h 
equilibrated ether the aqueous phase, shoeing the topical green 
colour due to nicies! sag boiled to reduce i t s bulk* The aliquot8 
of the e a r n e r element solutions wr© then added? 10 s^a Fe t 
20 E^ Ea A l 9 and 20 wgm Ba« Asa?soni& gas prepared frora agiaoni& 
l iquor containing K0H s vvas passed into the solution unt i l i t 
soelled strongly of the gas. The heat of neutralisation was 
m -
suf f ic ient to raise the tesse ra tare of the solution dose to 
the boil ing point* and the solution was kept hot £$g^  10 - 15 
a&nutes. The mixed hydrosside precipitate coagulated in the 
mother l iquor v;hich tes deep blue due to the presence of copper* 
After centrifuglng off the precipitate i t was dissolved in Ml 
and the solution boi led, k precipitate of Si0£ osae doran here. 
I t m eentrifuged o f f , washed and discarded. 
liore barium carr ier solution m s added (29 qgg> l a ) and the 
precipitation by assonia repeated* £^he precipitate a f ter eentr l -
fuging, cashing e t e « 9 was dissolved' i n HC1 end more barium 
c a r r i e r solution was added (20 sqpa 3a) . M s a d d aolution of 
10 ©Is bulk m s added to a sdsture of 30 mis IWM and 
30 sals 20 volusae Ha©2* Ste mixture was then brought jus t to the 
bo i l v/iien the precipitate could be oentrifuged. She mother 
l iquor w e kept. The precipitate w s dissolved in mi9 aliquots 
of barium solution, and alusdniua solution (20 w&n M) tyere 
added and the alkaline/peroxide reaction repeated \7ith another 
&® ©Is of gOkallne/peroxl&e s i s t u r e . ?he aether liquor oae 
ooaMned with the previous one and the resulting solution a c i d i -
f i ed s&th cone* miOjt saturated with UE^j and ether extracted 
four tisies* The ether extracts ware combined and oater added. 
The ether was evaporated end an aqueous extract obtained from 
which a series of HQF beads were made for the fluori-aeter. The 
uranium figure obtained by J . e . Dalton in this my vma 
0*75 ± 0«<H . 10"8 gs, o/gHj san ?!&rtin 
af t er the uranium contributed by the reagents hM been estimated 
(a '^laflli' run) and subtracted* fffte uranlu~t figure published 
by Arrol Jacobl and paneth ^ ) m s 0#6*1<r® ga? /gD San L!artln. 
I3eantfhlle the f i n a l Fe(0H)^ psreoipitate ^as dissolved i n 
t&e adniEwa aoaount of KCl and the solution evaporated almost to • * 
dryness* «Hh© I eCX^ a s then dissolved in 2 5 c&s of 0*2 N &C1 
and the solution stored to allow TfcX and Th3 to grow* An 
aliquot of b&r&uiB solution ^as added (20 c^a Ba) together with 
an aliquot # of lead solution (2 ogra 1 % ) . After 18 days 2 hours 
vThieh i s 4*93 half l i v e s of DhX B»S extraction was begun* fax 
m e present as 9&*8$ of the eguiUbrSuHJ asaount asd could 
• 
be t&lten as being a t the aasie value of Hie e yoHibriua acnunt* 
A3.S xsas passed for 4 ainutes, and the black preeijaitate ^as 
* 
separated by eentrifuging the solution for 4 a&nutea* "Ehe 
mother liquor preserved* The precipitate dissolved i n 
a l i t t l e SfGl, transferred to a counting disc* and the KHJ-c 
source counted for 16 hours on the s c i n t i l l a t i o n counter* 
Count obtained 10.3 t 0 o S oph 
Ba©%round 1*3 - Q»1 eph 
Count due to run 9*0 t 0*8 ogfo 
The mother l iquor atiich had been preserved uas boiled u n t i l 
free of &s2$ and tho acid norajalitgr again adjusted to 0.2 £1 361* 
&liguots of lead and bariua solutions were added and J days a f t er 
the previous extraction Pbs -m.8 again precipitated through the 
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solution. The source prepared w s counted for 16 hours. 
• * 
Count obtained 8*8 & 0*8 eph 
* * 
Background .1*4 1 0*1 _c%h 
?»4 % 0«8 oph 
fhe time needed for a series of 6 or csre <lhS-G sources 
oas not available* With 3sn Hartdn the an&unt of thorium pre sen 1 
ensures a f a i r l y s a a l l counting error in the determination . and 
the increase in accuracy due to such a series m>e not so 
necessary in th is case* <She raean count for the two sources i s 
* • • 
8 . 2 t 0*© optw 
• # * 
Corrected for $hX growth this I s 8*45 t 0.8 e#h. A blank 
run me performed of Hie reagents used in the analysis of the 
meteorite, but double the quantities were used to lessen the 
error of the cietermination o T-.vo successive ThB-Q sources gave 
a mean count of 5.4 1 0*6 oph for 16 hour counts. 
Sae%rouad count TOS 9*3 ± 0*1 oph 
Count due to "%Uak* 4.1 * 0.& cyt. 
There i s no ThX growth correction tog&ggly to this f igure . 
Count $ue to 21.2 gin San Martin + Blank 8*45 t 0.8 oph 
©ount due to single Blank 2*05 % Q a3 cph 
Count due to 21.2 gra san Sart in 6.4Q t 0»65 cph • 
mrnm s t ren^v thorium solutions with the series i n 
equilibrium were PbS extracted in the normal way. The sean 
©al l^mt ion figure obtained was 2.9 ± 0.1 oph per ajiorograa) 
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of thorium. Menoe $hc eon tent » 
4*40 i Q»65 x 1QJ> . to -* ga Th/gta San EJartdJl% 
2.9a ± 0.10 21 .a 
o 10.4 t 1.4 .10" 6 gm fh/gai San tsar t in . 
The corresponding figure published by ArroWseobi and 
paneta f 2 ^ m s 8 x 1Q~® pa Th/gra San m r t l n * 
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Previous corkers (Arrol Jacob! and paneth) have 
reported the helium content of soue f i f t y iron meteorites and 
have ec.de tseasurei&ents of the uranium and thorium contents of 
s i s of thera„ I f one accepts the average urauiua and thorium 
content of these sis; as representative of iron meteorites in 
general, i t i s possible to calculate ages for a l l those 
asteorites of uhieh the helium content i s known, in this my 
ages ranging frosa about 1 ac to 7 x to9 years vjcre found* 
Two points implicit in this argument asay be gucotioneds (1) 
the assumption that uranium and thorium contents of iron 
oeteorites are constant and ( i i ) the assumption that a l l the 
helium i s of radiogenic or ig in . 
( i ) The detega&n&tlon o,f uraniuun .and thoffl.uia i n 
meteont&d irons« 
The assuaaption of an average figure for the uranium and 
thoriun contents of meteorites by Arrol Jacob! and paaeth vjaa, 
of course s nothing but a reasonable expedient 9 since circum-
stances prevented a more adequate survey of the oBterials at 
the ties* The present worft raas directed to'v/ards obtaining more 
re l iable analyt ical data, on a wider range of meteorites 9 and, 
in part icu lar , towards obtaining data on a few meteorites which 
are cruc ia l to any theory concerning their or ig in . I n i t i a l l y 
the tsethod involving the counting of part ic les from radon 
or thoron and their daughter products m s further developed 
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end improved. Modern ©ousting equipment was used and ioprove-
njQn ts s&de in the uanipulation of thoron and ration and in the 
carr ier procedures used to extract the parent act iv i t ies* Use-
f u l results \7ere obtained in part icular those for the trie teo r i t e s 
of *?hi<& the helium content had previously been shoran to be very 
low, (3avik 8 Ahnighito» and :3nonionalusta) c fh© snai l but 
def inite radioactivity content of those meteorites Tzas deojn-
otrated for the f i r s t time* 
In addition to the sseteeritio irons an exaaiaation ^aa made 
of & black chondrite, Beddgelert. The isetal and stone phases 
of this !2eteorite were separated and analysed by the radon-
thoron method* 
Although modified 9 this nsthod s t i l l suffers from the d i s -
advantage that i t i s impossible in practice to reduce below 
level the "bao^round^ of natural oC part ic le contamination i n 
an ionlsation chamber. 3his irreduoible background sets an 
effective lower lin&t to the quantity of uraniua or thoriu© 
uhieh can be ssasured, and hence in practice to the eoncentratioE 
of these elements in iron which can be handled* Ef for t s were, 
therefore „ giade to u t i l i s e more ©odem techniques by which i t 
s?as hoped to lower toe effective l i a i t of estimation of both 
uroaius) and thorium. Tae s c in t i l la t ion counter lov/ered the 
effective l imi t of estimation of thorium to l.ftT*? g B whereas 
this l imit had been 4*t0?' g for the thoron method* The 
f luorioeter lowered the effective l imi t of estimation of 
urcniua to 0*6 x t0"^g 9 whereas t h i s l i z a i t had been 4.8 x 10"^  g 
f o r the radon osthod, These aere s i g n i f i c a n t i^rovesisats b u t 
a n a l y t i c a l procedures were needed to enable these iastyyajonts 
to Be used* Successful procedures were developed vjfoicft 
separated min ium and thorium f ro® the meteorite saiaple and 
f re® each o ther , the separated uranium being estimated using 
the f luc r ime te r* A f t e r a sui table per iod o f tisae the daughter 
a c t i v i t i e s TO and fhC could "be separated f roa the thorium con-
centrated from the meteorite sasjple* Stois tuethocl o f measuring : 
the a c t i v i t y o f The w i t h the s c i n t i l l a t i o n counter oalses i t 
possible to perform repeated estimations o f the thorium content 
o f a meteorite aaaple, so i s ^ r c v i n g the accuracy o f the resu l t* 
fhe roaqiisp; by which uranium sad thorisna are s e r r a t e d i s 
the caustic soda-hydrogen gero&ide react ion ©a f e y z l o i r o n 
ac t ing as the thorium c a r r i e r wMch y reo ip i t a tes j , and aluminium 
as the ersniup c a r r i e r sihich resalns i n so lu t ion* Then cor rec t 
condit ions Eire observed t h i s i s a quan t i t a t ive s e r r a t i o n . Sosie 
i n t e r e s t i n g resu l t s ^ere obtained vjhen s i rconiu& ^ 0 used as 
the c a r r i e r f o r t ho r iua Instead o f i r o n * i n t h i s case such 
uranissa was found i n the p r ec ip i t a t e as w e l l as the thor ium. 
I t would se@s> tha t t h i s i s connected with the f o n m t i o n o f 
sirconium peroxide t & i o i i Eslght i n t e r f e r e iaith the cos^lex 
peroKy-uranate otherwise held i n so lu t ion ^ i t h the alusdnium* 
fh© radioehec&eal procedures were appl ied to solut ions 
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regaining frosa t&e radoK^tho^on ans&ysis o f taeteorites* Steats 
ha& ahsran tha t the uranium i n i t i a l l y present I D the n&teor i te 
samples m o s t i l l present i s these {solutions aod t h i s element 
•gas separated using the relevant par t s o f the procedures* Clare 
remains vsrere dbt&inecl to ©onf i r a the low uranium eon t en t o f 
.GVik, and u s e f u l f i g u r e s on ZhQ uranium content o f AhnSghito 
w » obtained. I t sSgjttt be argues that* sines these i^sidue 
solut ions i&A been stored f a r a long t l s & , s i s esnt&s o r more, 
t h e i r uranium contest w i l l Slave changed. Howeverft these 
oolufcions v;ere stxongly aola (HC1) and were otored i n ggrrex, so 
t h a i i t i s not very probable t&at uranism ^ou l f i b© seaoved f rom 
so lu t ion by the glass • The other a l t© amative, <Sia{3©lving o f 
uranium t2*93 the glass toy the .aoi$ s o l u t i o n 9 aeei&s u a l l & e l y 
'c?hen the urani&s content of crude cone* KG1 a p p l i e d i n 
sloshesfe3rof i s considered ( see page/4^)« 
£he reagents needed f o r a meteorite analysis were success-
f u l l y p u r i f i e d ^shere necessary, esoe^t concentrated iiyOroohlorio 
&oi<3U reagent has a thorium content ra ther a%h f o r 
meteorite work* Atfcerapts at p u r i f i c a t i o n , e*g. d i s t i l l a t i o n p 
proved unsuccessful , ana the resu l t s obtained indica te t ha t 
t ho r iua v&s psob&bly being introduced f r o n g l a c s m r e . i n the 
p u r i f i c a t i o n of reagents f rom uranium ansi thorium a s l u r r y o f 
Sac§3 psowd very u s e f u l YJhero i t could be ee^loyed, This 
aethod o f p u r i f i c a t i o n isas also used i n an a t t e s t to p u r i f y 
sodteEj f l u o r i d e but t j i t f c only p a r t i a l success* 
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?he procedures v/ere then used f o r the analysis o f a saople 
o f san SiaFtia meteorite* He su i t s were obtained which agreed 
f a i r l y w e l l v / i t h toss o f e a r l i e r r/orkors ^ asrid ;;hioh could 
fee stated t & t h greater accuracy. 
(11) Helium .^g^^otioa. .>y coasaie gayg 
The second po in t tha t could be questioned! i s toe assumption 
t h a t a l l the helium i s o f radiogenic o r i g i n , m i s i s fundamen-
t a l to the p&blem o f the a*ges of s © t e o r i t e s , and arises f rom 
the au^es t ioa ssade by iouer and by Muatley x tha t a p a r t 
o f the helium content o f raeteorites ar ises not f r o o radioact ive 
decay but ra ther frozs tlie i n t e r ac t i ons of b%h © n e s ^ CQSEJIO 
ray p a r t i c l e s w i t h i r o n nuc le i* I t i s teaom tha t t&e 
'evaporation p a r t i c l e s 1 produced under these oiroiiostsnoes 
consis t o f n u c l e i o f the l i g h t e s t elements , ino lud l j ig bo th 
hel iusi 3 and helium 4* A recent i nves t i ga t i on ^y paneth, Heas-
beck and i&s&m has shorn that the helium i s o l a t e d f rom a 
nuaSber of oeteor i tes does contain „ l a f a o t » a subs tan t ia l gr©-
por t ion o f heliusj J 9 thus proving the essent ia l correctness o f 
the hypothesis o f the ©osiaie~ray o r i g i n o f par t o f toe helium* 
This i m p l i e s , o f oourse 9 t ha t the ages prev ious ly calcula ted 
nnst be regarded as c o n s t i t u t i n g upper l i m i t a to the ages o f the 
s e t e o r i t e s j i t i s l i k e l y , i n f a o t 9 tha t raany o f them are gross 
overestimates, and tha t none o f the meteorites has an age 
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appro&eJiiff^g 7 x 109 years* ®ats problem ©an b© resolved i n the 
case o f those meteorites which centals a comparatively s s & l l 
$j?opsrt io« o f helium 3» e i»oe the subtract ion o f a s m l l 
cor rec t ion to al low f o r the oosaaie ray con t r ibu t ion ^ i l l no t 
iatro^aoo gross e r rors i n t o the assessment o f the arasunt uhich 
has resul ted f r o o the ra*2i@sotivo decay o f the uranium antf 
t&oriaia. %gi ©so g&rtictal&r oa.ee» Pasieth, Keas&eefe and t2aya© 
XIGZG able t© t h i s , ana f o r the Bethany Harvard saeteorite 
they a^a^est ag© o f 75 s years; oalcul&tione by Mart in 
have sho s^a tha t i t i s not i^iplausiblo to sngg©et t ha t t h i s r e -
presents the age o f the bu lk o f the meteorites so f a r examined* 
the m r y i o g he l iuo contents a r i s i n g 9 as syggeoto^ fegf Eauer* 
f rom the m r y i % thicknesses o f matter v;hioh o r i g i n a l l y 
suritouaSed the fragment o f s e t eo r i t e r e m i n i n g a f t e r passage 
th£mj<$a tfes atsaosg&iere* I t seems l i k e l y , however 9 tha t age 
determinations by the hel iusa^raniar i - thor iu^ oethoa <all i have 
to &e r e s t r i c t e d i s f u t u r e to those se teor i tes which have a 
dcrsBatmbly small coe-nic ray con t r ibu t ion ( i i ic l ieated by t h e i r 
i®o helium 3 percentage) • 
iliese arguments do n o t , however* i n v a l i d a t e discussion o f 
an i n t e r e s t i n g group o f three sseteorites, sshieh fors j the main 
p a r t o f the mater ia l invest igated i n the present s?er&« For 
Savik* Ahnigh i to , and iiuonioaalusts- 9 c a r e f u l i nves t iga t ion has 
ba i l ed to reveal a sae&surable a&ount o f helium* oxt& the question 
ar ises aSiether t h i s absence o f helium I s to be corre la ted w i t h 
a very low age ( t s 10^ years) or w i t h a correspondingly ss&u 
amount o f radioactive ' t^ntscdjaatien* • Tae present Inves t iga t ion 
has shooa conclusively tha t the l a t t e r suggestion i s not correct* 
tha t the three meteorites i n questioa a i l contain amounts 
o f uranium and thorium v/nioh, even i f aoae^Jhst saa l l e r than the 
average $ are s t i l l largo enough to give a s i g n i f i c a n t eeount o f 
radiogenic heliurio Oso© &MS thus say v?it» some ce r t a in ty t h a t 
these three bodies l a s t s o l i d i f i e d not core than about one 
m i l l i o n years ago any con t r ibu t ion frosa coealc ray p r o -
duced helium viill, o f course, only serve to reduce s t i l l f u r t h e r 
the already low l i s & t which can thus be set* The reason vshy 
these three aeteor i tes appear to be so d i f f e r e n t f r o a t h e i r 
f e l l o w s can only be a s e t t e r f o r conjecture* I t has been 
suggested tha t these oeteor i tes have l o s t t h e i r heUura through 
being heated ^ h i l e passing close to the sun ^ f j , A process o f 
saelUsg and s o l i d i f y i n g talking place i n the parent body has also 
been postulated • Evidence tha t laeteo r i t e s i n general vi?ere 
fosaed under pressure * ' seees to conf i rm the idea o f an ex-
ploding planet o r i g i n o f m e t e o r i t e s » although i&sasey 
suggests tha t change I n the i n t e r n a l s t ruc ture o f feaus could 
cause s u f f i c i e n t disturbance o f i t s surface to account f o r t h e i r 
o r i g i n * Any comprehensive theory on the o r i g i n o f meteorites 
suet account f o r the small group o f very lot? oge« I t seems 
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to be qu i te ce r t a in tha t they must fee regarded as having an 
o r i g i n i n sou© m y d i f f e r e n t tsom the others* tJher© seees to 
ho l i t t l e doubt o f t h e i r raeteoritio o r ig ins a i l three show 
w l l - d e v e l o p e d sridoanstatten f i g u r e s » flhiea apgear to be qui te 
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